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Part IV 

Chavtor X 

ReTersion in the Dowatic SubJects 

"HMO loonomics bas failed to create the paragon 
out of Domestic science" 

J. Ehrvey. 1971 
Report 

Introductim 

Claim that the domestic subjects have not developed 
I to the 

equivalent degree that other subjects have during the Past two decades 

warrants investigation in the light of contradictory claims. 
2 

The 

conflicting claims would appear to arise from the dichatamined 

perspectives of the experimental frontiers and the realities based 

(I a research. In a subject not affected by external academic delunds 

to the same extent an otherov it night reasoo&bly be anticipated that 

curriculum development would have been unfettered. Therefore the 

constraints being experienced nuot have oth*r causal ginesee. 

The stimalux for the present empirical research stemmed from 

the above problem and the role of the now professional rOcrat- IIAW 

probationary teachers are known to revert to teaching Methods IV 

, which they themselves were taught. 3 owing to sociological and 

psychological pressures during this year securilY was inGvi+-&blY 

sought throu& known $recipes' and routines. 
4 Thus a conserva; tism 

set in. perpetuation of the congerva; tism however is not necessarily 

axiomatic. An examination of this trait at both the Student and 

teacher levels offers little comfort unions now trends smarge-5 
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Professional conservation 

(i) Students 

fte noted resistance to change an the part of Has* 
6 Zoaaamists may be the result, of personality factors. This study 

does not intend to exudne this "peat in any depthq but it can 

be odd that a former investigation by Norg=7 (1969) found that 

specialist students exhibited "slight tendencies" to be 0 ... more 

conserwativey more self-controlled and more group dependent" as 

well as being siore conscientious,, extraverted and higber m ego- 

strength when cowpared, with a general Primmy group. 

S"h Im ana1Y'Bim thou& WOuld seem to omit a major variable - 

that Of situ&ticnsa Pr*nxurom. Although it has been shown that 

ooll9ges tend to attraot oertain perumslity types,, 4L@gpite & 

relative lack of selection, 
8 

and the fact that the loony ideolo&71 

of the earlier monoteabnic iustituti=29 remiss within Rome Econoisice 

departmients to a fairly extensive degreep it is suggested here that 

the apparent similarity of personality" is an effect induced by 

the nature of the institution rather than either the nature of the 

subject per so or the students. 
11 

A significant number of students 

have indeed commented an the degree of conformity 
12 demanded and the 

Irepressivel and 'autocratic' ethos of som departments has been 

noted. 
13 Students however recognis* the power of the institution 

to ensure compliance and realise that they themselves give it on 

the grounds of enlightened self-interest. 
14 
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The attributes of 'greater conservatisn't 'more extraverted' 

and 'high an ego-strangthl could be envisaged as elemaints of 

authoritarianism. Ifevertheless, this again could be situational. 

Authorativeness may be an important concomitant of success which 

is required in a subject which is immediately visible and amumrable 

by parents. This is in sharp contrast to those subjects which am 

only assessed intermittently by emmminations whose results we 

oonveyod, by the biennial school R"ort. Van herep an unfavourable 

report may be dismissed as bias an the part of the teacher. The 

Ems 11comomice teacher has no such protection - her ability is 

assessed in terns of the child's product and the parent's reality. 

Therefore 'failure' camot be entertained, for as Musgrove points 

oat: 

MrAmnisations which produce predictablst standard qw- 
products are in a weak bargoiniing position via-&- 
vim the oOnW=er*- 15 

This certainly obtains in a imbject vherie the substantive matter is 

recarded, as everyday knowledge. The How Noonmics student is in an 

evan more vulnemble position than her qmlifiod colunterpart since 

she has several Imasters' to &&tisfys parents, pupilm, tutors and 

too s. Consequently Obe frequently resorts to *ritQ&1i= and 

overoo nfo=ity" an the result of insecurity. 
16 She my then take 

refuge in routine I recipe knowledge 1 17 
"verting, to cont, @nt and 

methodology experienced in her 01M education- 
Is By such means is 
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she able to cope with the situationg for as Schutz sWs, 

"The recipe works ... as a precept for action ... 
and a scheme of interpretation" .... 19 

for the individual in a stressful situation. 

Such behaviour,, programmedg routinised and predictable an 

it iov in funderpowered behaviour$. 20 It is this factor which may 

make the student teacher of Rose Economics appear to be more 

conservative then she really ist it may indeed be a defence medbanism. 

This phenomenon say also be reflected in the noted 'greater group 

dependency'. In the teacbin practice situation she can never be 

am t an her Primaxy Group counterpart s for reasons of 

safety alone a qualified teacher has always to be present -a legal 

requirement. Inevitably, however unobtrusive the teacher may andeavour 

to bop there is always an element of shamed responsibility at bestr 

at worst the student is denuded of her potential authority by the 

interference of the teacher who is vnvilling to relinquish her 

oasmand of the class. This problem does not seen to be nearly as 

marked in an ordinary classroom who" the maintenance of the some 

of production (i. e. equipment) is not of such ismediate consequence 

or power. 

For all these reasoneq the student home economist is likely 

to be more group dependent in the teaching situation -a feature 

which may well carry over into other areas which =0 involved in 

related activities. It =W be hypothesised the+, if the tgroup 
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d0P6nd4mQY' phMOMMOn was due to a personality factor, then the 
21 

noted isolationism of home economics teachers would not be so marked. 

Frm this it can be seen that Morgan's analysis my bave ignorecl some 

vital variabl*s vhioh, given a non-college situation, may have produced 

some different findings, just an labn's 22 'Bareautcratic mns vas 

different finma WbYte's 23 'Organisation am'. 

Whet is perhups of gx4mter significanoe is the question of 

power to commind. compliance fr(a studentes oertainlY tha are TIM 

aware of the influence of the inatitutica. 
24 It in interesting to 

note that students who withdraw from the Eme, Economics course Weer 

to fall into two oategoriest those who =0 academically week or prove 

=suitable in the teaching situatica and those with 'spirit' vho can 

envisage an altermative career. 
25 

In-depth intervistre and unsolicited coments reveal that 

m=W Students strongly resent the power of the instituticim and many 

wish to withdraw: 
26 the realisation however that this action mqr not 

finally be In their own best interests induoes OMP3. iauoe with 

institutimal demnds. 

All this wagers vell for change when *v4mtu&llY these Bt"ents 

enter the professim: Imt whether this feature in a regular one and 

the regression is despite ito Or Wbether it in a falrly now phenomenon 

which will yield results has yet to be seen. Findings to date are 

not very onspioians. 27 
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(ii) Teachers 

Coatinued resistance to changet as noted in some recent 

BAmorts, may well be a result of the age stracture in the, home ecOnmics 

teaching force. 28 The age-group which might reasonably be the most 

likely to effect change in missingg the cohort in their late twenties 

to late thirties. Regression which appears to not in during the 

probationary year as a defence macheniomp might be expected to resolve 

itself after a few yearst teaching when personal security had increased 

and a clear philosopby had been, developed. But it seem that an 

marriage, or shortly afterwards they withdraw for the period of child 

mLvingo returningo if at all, at about forty years old. By this time, 

how ocamitments and other interests tend to override professional 

damods, other than the very basic ones. 
29 Consequently they too 

'regress' - the gap between the current situation and their own 

training being even longer. 

One outcome of this in that very young teachers are being 

appointed as Beads of Mepartmient only to find that they have not got 

the requisite skills or mperience to carry out ow)h a demnding role-30 

Consequences for the subject are therefore debatsblbiý In other subjectat 

even if the am age gap occurred in the female sectiont there are Sales 

to fill it vho are engaged in the promotion race, No that ourriculim 

development in not restricted in the am vay. 
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Evidence of the lack of development in the domestic subjects 

is menifested. in the lack of use of modern technology for e3mople: 

certainly it would seem that few attempts are made to utilise Modern 

equipment other than that which in directly related to the production 

of fOodq3' despite the urging of the Schools Comoil (1971) that 

technological aids should be usod. 
32 Much valuable teadbin and 

learning time is wasted thzvogh such old fashioned methods am the 

writing of recipes and methods on the blackboard t time which the 

oveximwLd projector or slides etc. could supplement in a no" 

educational mmer by involving pupils in the consideration of 

recording mothodal, selection procedures etc. A battery of such 

aids would offer Milo a source of stimulation. in that recipes etc. 

could be orimented with an an individual or group basis rather 

than the Class Method of toocIbi- . ffitis would accord mob more 

favoumbly with Modern educational ideology of self-leamlin when 

the toackwr acts as one of the resowoe. 

Change miLy be forced an the professional at the teabber- 

education level: with the severely curtailed time allowance and 

the separation of Professional studies (i. e. the actual teaching 

of method) from the personal knowledge lovelt then currioulm demands 

may enforce other mode* of 1mming. It vould however take xWW 

years for the effects to percolate Into the schools. Elio slMosto 

that a more educational. 9 not 'craft, perspective to required by the 

teaching profoggiont a point discuseed ellmndwo. 
33 By the same 

-token change mUr b* forced tbrov4& plWsioal conditions imposed by 

such persons as advisers and architects. For &COMPUP Desigil Csntr*834 
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wherein a range of 'practicall activities are carried out sim1tansously 

resulted from pressure by the advismy service seeking to effect 

integration in the field of Art and 3)osign. 2he effectiveness of these 

oentres in debatablet but the dmand they aske in term of the type of 

teacher required has had none impact at the teacher-education level. 

A fin&3 consideration in relation to consorvatism, in the 

teaching profession in that of perceived and actual realities. NOW 

Tutore regard themselves as 'forward looking' : students tend to see 

them &a tout of touch with reelityl. 
35 Tbus the dichotomy between 

staff mad class roam behaviour would appear to be as mexked at the 

college level as Keddie found in the schools. 
36 However, it would 

seen that difficulties exist at a higher level too. Attempts to affect 

change appear to moot with considerable oppositiong for a variety of 

reasenst some of which are financial, not odmoationalp as for example 

in the case of recent attempts to bring abmt more effective touch' 

of nutritica. 
37 Me problem may also be affected by personal conviction 

in contrast to objective measures of efficiency. Novertheleseq it would 

appear that experiments to re-diroot teaching practiose in the field 

of Home Boonamice are inhibited by a variety of factors, mom of which 

are not oducational. 

It van as a remat of concern felt regarding the apparent lack 

of mploi+Agticn of ftg potential of Now loonamice that an investigation 

into the possible ommses van mdortaken. Psyobological causes in ter= 
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of the 'nature of the subject' have previously been offered. However, 

it in suggested here that what may sometimes be regarded as being 

psychologically caused, is in fact the outcome of sociological factors. 

The empirical research therefore sought to assess this paradox and 

to analyse the apparent lack of real progress in the teaching of Hoiie 

Economics. 

Emirical Research 

Tho bypothesis underlylng tho resoazvh was that the inetitution 

through which home economists passed during their period of training 

was the shaping influence in terms of the end product and that 

neither the Input (i. e. students) nor the nature of the subject 

was the major factor an in often suggested-38 It was also bypothesised 

that one of the major elements was the olan-like tendency for college 

staff to be recruited from the nano training establiabmint t this it 

was felt led to a amoperspectiv* vhich was self-perpetuating and 

an important factor in the probles of professional regression. 

The intention was to compare and contrast tbres toaaher-training 

establiWummts with differeat obaracteristics over a period of three 

yews. Howeverg owing to the acceleration of institutional obanges 

brovWht about by factors beyand the control of th& profeggicnP39 the 

colleges approached felt unable to help. 40 The College which did 

agree to participate was the me which bad recently engaged not a 

fact which offered opportunities beyond the normal coon in that 

infonistim van roadily forthcomi in tono of int*rvieve. 
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The Colleget a multi-purpose College of Educationt offered an 

farourable a research situation an perhaps was possible, given the 

political situation mentioned above. A three year teacher training 

was offered to Intending Primary, Middle, Soootudary and Special 

Schools (B. S. R. & S. S. N. ) teachers. A wide range. of subjects was 

availablet Eme Economics being a major me which was available as 

a Main subject for intending Secondary teachers and an 'Optional' 

course for Niddle-school teachers. The College had originally been 

a Home licauniom establiWnwnt4l opened in 1953 vb= the expansion 

of the subject was under way. It remained a monotedbnio institution 

until 1962 when, oving to a change in ]). B. S. policy$ the college 

became an all-purpose institution. One of the reasons for the 

practice to incorporate Home Economics into the ordinary teacher 

training establishments was the noted isolation of the subjecto a 

point of particular importance when the ideology of feminine 

domesticity was being promoted. 
42 

Therefore the college offered 

an establishment which still reflected some of the characteristics 

of the previous institution as well as one still undergoing transition. 

This latter instance rests in the staffing situation vhereb! y members 

from the original institution remained in prominont positions and 

therefore characteristics of the old type of organination persisted 

to a degrees moderation stemsed from the increasing interaction with 

other departments (e. jr. Education) which was inevitable given the 

new circumstances. Nevertheless, the department exhibited effects 

of a 'total institution. ' and it was this that prompted the bWPOthesis- 
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Por the purposes of this research it was decided to cover 

a three year period so that there would be at least three first 

year groups to follow through. In order to enlarge the sample 

students alreso (a the course were also invited to cooplete 

questionnaires. 

These qmostiamaires vere supplemented by numervus in-depth 

interwims vith c&-going, studentev ex-students and teachers. 7tcu 

this it vas possible to gain a wide spectrum of viewev given the 

general wastraints already ontlined. All intwviews were informal. 

Since virtually no research has been done in the field of 

Eme Economics in Britain, the questionnaires were expanded to a 

limited degree in order to offer potential ground for future research. 

Tlwrefore the questiconsires fall into a orose-category, affording a 

nixt; ure of the descriptive-amuserativo survey and the analytio-relational 

survey- 
43 In effect it also cometitut9d a mini-pamel marvey since 

specific groups of stvadentep with little pereamel turnover, were 

followed through. 

The nature of the questions to be asked stemmed from inforsal, 

unstructured interviews and Wks vith key informants. 44 
pilot 

questicamaires were completed by third year students and a B. Id- 

Hame Boalcmics group. 7rcm their r9gpcnoes a checklist for questions 

was devised and reworked with a mabering about a quarter of 

the original group. 
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R&TiOg completed US Pilot 8U'rvQY and reconstructed. the 

questiamaires, permissioa to operate thef. survey bad to be sought 

frM the Academic Board of the College. This was grantodt the 

Read of the Home Economics Dopartxwmt was a member of the Board 

and therefore, like other constituent ambers,, bad full knowledge 

of the questicenaire contents. An open-ended type of question was 

domed inappropriate since I was waiting within the institution. 

The strength of the initial response indicated that such a fozmat 

would have been non-productive in the final au&lysis. 
45 

yet sme 

means of measuring the breadth of responses was felt to be 

necessary$ therefore questions were constructed an the basis of 

graded responses with the opportunity for personal expansion if 

required. Thus a series of itents was constructed for each &rea 

to be exaUined with the request to add azgr relevant information 

stipulated in relation to certain questions. This invitation was 

also presented verbally at the tiae conoerned. 

A major foreseen difficulty regarding the nature of the 

questions was the danger of over-reaction by the studiisnts : feelings 

were very high and the imbalance which may have &risen once students 

thought tbey bad aI sympathetio'earl would have invalidated the 

research. The use of the five-point Likort scale was therefore 

thou&t to be the most appropriate : this could be telescoped where 

necessoxy in the analysis. 
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In tome of the overall design the third year questiomaire 

reflected that of the first year. In order to assess the degree 

to which the institution had affected students it was necessary 

to gouge the degree of satisfaction upon entry. In some areas Of 

the teaching proftsgion the problem of reluctant recruits has been 

noted. 
46 Should this be the case in thin instance then the effects 

of +. he instituti4a would, it is suMsted, not have been an marked. 
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Research Programme 
Questiomalres 

A: Factors affecting choice of teaching as 
a career and Home Economics as a teaching 
subject 

Groups oompletiAg 

3rd yr. & B. Ed. 1974 
2nd yr. 1973-74 
lot yr. 1973-74 
lot yr. 1974-75 
lot yr. 1975-76 
Control group: Main Sociology 

B: Factors affecting choice of college and lot Yr. 1973-74 
student reaction to the first year lot yr. 1974-75 

lot yr. 1975-76 
Control group: General Primary 

Course 

C: Evaluation of the College course with 
particular reference to Home Economics as above 

D: Questionnaire to ex-students who are 
completing their first year of teaching 

Key: 0=G. C. E. Ordinary level (OSE/City and Guilds) 
A=G. C. E. Advanced level 
Z= No Main level qualification 

Empirioal Reseaxoh 

Year groups, Quationnaire A 

I: 3rd year 1974-1975 

II : 3rd year 1975-1976 

III : lot year 1973-1974 

IV t lot year 1974-1975 

v: lot year 1975-1976 

Questiommires 

B/C 

note: Where questionnaires were oompleted by on-90ing 
students they were re-numbered as given. 

Main Sooiology : oontrol group 

General Course : oontrol group 
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affecting choice of- tLaehlný, as' a career and Hone Ecoronios, 

as a teac P subjeot 

P2*"e indicate whether you have Home Boononios qualif ioat ions: - 

2evel IV level CO3*EG City Guilda None 

: At what age did you first seriously consider teachingg as a possible career? 

3.0 15 20 - 25 

15 - 3,8 25 - 35 
J 

28 - 20 35+ 

b) Vha't fu2l-time occupation (other than edwation) have you had? I Lone 

(1) IrAioate the degree of encouragement the following people gave you: 
Sly. CLOGS n. disool-,, tron5 I enooyx-ý neutral; - di Ur- no en aGGd It 

c, 8F Zed ag ap 
J4,13ohool H. E. teacher 

ýb) ]parents - mother 

0) - father 

. A) ftiend(s) 

0) Routive(s) 

r) Careers Guidanoe Offioer 

S). Owe on GUIA ance Teaoher 
I--. 

- 

jjjo=w/Yecr Tviar 

Ar yone 

k) No-one 

(. 1i) Xf you have no qualifioation in Home Boonomiols., explain briefly why you ohose 
It "a main subjeot. 

? 11 
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Pub those factors in the order they -influenced your choice 
as your main -subject at college. does no 1__________, tapply tj 

S) TOU were good at the subject 

b) you JJW the Home Econoraios 
teaoher raore than other teacliera 

O)you felt the Home Bocnomics 
teaoher lilcea you and that 
therefore you would do well 

d) 'fou were unoertain as to v6at 
you wanted to do as yet 

0) There was insuffieient time 
to, oonsider all possibilities 

f) Insuffio: Lent guidanoe re 
oaroers was given 

a) It was a question of f itting 
In with the 'Options' avail- 
ab2a for 101 & 'At levels 

.4 

it was the only subjeot in whioh 
you felt reasonably oonfident 
to take up. 

i) Any other 

of Home Boonomios 

Plaou a oross in 
the does not applyl 
oolumn for anytems 
whioh had no 
bearing at cal on 
your ohoioe. Then 
list the remainder 
in nmerical order. 
You should have 
final total of 
8 (or 9) marlw/ 
numbers in all. 

lRate the Importanoe you believe your shoool to have attached to the followina aspeots 
%-ogwraIng pupils' futures in general. 

I very Unim- verv 
limportantlimportant junoe ain ! unimportant jortant 

4) gaftsfaction in a Job/oameer 

going to University 

time between school anc oing Ig 
jj*o Higher Education 
(, e. & a year in indimtry) 
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. 2u attached to the following-t- Please rate the degree of imp-,, rtanca I 
-, V yef very 

ort 
UVortantlunoortain; unMor%ýOrtrlitj 

anti 
v. ) sebisfaction, in a job/oareer 

b) going to University 

0) going to College 

d) time in between school mid Higher Ed, f--- 
(e. g. a year in industry or V. S. O. ) 

8) the idea of being In teaeher' 

f) the possibility of oontinuing to 
study Home FoonorA m 

the idea of passinq on to others 
WhO you yourself '. iad enjoyed. 

h) having a loareert rather than a fjobt 

At the time of making your choice of teaching as a career,, wora you aware of 
(mupations other then teaohinG within the f ield of Hono Boononios: - I Yes, No. 

a) demonstrating (e, g, for Gas/EIeotrio 008, b) 
b) I representative I for man turers (equipment) 

o) catering and Hotel Management 

d) dietician (e. g. in hospitals) 

e) schools meals service 

f) any other ............... 

, Please ste4e if you had cuiy previous experience of any of the above, ,, ee**a@9**@, p @@*9 

Sefore iooning to oollege were you aware of what teaohing wov-1d 
folloldng age ranges**. evs*eoo 

a) infants 

b) juniors 

o) middle 3ohool 

seoondar. v 

be like f 9K-the 
Yes No 

gramiar 
001: 1prehensive 

L-El 

iseoon, lary modern 



267 IYes No 
Did you. unelertake any Iteaching' or observation in (a) jLafant 

10 

batm"O canin& t-o nallege? 
o middle 
d) saoonclary 

i 
a) Was teadhing your first ahoi-na. of ourear? yes 

If noti what was? ......................... 
Yes No 

b) Did you apply to University 

Polyteohnio 

Art College 

Musio College 

Any other-institution.... 

o) Was this college your f-ý Lj 

second choice 

third 

acTjJL)c): Ls 

P3AFijse... rato -. yolW 014niaa of the following statements: - 

agre e agree i ain apmee diSaPTee 

a) Teadhing is a useful oareer to oombine 
with raising a family 

b) Oollege is a way to pass the time 
between sehool and marriage 

o) Men prefer to narry H. E. tea6hers 
rather than other types of teaohers 

a) By baving a Horao Eoonomiow 
qualifioation one is more likely 
to got marrioa 

Vere you,, or have you become engaged or married at the following points. 
Engaged Married 

a) before ooning to oollege 

b) during CLIS f irst year 

o') clurine the seoond year 

d) during t. he third year 

6) during the fourth year 

f) between Oomplating your oourse 
arld tak: Lng uP Your firsc tsaohing 
post 
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newing completed your first/seeond/third- yýear at college., what is you. - opinion 
of thg follovIng statementse (*delete as Tequired). 

a) toaohin8 is the right oareer for me 

1)) . R. R. is the right subj eot f or me 

o) this institution was the best for 
Jmr purpose 

a) x have chosen the right age-range 
to teaoh 

sixongly stronSly agree moertain Ais. n. gree I 
agree s pz 

44)Did you attempt to change courses at all? 
'ý'ýDid 

you attempt to'ohange your riain subject? 

'c')Did you in fact change .......... 
(i) course? 

subJeet? 

ao, to 

ik) 
Did you think about ohangin&.... (i) oourse? 

'Dut nut uutually attempt to do so? 

(: Li)subJeut? 

See 040 

O's No -, i 
ýy 

LL 

. --y-e-WA -iro- 

if you have oompleted your thirci Or B-Rd. 
- -Sar, _p2ease answer tbe fo. Uowjzxg.. - 

a) Have you obtained a teaching post yet? 

b) Are you hoping to obtain one by this September? 

o) Do you intond undertaking some employmnt other 
I than teaching this year? If so., please describe 

briefly 

If the answer to (o) is 13rest, do you inter. 1 to 
go into teaching at a latek. date? 

stron, sly'l 
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who 
30 

Please indicate the reasoii for you.. wl-thdrawa,: - 

a) you felt that teno1iine was the wrong (-, axeer for you 

b) you were tadvisedl to withdraw 

o) jrou were not al-lowed to change eourse/subjeot 

a) for personal reasons (e. g. family) 

e) because-of-illness/aocident 

f) you disliked oollege life 

any other reason 

U r. 

please state the point at vabich you withdrew (e. & and of first year): 

if you were ladvised to leave please inclioate how tfairt you believe this 
to have been. 

Ver7 Unfair 

Please ada any oonments ...... 

p2aamp -stata -yuur oooppa+Ion (If nW) sulwo loavJji& or the one yoU hope to 
take up. 

if you oould choose again, would you choose: - 
Yes Nol 

a) teaching as a career 

b) flone Economioq as your subpot 

o) Secondary age ranrp 

d) Junior age range 

e) T-nfants 

CHECK MEFULLY TO SEE THU ALL VESTIONS HAIVE BEEN ANSIMOD. 
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Chapter XI 

Questiomaire A 

Factors affecting choice of teaching as a-career and Home Economics as 

a Teaching Subject 

The intention of this questionnaire was to assess the attitude 

of teacher trainees on entry to the course. It was to act as a 'bench 

mark' against which to evaluate the third year questionnaire. The 

questions covered factors such as persons who were instrumental in the 

decision makin process, variables such as ability/interest feelingsv 

school attitudes which may have an imperceptible influence (e. g. q-4) 

and personal attitudes. 

Since it was possible to have the questionnaire completed by 

some students in retrospect (thirdl second and B. Ed. in the first 

instance) extra questions were inserted (e. g. q. 11P 13P 14 et seq) 

as checks on the degree of satisfaction as stated. It was, for 

emoplev felt that married women and those who became either married 

or engaged during the course might be more fadaptablet (a noted 

feature of Rome Economists). 1 This would therefore colour their 

responses through external criteria. Those students who completed 

the questionnaire on entry omitted such questions. 
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Quationnaire A. 

Detailod analysie 

fFiltert mation 

Qualifications : it was anticipated that there ai&t be some differences 

in responses between those with 'A' level Rom Economics and those 

without. This question was also seen " positing ground for future 

research into achievement levels at the and of the course: this has 

important implications for aoadenio level requirements in the light 

of developments which were then *t beginning. To date it has to be 

a4mowledged that unless there is a very marked difference in outcome 

between those with and those without 'At level Ems Economics the fact 

that relatively few schools currently offer 'A' level want be taken 

into "count vhan recruiting. This could of course be the 'catch 221 

situation. However, casual research to data suggests that there is 

little difference in the final analysis. Unfortunately this could be 

a question of too low am attaizoant oeling: of the current group of 

B. Nd. Boas Economics candidates fiins bad 'At level (out of fourteen). 

Tyve amd Sequence 

Awtual questions of attaimment were placed at the beginning while 

those relating to swoons level or social factors (0-9- 91060,941MOnts) 

were left to the end in order to avoid possible alienation (a the 

part of those vho bad not t this proved fortuitous in US final OnAlysis. 
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The sequence was that of establimbin the effect of 'significant others 12 

(q. 2), factors influsnoing original choice (i. e. at 101 level)9 the 

offset of the 'hidden ourriculml (q-4) in the sense of teacher Wtpectation 

and school ethoss this was in order to measure the potential change 

wrought by the wcpeoted greater independence of pupils arriving from 

Comprehensive schools. Personal attitudes concerning the choice of 

career were contained in question five and awareness of other options 

in questions six and seven. As a check against question seven question 

eight was a factual one which also sought to assess student dissatisfaction 

with the age range chosen, a point which seemed to be of increasing 

importance as middle schools gained ground in the College area. 

Question nine, a factual one,, was sandwiched here between those 

of actual experience and attitudes pertaining to the pro-oollege 

situation in order to ke*p subject matter together and to act as an 

'emotional' measure against q. ten. The remaining questions were only 

answered by those who completed the questionnaire in retrospect. 

Questions fifteen to nineteen were for those who withdrew from the 

course. Question seventeen covered such instances as students WhO 

failed their teaching practice or who failed course work. It was the 

policy of the institution to ask students to withdraw rather than 

waste their valuable years if, after all the help offered, they still 

failed to reach the required standards. After the first yearls research 

however non-college factors entered into the situation and therefore 

further research into this particular aspeot was not continned. 
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Most of the questions were of the folosedt type although in 

the majority of oases a degree of open-andedness van allowed in 

order to incorporate variables which may have only applied in specific 

instances. It also aimed to avoid bias in particularly influential 

questions. Grade ranking van used in many instances: this van to 

allow for the motional element. owing to the difficulty in measuring 

the 'distance' between the grades clustering was used (to a three 

point scale as against five). 

The reliability of the questions was ensured by means Of items 

in various questims acting an checks against others: e. g. 2(1) f, g 

moinat 3 ot ft g. 5 at og agiLinat 10bg d. The ValiditY Of the 

responses was entmed by news of coding vbsre reqaired. 

The danger or the $halo efroott was boporully avoided. by moans 

of loooling off' questions not between the nor* provocative ones. In 

the event the halo effect operated in only & mialmn nuabor of cases 

(vher* a respondent placed all ticks or oross*s in a, oolvmn. ) Variation 

in the rating scales offset say tendency for this to bappen in the 

MaJoritY Of oasest as can be seen by the range of responses. 

Central Grmv 

Main Sociology students were used for this purVose for the following 

re"Ones 
1. Like How Boommical Sociology in not readily available at 

'At level in the schools: therefore students takin it mq 
have exhibited similar qualities of persistence to follow 
their chosen subject. 

2. sociology students were equally available for inp-depth and 
unstructured interviews since I worked equally with thees, 
students. 
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3. Like Rome Economicut Sociology in only offered by a few 
colle4pal, therefore similar constraints concerning choice 
of institution were likely to apply. 

4. Caqwrable ratio of married vomen in third year group. 

Anal-T"i 

Qualifications 

The question of unequal qualifications upon entry to a College 

cmme posits the final level to be reached an problmatic. Where 'A' 

level in the basic subject in a minima entry requiremento it aight 

be &armed that a course would uss, that as a bass line. Howevert such 

in the difference between Imm Boards that this =W not be a very 

reliable criterion. 

Two matters for consideration arise from this t onet the choice 

of subject, if based only an 101 level exporieUO* IMAY give & very false 

impression both as to the nature of t3mo work, the smomint of work involved 

and the standards roqpired. Certainly in a 'practioall subject the 

danger might be that 'craft' skills may take precedence over principles 

and concepts. This does appear to be tile oaaeI3 B. Nd. students felt 

that their Main subject course had remained at the level at which they 

were to teach in schools: it had not challenged thou. 4 A well structured 

course should denand that all students be stretched' according to their 

initial and potential abilities. Cawamtg that courses which specialised 

offered greater cb&114US were sosu, as preferable with Id"d ighti, 

although it was the nature of the 'mixed' course vhich had initially 

been one of the main attractions of this particular instituti(MI11.5 It 
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was also recognised that the needs of the schools may be better 

catered for throu& a nixed course. Nevertheless the personal level 

of attainment appeared to have lacked satisfaction. Measured against 

other subjects this van regarded as a serious handicap to the 

professional standing. 

It could be hypothesised that the lose experience students 

have on entry the greater is the potential for influencing them- 

Alternatively, vher* there is a greater knowledge of the subject 

(e. g. 'At level) this could be regarded am an acceptance of the 

constraints of the subject in its present state - that is to say 

there is a greater degree of o(oplianoo. ftrtainly this would seem 

to be the case " posited by the research findings vhen for example 

the second year group (1974/5) and the first year entry group (1973/4) 

were most closely balanced (i. e. 101 & 'A' levels equalled approximately 

fifty per cent). 

A notable feature is the increasing umaber of students with 

'A' level Rame loommics especially in years 1973-1975- (Table AI&)- 

By thin takent Sociology students would be very persuasible since 'A' 

level sociology was rarely the case. A counterveiling factor however 

my be that of the age of decision which differed notably between 

the two groups (Table AD). It wauld seen in fact that students are 

increasingly deciding earlier as to their chosen career. This would 

accord with the apparent school practice of holding careers conventions 

and makin ever earlier choices an to 001 level subJeot decisions. 
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The noted decline in mature students in Rome Economics is 

merely indioative of the fact that looal, demand has been virtually 

absorbed and also that the College is necessarily aware of mobility 

probleme facing mature students in a declinin market. 

Th* problem in not so acuto in Sociology since this offers 

gitl2er Primazy/Middlo or secondary level vork. A notable f"tu" 

in in fact the later decision patt9rA, in Sociology* When compared 

vith Home Economists it vould seen tb&t Sociology students are 

potentially more dissatisfied since a number of them gave reasons 

for taking the subject an that of Isomethi" different from Bchgwll 

(q. A2ii). 
. 
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Questionnaire A 

Response rates 

A 

as third 
year 

as first 
year 

52 21 30 1 

44 12 29 3 

111 57 27 29 1 

IT 64 26 36 2 

63 17 43 2 

control 
1 

14 - TT l3 81 
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Q-2 "i The influence of others (m choioe of eareer and owbJect 

It was bypothesised, an the basis of verbal 'evidence' given 

by selectors of candidates that a major influence was that of the 

10ollege name' i. e. its reputation. This point was examined in two 

questiocnaires, the first year entry one (A) and the one given at 

the and of the first year (B). Being phrased differently a check 

was provided s this point would have important implications for 

future recruitment within a now context where the 'name' of the 

college would be mob lose prominant if not totally obliterated. 

Although there in obviously an element of recomandatim the facts 

do not support the strength of the claim. (Table AII&). 

The greatest influence appears to have been that of the 

mother when the responses were clustered into +9 -. (Table AIIb). 

The Home Zoonomion teacher played a significant rolev but when the 

third yew questionnaire was analysed in term of whether a known 

person bad attended the college and consequently influenced the 

intending student it appears that say recoomendation to take a place 

in Rom Economics was not based an actual experience of the college 

since few students bad knovn azqone who had previously attended. 

(Table BIIIa). 

What in interesting is the difference in the I significant 

others' between Maine Sociology students and Rome Boonomists. Friends 

were far more influential. (Table AIII&) (item d) while Careers 

Guidance teachers/Offioers played a major role in Sociologists' 

decision but virtually none in the Rome Noonomists'. Howevert these 
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findings must also be tempered vith the fact that a very significant 

umber of respondents in both groups replied that no guidance had in 

fact been given. (Table AIJIb) (item g 10). Polytecbuic students 

confirmed this vhsn they intimated that moo the subject of Rome 

Economics had been mentioned in oomection vith a career "they didn't 

vant to know", or vere "positively discouraging". It soma that 

attitudes the hard. 
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Q-3 Re"(Se for choice of Ame Economics 543 teachinx mbject 

An was perhaps to be expected, the overriding reason for taking 

Hme Economics as the Main Subject at college was that respondents 

felt they were "good at the subject". (57-14%)- Running a close 

second howeverv when columns 1&2 were added together was the fact 

that respondents also felt insecure with regard to my other subject. 

av: h - 29-71%; a- 40-71%). (Table AIIIa). In view of the not 

inconsiderable numbers without 'At (H. B. ) level the ability felt in 

relation to the subject gives some o as for concern. This fact 

has been reflected in schools' comente with regard to students an 

teaching practice. Also problematic is the foot that only a limited 

number of candidates have good vAl levels in other subjeetes frequently 

a student has combined Home Economics only with Bress or other allied 

subject. The range of acoaqmgring 'A$ levels in however expanding. 
6 

Mazqr of the students arrive at college not having taken a subject which 

involves essay writing since 101 level: this poses considerable 

difficulties. It also has some effect an the final outcome when not 

infrequently a *very g*W student in the practical aspect fails to 

reach B. Nd. level. From observation onlyg which would offer an 

opportunity for research, it appears that this type of student exhibits 

a tendency to authoritarianim. 
7 Should this be the case then the 

question of what makes a "good" teacher is very dftatable t it is 

felt by sow that many of the *best" how economists do not in fact 

obtain degrees. 
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A considerable proportion of the students were acutely 

aware of the lack of guidmee (g) (Table AIIIb 10f) vhile quite 

a few added interesting ccýnts at (i)s the majority of these 

pointed out that they I enjoyed the subject 19 only one appeared 

to have emsidered. Institutional Management although according 

to the responses to question 6 (Table AVIa) this vas not through 

lack of awareness of alternative careers in the field of Rom 

Nocinamics. Two students were in fact seeing the teacher training 

as a way through to other occupations in hoise economics should 

they not in fact wish to teach. There vere one or two 'reluctant 

recruits' in that one student had taken it because she was not 

alloved to go to Art school and the course offered the nearest 

to it in 13)esignl; the other student took it because she failed 

to qmlifY for physiotherapy. Fortunately only one student recorded 

that w ... it was the only subject I could bear to teach*. A number 

of students did comment (a the fact that they vould have liked to 

have taught Junior age children but Rome Economics vas not available 

as a Main subject in that course. 

What mW be interpreted from this analysis in tbat the ability 

rwige of many Rome Economists is dangerouslY narrow in term Of 

education. This fact is appreciated by students (uOt&blY 33-2d) when 

it is pointed out that their subject is as Much a vehicle for 

educational purposes as any otherg and that the need therefore is 

to consider the functions of their OM languagOt visual aids etc. 

to the Mme wrtent that one would in another subJect. 
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An interesting point of comparison between the Rome Economic 

and Sociology students in the positiveness regarding the ecumitmient 

to career and/or subject. (Table BIVc (d)). Whether this is a 

personality feature - of ability to take decisions - or whether 

it in a case of having no altexnativeaq as suggested by item 3h, 

is debatable. 
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Q-4 &5 (a) (d)- ROB'DOndOnts' view as to school's attitudes regarding 
higher education in contrast to their own views 

The traditional bias of schools against Rome Economics has 

been noted elewhere. 
8 Opposition has usually stemed from the 

lack of academic credibility attributed to the subject by V28 

Universities. This question (4) intended to &@sees the degree 

of changeo if any. 

What is significant in this analysis is the finding that 

there is an increased stress on 'job satisfaction'. (21.15% - 47.61%) 

between groups I and V. (Table ArVa(i), although when columns I&2 

are clustered the increase is lose markedo 73-07% - 85.70)6. (Table AIVb). 

This is somewhat ironic in respect of the findings about 

attitudes concerning going to University. These appear to be almost 

an strong as ever. (Table AIVa(ii). All studentel, including those 

at the Polytechnic, were very bitter about the disregard for Rome 

Economics on the grounds that it was 'not a university subject'. It 

would appear that one cann t achieve 'Job satisfaotiaul through 

home economics. This is indicative of the power to perpetuate 

social ideologies - regarding the value of twooisn's works and the 

knowledge hierarchy. Pollow-up interviews suggest that where 

attitudes towards the domestic subjects are more amenable in in 

schools where lpvrpom* appointed' headtoachers operate in Comprehensive 

schools. This in in contrast to those schools where & Grammar school 

head is appointed to a CmVr*hsnnive schoolt an an administrative 

convenience. Unfortunately even noW forward-looking headtoachers 

have a blockage regarding Rose Economics although they may see this 
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an being In the best interests of the pupils. Perhaps if their 

efforts were directed towards achieving recognition for the subject 

instead this would add weight to the discussion with University 

bodies. The real problem in that of their own knowledge of the 

demands of the subject. Respondents felt that schools did not 

give much credence to the idea of a year between school and college 

(Table AIVa(iii))q despite the fact that thin has gained increasing 

attention (through V. S. O. ) in the press because of the noted closed 

cycle Ln education which gives rise to severe $in-broeding', in the 

sense that the school wrivircuagnt in the only institution wMerienced 

by noW teachers. 

A CQMýWimcn between the two subjects offers some interesting 

contrasts (Table AIVb). Main Sooioloe7 students felt that schools 

we" significantly unconcerned with the question of 'Job satisfaction' 

(49.99%) compared with the finding of home economists that schools 

were very concerned (Table AIVb ites a). It must be remembered that 

the figures of the home economists were boosted by the quite remarkable 

increase in the final two groups. (Table AIT&(ii). 

It appears that Sociologists vere even more aware of the 

schools' pressurimatian towards University (Table AM item b). 

The high fig=eJbr the second (R. N. ) group in significant in that 

they were considered to be I& particularly difficult' group in their 

Main subject in that they objected to the degree of conformity demanded. 
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The question of whether schools considered an interim year 

seemed to be even positively denied by the Sociology group who 

may perhaps be considered to have been more conscious of the practice 

than Ems Economists. (Table AM item c). The contrast between 

the two subjects is highlighted in Table AIVo). 

01-5 (except a& d) Levels of foomitummt, 

It van bypothesised that the degree of satisfaction vould 

be affected by the degree and nature of commitment to subject and 

intended career. If commitment to subject was very strong this 

should theoretically mean that curriculum development would be a 

major concern of teachers in that subject. Howeverg it in suggested 

that the opposite frequently obtains and commitment often invokes 

a reactionary attitude - protection of the subject as it was wcperienced. 

Since curriculum development first occurred to a ed degree in 

the primax7 schools, it would seem that commitment to professional 

ideals is stronger where academic identity is not at stake. Thus 

there in a discrepancy in the case of home economical since it is 

not historically circumscribed by examination constraints the 

question of personal subject identity is seemingly loss relevant. 

In realityt it seems that self-identity protection in even stronger-, 

This defence mechanism may be famned, by experience of attitudes 

towards the subject an already identified. 

ftom the analysis it seems that Home Economics students are 

very highly comitted to Mir Mjeot A ooýrism 0% Sooiolo#sts, 

vhereas the latter are comparably much no" professionally committed. 
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(Table AV& item a/g). To arrive at this ana4sis, items leg and 

If' were contrasted on a twenty-tix point scale and clustered as 

shown. The degree of subject CommmitMant appears to increase with 

the pro-college standard t thus as the number of students with 

Rome Economics 'At level increases, so the subject - commitment 

rate risen. (of AIa with AVb, cola 6-9). Likewise the double 

comitmento althomigh not to the same degree (Table AV& (f & g) 

and AVb, cola 1& 2). 

Ems Economics students consider an interim year (school/ 

College) as fox lose important than did the control group. 

(Table AV& (i) d. ) However, mauy Rome Economic students wrote 

that, in retrospect, they would have appreciated a year between 

school and 0011090, being now mob more aware of its importance 

in term of 'worldly experience' (additional note)., vhile, the 

importance which Sociology students attach to this in very revealing. 

It would seen that Rome Economists are rather more conformist 

than Sociologists sa much higher percentage considered going to 

College as important as University (Table AVa (ii). This suggests 

that they conformed to the views of their schools. 

This is supported in effect by the finding that while both 

groups rated Job-satisfaction highly (Table ATb(iia)v Main Sociology 

did so rather more than Rome Zooncuiets. 

There is apparently mimoh loom subject - loyalty on the part 

Of YAin Sociology students than Rome Economics students. (Table 

AVa (ii) f/g). This aw be because mwW Sociology students had 

not previously experienced the subject, yet since this was a third 
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year group, and therefore they bad experienced it for three yearst 

it does imply that other concerns rate more highly for them. This 

indeed appears to be verified by the findings at item IhI : this 

indicates that while Rome Economists are more concerned with a 

loweer' they are not so dedicated to teaching. (Table Aft th' & 

to$). If this is the ease, then the negative attitudes towards 

curriculum development are understandable. 
9 

In all items there was a much greater degree of uncertainty 

on the part of the Sociology group which in surprising in the light 

of chronological maturity. This may be inferred an offering 

evidence either of a more 'positive' personality on the part of 

Rome Economics or variables vhich affected the nature of the 

Sociology group - for exasiple, in oontrast to the Rome Economi sts 

groupt they vere not combined as a group for anything other tham 

their =in subject, and therefore failed to develop a group identity 

which the Rome Econamists did. This my 900013ut for MOrgaU18 10 

interpretation that 'practical' mmbject students are UOrS group 

dependent S group conscious perhaps, but not I suggest group dependent. 

This would explain the apparent inconsistency in Morgan's analysis 

when he claim d that they were #more extraverted' and high an *go- 

strength yet 'more group dependent'. It does however support the 

notion of 'didactic teaching, a point r*ferred to when the causal 

factors of educational failure with regard to nutrition we" analysed. 
11 
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6.7.8. Assesommt of awareness of oooulDations involVinR 

Home Economics-other than teaohing 

It inks considered that students would be more willing to be 

influenced by an institution if it was flegitimised' as the result 

of being chosen in the full awareness of other opportunities within 

the same occupational field. The degree of alienation met suggested 

a lack of awareness. However,, the findings pose problems. It would 

seen that awareness of occupations other than teaching which involved 

how 0009LONion was very full. (. Table AVIa). Awareness of the school 

situation however, although claimed to a large degree, van often 

invalidated if a distinction was MR" between 'knowledge about' and 

lkzLcwlOdg* of'. (Table AM). There was a significant credibility 

gap Whi0h W account to some degree for the dissatisfaction in the 

second year of the course when students had e: xperienced their first 

teaching practice and the realisation of the demands pertaining to 

the teacher role. A fair nmber of students stated that had they 

been more aware of the type of teaching in Xiddle schools they would 

have preferred that age-range to the secondary school. Interestingly 

anoughp the olaims of the control group were oonsiderably lose 

exaggerated. (Table AVIO. 

To sme extento it may be oxgued that the '109itimStiOn' 

was granted an the basis of the charismatic authority of the 

institution, through its practitioners. Veb*r's concept of Charimatio 

authority really pertained to individuals who could comand. a following 
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on the basis of their personality. By definitiono it was leadership 

only for those who accepted it. Thus college students willingly 

accept the authority of the institution believing it to have the 

knowledge prerogative in term of relevant knowledge and professional 

patterns. However, after the disillusionment of the first year it 

is suggested that the basis of the legitimination rents not on 

charismatic grounds but on legal grounds s the power of the institution 

to command is acknowledged. 
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Q. 9/10/11 Attitudes towards teaching 

In view of the noted 'reluctant recruits' to the teaching 

profession 
12 it was envisaged that those who deliberately chose 

a teacher education institution would be more likely to be eager 

recruits. This had to be weighed against the fact that home 

economics was not available to any extent s Surrey University's 

oourse bad hwdly got off the gromd and it was not well known 

in the sohoolat and the number of places available was ininimal 

when compared to the demand of the teaching profession. The vast 

MILjoritY Of the H. E. students had indeed made teaching their 

first career (Table A VII (i)) choice although group I was 

considerably below the norm of later groups. Similarly, the 

majority of recruits had obtained their first choice of college, 

(Table A VII(ii)) whereas the figures were considerably lower 

for Sociology studentst these figures were also distorted by the 

number of married women in the Sociology group. 

These facts are significant when compared with the response 

to question twelvev which# although limited to four groups, does 

reflect a growing discontent with teackLings, (Table AX item o) but 

a greater satisfaction with the W range than previously indicated. 

Main subject specialists, who were primary course students appeared 

to be more satisfied with their choice of age-ranV (Table AX item d). 

Self-sAmission responses contained in question ton we" T103-7 

revealing Vhsn taken in conj'Unotion with those Of nVSI)9r 6119"MO 

quite violent responses vere recc)rded against question 014VOU, strong 

cancellation lines, tirrelevant, gto. an a fair number of replies 

leaves the reader with the impression that it vas re W ded an 'failure, 
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if one had not become engaged or married. This seriously undermines 

the response to question 10. (n. b. the order of the questions is 

self-evident). 

An honest response to q. 10 (a) was expected to elicit a 

positive answer; this was in fact verified. Item (b) intended to 

ascertain, as far an is possible,, the career-intentime of the 

students. In view of the comom assumption that Rome Boonomists 

get 'snapped up' very quickly in the marriage marketv this question 

tried to identify the degree to which this affected students' 

subject choices intentionally or otherwise. The evidencet strongly 

denying the implication, has to be weighed against that of the 

noted reaction to question 11. 

Item (c) was based an I commm assumptions again vigorously 

denied by the Rose Economists in the College of Education but 

supported by the evidenoe of tutors at the Polytechnic where it was 

noted that by the second week of the course the looations of the 

Eme NOMOMics Department in signified by the number of sales who 

find their way to the twelfth floorl 

ROVOTer, the 9spousal. rate in not noticeably higher than 

that Of the Control group. This may of course merely reflect the 

growing Popularity of marriage for alls it may also indicate the 

obanging notion of marriage from a matter of convenience to 

companionship. In this case the housekeeping attributes are not 

significantly superior. 
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Q. 12 Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction with Career, Subject 

Age-range and Institution Choice 

Cweor 

A substantial propgrti(m of students felt that they had made 

the right Career Choice although there was a remarkable percentage 

who we" ambivalent. Tbus while there may not be the problem of 

$reluctant recruits, there does seem to be one of 'indifferent 

recruits$. 

SubJect 

Here the degree of satisfaction was higher among the Rome 

Economics group than the control group. It. met. be remembered however 

that the control group's cboioe would necessarily be lose sure since 

it was mob more of an valmown quality than Rose Economics would have 

been. There were also variables outside the scope of this study 

which =kY well have influencod the responses of the control group. 

Institatim 

The dissatisfaction registered here in Indicative of the 

frustrations fOlts, Mainly vitIbL regard to auton=qr. The findings 

could be interpreted in a number of voys but the dissident group 

subsequently proved tk) be largely those Vho prog"emed to B. 11d. 

Thus the fi9W98 MW in fact represent frustratigm at the I&* 

of intellectual rigour in contrast to their felt capabilities 

and what they believed night have been available at other instituticam. 
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The figures here are indioative of the fact that a fair 

number of students would have opted for the middle-school course 

had they known that it was possible to teach Rome Boonomics in 

that age-range. The control group were overwhelmingly satisfied; 

they w*ro an 'the Primary/aiddle course. 
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Q-13 Satisfaction vith oubjoct choioo 

Observed unrest an the part of second year students in particula: r 

led to the bypothesis that the institution had great power over studentst 

more so in Rome Economics than other subject areas. This indeed proved 

to be the ease. The oonsequenoes for the profession could be catastrophic- 

As already revealed, many home economic students appear to be 

strongly subject oriented and to have rather false connotations 

regarding teaching (q-5- 7& 8). Disillusion may therefore be expected. 

By the second year it has sot in. It has boom reported that in one 

group alone (i. e. a year group) over fifty per cent of the students 

seriously contemplated withdrawing. The main complaint was the lack 

of personal antonomy; many felt that they Vero less well off than at 

school where they bad been in sixth forms of Comprehensive schools. 

Attempts to change either subject or course vex7 rarely not. 

with success which consequently inhibited others from trying (TablO 

A ZI) since they were conscious of potential backlash. Bierstedt13 

has pointed out that one of the grounds for compliance to authority 

in enlightened self-interest: students complied on this criterion 

since they appreciated where power lay and the fact that they had 

made a considerable investment in terms of time. Even attempts to 

institute change, were, therefor* seen " oountor-productive. The 

restlessness was noted but a significant phenomenon is that unrest 

appeure to increane with ability. Of itself this is a hopeful sign 

for the subject. 
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Conclusion 

In terms of satisfaction at the point of entry to the 

professiont it would seen that College of Education re cru its are 

much more satisfied than those from the Universities. This however 

is because teaching is the first career choice as against a fall-back 

one of many University students. 

Since this questionnaire was completed in retrospect I; y some 

groups the opportunity to assess the sandwich effect of conformity, 

rejection, conformity, was available. This proved valuable when 

analysing the third year responses for it does emphasise the influence 

of the institution and the subsequent effects on the profession. 

It in perhaps somewhat alarming to note the degree of 

dissatisfaction however which affected the course studentel nuxLnly 

because the discontent was controlled through the use of power - 

the medium being the lassessnentfq against which there was no appeal 

to im W tial assessors. Likewise there was no access for the students 

to the decision-making scene. Control was thus both direct and indirectt 

initially through selective recruitment and then more insidiously 

through the 'reward' systan of assessments. Insidious control is 

Meceptive and elusive". 
14 

The problem would seem to be tba apparent lack of response 

to available democratic constaints by the institution : the external 

examiner's decision is final. Two points of importance in this connection 

are,, firstLy, that the decisions may not be made on truky rational grounds 

since some very im1portant varialiles may not have filtered through 
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the hierarchy of controlt given the lack of access. Secondlyq the 

'inbreeding' of the profession is likely to enhance a monopersvective 

among those in the hierareby, 

It may be suggested that the problem does not arise since the 

accountability factor eliminates conflict, Iffoweverg the question of 

accountable to vhca does arise. In deciding who shall or shall not 

emerge as a teacher of Home Foonomics and at what grade, external 

examin are in the seat of judgment, They aTe almost certainly 

likely to oonfo3m to the College demands, given the factors already 

outlined above and the fact that continuance in the role depends on 

their acceptability to the particular collegep as well as the system 

of recommendation for future duties. 

Thus the students are virtually impotent to challenge the 

authorities in any way. This could be the recipe for rebellion in the 

long run. The need to ensure the 'sovereignty of the people' over 

the organization is as necessary in this ty-pe of institution as in 

any other, 1mrhaps more go, since the ideology of democracy is central 

to this society's way of life and it might be assumed that teachers 

in the classroom would practise it. They are however more likely 

to resort to less than democratic procedures when under stress if 

they have not themselves experienced democracy * 

The amount aid stability of power is said to be limited 

by the means available to the power-holder s in the avarding of 

professional statusp that power is virtually total. Thus are colleges 

able to perpatuate their influence to the point of entryt and beyond 
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it if the student is unable to develop in the new situation. 

Unfortunatelyt such is the reaction to the control system that marW 

students arrive at the teaching threshold confused and disillusioned, 

As a consequence it is very vrobable that they will resort to the 

-practices they saw 'working' for themselves - frequently those of 

their own sch(W1 days, Tkme the noted reversion, The nature of 

the 'satisfaction' dimension hitherto measured is likely to be 

somewhat misleading. 
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Cpestiougaire B 

ftatore affecting choice of College and 
student reaction to the first year 



Faotors affectin& choice of p(hllep ,e ana student reaction to 
the first year 

ist I 
logo was your Lid choice Please indicate whother this Co. 

3rrI 

P3.6ase indicate whether you have your Main Sub-tot at 10, 

'At 

C. S. E. 

city a tit 
Guilds 

-None. 2 

Indioate the degree to 'which you wore aware of the following faotors*by the end 
of yoxw initial interview. 

VSIUýrllz sure,. juns Lr 
V') the overall oor: bnt of the college course t 

D) the oorbrit of. the. main subjeot 0ourse 

0) the choiues to be mde during the oourse 

a. ) when the dhoioes would havo to be mde 

Indioate the degree to whi6h the following factors influenced you in your 
Z. 

choice 
_of 

this college at the tine of yo licoion. II 
rLoo 

WC 
ittle none 

a) your zohool'subjýect teacher 
-ý-recromeflded it 

a reldti: ve'had been here 

-v) -a f. rdencl- had - been hero 

ld) it 'offerod the type of 
oourse you wanted 

is) it was a mixed oollege 

Ir) it was not a speoialist 

,_, 
gome. Boonomios colle go 

45) it was a relatively &mall 
601lege 

Iti) it was well situated for your 
leisure-time interests 

it 
-was 

near home 

%1) it offered a B. Ed. degree 

any other reasozu .............. 

littl-e -I none toes no aDD lZ 
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IncU oat e your opinion regarding the followins statenents: - 

Istrongly' IIn -Inn 

staff-student relationships shoL, -Id be formal. in college hours 

b) staff-student relationships should 
lbb JaSormal in non-leoture 
sitwtions 

0) the level of work should be above 
level work 

d) 'it"is necessary to have at lecd lot 
level in onets Main subject in order 
to cope adequately with the college 
0ourse 

4: -jtzixed' college should contain at 
1ýaot 33% males 

f) the, bocial life of students should 
be adequately catered for ; 7ýthin 
a ooll' ege 

Istrongly i 
1 agree 

a 6Tec uncertai4 disagmc 
tron&L311, s 

clisafrec( 

-Incliddte the degree towhich yo-ur college has 6casurea up to your expectations 
Do lure 

a)' level of work 

b) relationships with staff 

0) sooiali: ý 

very we3l well adequote poor. very 

. 
Pleaso rate your f'"-st yer-r for: - 

amoutit of work ',, r-iai-. i subject) 

b. ) amouxit of work (other areas) 

0) interestinE; ocntent (main subjeot) 

a). interesting onntent (other subjects) 
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-_. 7iould you agree that you have been treated as an -Ildult at collop. in comparison 
with your. former sohool/work situation: - 

......... . .... . ...... .. strc 

a) in oollege work (dain subjeot) 

A)ý In oollep work (othor areas) 

% 0) in non-lootura situations r- "' 
in 001lege 

Please. add any rolevant comnents...... 

0 

Vould you agree'that students feel Oomp nform to oollege demands in pelled to oo 
relation too. - 

strongly 
uncertaih istronglZi, atzroe 

a) personal dress- in oolloge 

'b) personal appearanoe out of 
oollege 

o) pc'woonal appearanoo in 
a ohools 

a) behaviour jn college 

0) behaviour ou: 6 of college 

S) methods of teachinE 

, F) methods of working 

: h). content of. work 

: i) ways of thinking 

asree i unoertain disaf; ree a ron&Lý E agre e- stwxec, 

r 

MO you think that a college should havo jurisdiction in the followine areas? 
ýstr n 
_? -91Y jý aeree, unoertairý §tronf; 1y 

s) personal dross in 0031860 

personal appearanoO out of pollegc 

o) personal appearanoe in sohools, 

4d) behaviolir in oollese 

is) behaviour out of 001106e 

I) nethods of teacIiing 

4S) methoLj 6f woriing 

I) eontent of work 

: 1) Ytays -of 
think-mg 

n& oe I hinoertai CLIS- 
i aSroe strongly 

disagrec 
cloos not 

. -aw y 

- -' 

___ 

II- 
__ ____ 

-i 
-___ 

____ I I ___ ____ ____ ___ Ti 

II 
_ __ 

L-J 
__ 

-- - 

10-mase add any rolevant ounrients.......... 
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Inýioate the aegroe of satisfaction in the f ollovrLný; areas 

very 1 
satis-, wl- 

diszatis!. - very 

fied fiDd cert fied 

a) Your main subjeot 

b) Eduoation 
! 

o) Sooiologioal studies 
t 
I 

--! 

d) Other oourses 

a) The Assesement system 

f) Social life in colleZe 

g) Social life outside oolleee 

h) Student services for residents 

i) Student serv-*&. Oes for non-residents 

Amount of private study-time, 
during the 'workina weekt 

k) Resources for private study 

1) Library facilities in your 
Main Subject 

m) Library facilities in other 
subject areas 

2L11T1tz1T 

FOR HOME ECONOKrCS STUDENTS ONLY 

Indicate your opinion of the followinp,,. st, ýjerjents: - 
'stronCly unoort- diýg- S. ron, --i 

atree 'aCr I ain agree fisa, -Tee 
a) Home *Economics Oolleees seek to invosý- 

unrealistic stpndards in college work. 

b) College-Homo Enonomias etandarb are 
not practical in most- school -situations 

o) It is better-to relate Home Economics 

standards to the pupilal everyddy norms I 

d) College Home Eoonomics lecturer s are i 
aware of discrgp, -..,. ioies between their 

expeotp. tions and everyday-life realitie*21 

e) Stulonts nre expected to eonforn to 
Colloee IstanO. nz-dY re-?, arcUess of the 
type of pupil beinp, taurht I 

f) college standards are mostly irrel- 

evant and inpractical in everydcýy- 
life situations 

9) pupils- are more influenced by their 

mothcrs I methods than they are by 

what they are taught at school. 
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Questiamdre 

ftetors Affecting Choice of College and Reaction 

to First Year 

Int"daction 

This survey was carried out over a period of three years; 

it was completed during the last week of the sumer term before 

students wrperienced 'private' residence. During the first yeart 

with the excepticick of the married vowent the vast maJoritY Of the 

respondents had 'lived-in' in College hostels which were situated 

m the campus. A control group of General Course students was used. 

The intention of this questiouln-ire was to as'3988 the 

degree to which the institution had 'shaped' the students by the 

and of the first year when they had completed a third of the total 

course (Teachers Certificate Course, excluding the B. 3d. ). It was 

bypothesised that if the college was a student'8 first choice certain 

factors would have governed the selection of that particular 

institution. Therefore it would be expected that students gaining 

acceptance, at their first or second choice of 0011999, would be 

likely to be more satisfied and consequentlyunresentful of the 

institutional demands. It was designed to act as a measure against 

the questiamaire to be completed in the third year. The combination 

of 'Choice of College$ factors with 'Reaction' was intentionally 

to allow a follow-thrau& within the saies questiamMUxe. 
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Factual questions relating to order of college choice and 

qualifications constitute 'filtering' questions for comparative 

purposes. Similarly questions one and two were factual and therefore 

preceded the remaining questions which were attitudinal. Qaestions 

were of the closed type with the occasional open-ended item. In this 

way it was hoped to avoid highly pernonalis*d responses in a situation 

where respondents and the responso-objectives (i. e. ambers of staff) 

were in close contact. Yet absolute objectivity would also have 

eliminated some of the required information s therefore the mixture 

of question types it was hoped offered adequate opportunity for 

both kinds of response. 

Qaestions 3v 4,5,6 constituted a IsectiOM', while Q. -3 aoted 

as S, b4ncbý-MlLrk in that it set levels against vhioh subsequent 

attitudinal questions could be measured. 

The problem of enattring, validity in attitudinal questions is 

the leok of criteria against vhich to measure! To this end student 

expectations preceded the attitudinal questions. Another tactic 

to 4nGUrO ValiditY Was the coispletion of the questionnaires vithin 

a tutorial setting after the first grcmp 
2 i. e. there van a time 

restriction although this was not rigidly enforced,, and the operation 

was cAL=i*d out in a 'public' situ&tion t althoW; h ommmio&ti(xm 

was allowed and indeed no attempt to restriot it was sadeq the 

I contingent factors limited interaction considerably. Intentionally 

this vas to avoid szUr amplifioation of acrimW which vould have 
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distorted responses. Opportunity to vent feelings was available 

at other times and in follow-up situations when an initial analysis 

suggested areas for fmrther investigiLtion. 

The final questiong for Rome No(ocuists mily,, was designed 

to be used an a measure against an identical one in the third year 

to assess any subsequent changes. 
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Control Grow 

It was decided to use students from the general Primary Course 

(i. e. intending Primary school teachers) to act as the control group. 

2his it was considered would give a truer perspective an students' 

reactions than would argr one subject. From the college balance of 

student numbers (about two thirds everalLas against me third of Rome 

Zoonamics) it was decided to select a fi-&3 nvaber which was equivalent 

to the game Economics group (i. e. sixty). In view of the anticipated 

non-respones, rate some 77 students were invited to complete questiamaires. 

fte method of selection was to contact every third named student on the 

0011090 PriMarY Course list s these students were approached through the 

college post with a personally addressed letter explainin the nature 

of the research and the fact that permission to use their course an a 

control group had been granted. Students from this course never not 

me in a professional capacity. 

Initially every third name was selected with a second ran of 

every third remaining name until the requisite number had been retrieved. 

In order to avoid any imbalance of married womengit was decided to have 

a final number of these to match that of the Rome Economics groups this 

was to avoid possibld distortion in the answer rates. Eventually a 

final sixty consented to complete the questimnalre. However# the response 

rate finally produced forty replies in the time requested. Late respondents 

were reminded of their promise and while this produced several more 

replies,, they were received after the out-off date. 
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Confidentiality vas asswed, but a system of 'invisible' 

coding was used to facilitate Wky follow-up which might be required. 

This was more for the purpose of following up students who had 

withdravn from the course or had (in other quenti(mmaire) completed 

their course. 

Analirsis of QxLestionnaire B 

Table I 

Reswase ratset 

set 1 60 
68 
37 (indicative of the mob reduced entry 

to the teaching profession) 

General Course 40 

! or of Colleap ohojLos: Oxi 
no rea- 

Ohoiae =234 monso. 

R. N. not 1 58 3--- 
11 61 214 
111 32 32- 

General Course - 36 3- 

(0) Quaiificatimes 
lOtjcOS*B* IJLI- zero 

R. E. averms 36-75 59-64 3-57 
General Course 25-00 65-00 10.00 

Table to shov ImeraMtsass of stw1onts vith r"OAPLimed 

qualifiCa, tims on OntrY. Whore appropriatep City and 

ftilds have been incorporated vith 'Of/C-S*Z* 
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(d) Tabl* to show actual s=ead Of analificatime : Win subject 

I Of tLl Zero 
R. E. 1 26 33 1 6o 

11 25 39 4- 68 
111 12 23 2- 37 

General Ckmriss 10 26 4- 40 

Q. 1 

We questim was desigried to act &a a mas=e against subsbquent 

disenchantment through misunderstandings arising from initial perceptions 

regarding course content and choices. It van stated that students were 

informed in minute detail at the interview as to choices which vould 

have to be made during the course and the ensuing implications. Although 

the course design van believed to have been simplified confusion an the 

part of studdnte has apparently increased. 2 fte interview *than and 

constraints acting upon interviewees in seemingly overlooked (Table BIM). 

The findings suggset & larp UG&gwq of doubt Oon, 0,0=ing 00urse 

oontent and the choices to be aade. Tjw ociatrol group were more sure 

(Table BII(ii))but the consequences of their knowledge Vould be lose 

severe in any came. The sipUicance of azq misamderstanding arises 

in the course of teaching Practice Vhen a 'Needlework' student =W 

(indeed will) find herself with 'Cookery' vhich she May feel totally 

to deal with. As a rewultq there =W voll, be a feeling of 

resentment at not achieving her Ix)tential In her specialist field 

with the subsequent effects this =W have on her emplavuent chances. 
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Grade 

a 

Table BITI 

234 40 

5 
- -13 8 68 

2 
5 

3 
8 

1 16 15 
38 

6 
15 

10 
ý2 "", I 

106 

0 
12 

"5 
X5 

, 
5 _ _ 1 

.., 6 15 
5 -`<5 

12 

--"'30 

Control &-roup: degree of awaxeness of 
cou=se choices etc. a'. time of initial 
interview 

Table IM (ý-C-) 

Grade 123 

a 

b 

a 

a 

2 54 - 14 X8 

2 36 50- ; "'5 
ý4O ý38 10 

15 
2 

-12 33 !,.. - I- -" 
l 

- 
20 

5 
1 

5 o. , 25 

5 22 41 
,45 i ý, 

ý; 
) 

27 "o, ',, 

o, -ý310 
5 

Subject gro,,;. p comparison of knowledge 
re colarse content and choices to be 
made 

(n. b. all figures as percents, 609) 

ý HE nol 

n 

n 

U 
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q. 

Table III 

ftotors affectina choice of the iDarticular institution 

This question sought to elicit the factors which influenced the 

choice of this particular instituticn, as-agailast other Colleges 

of Education. It had been suggested that tthe namet of the college 

was largely responsible for its high popularity s this fact had been 

demonstrated in an ora, of rapid college decline In the face of 

Government action when the college had been one of three which 

managed to retain its intake rate at the previous level. The 

findings do not support thins neither teachers nor parents had 

been at the College seemingly (Table B III&)q items a. b. c. 

Course 

The main reason for the choice of the particular college was 
that it offered the typo of course students were looking for. 

WhOn this Point was furtJ3*r investigated it transpired that the 

fact that it V&S Possible to do both 19adlevork and Cookery 

(i. e. AL mixed course) vas the overriding attraction. This has 

very important implications for the Mure in tersis of attracting 

students to an institiLtion vhich is by no some so clearly 

identifiable (i. e. a Department of Hotel and Catering and Rom 

ft(XuMics jh S. polytechnio). 3 
A further major consideration 

elicited during interviews wLs the nature of the scientific 

element. Science was not a major bias in the course and therefore 

standards required Iw same oolleg*s were not essential for this 
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one. This is a point of note when the opportunities for higher 

level science in schools for girls is considered. There appears 

to be an increasing problem of sex-differentiation in relation 

to subjects in co-oducational schools than there was in many 

of the single-sex schools. Apart from the 'numbers-game# which 

unfortunate3, T often dictates who (or at least how many) may take 

. specific subjects, the problem of gander-bias appears to be 

operativef girls are steered into the Ifeminines subjects while 

boys mey take Science and Mathematics eto. 

2. Propinquity 

In view of the tendency to greater parental influence an the 

part of Rome Economists (Table A II ) it in perhaps surprising 

to find that when first and second factors are synthesised a 

mob greater proportion of General Course students chose. the 

college because it vas near home than had done the home economists 

(Table B III a&b item i). This =W have been a reflection of 

increasing GaMmment 'direction' to save travelling grants in the 

own of General Coure* students: Hme Economists could claim that 

other institutions did not offer the type of course required, 

that being the guiding factor in Govemnsent eyes. 

College Struct=0 
(1) An interesting point arises with regard to the college 

being a mixed me. In qmestiannal 'At students were asked 

(Tabl* A VIII) abcnxt college, a sirriage and the relati(mehip 

between Ease Boonamics and male marriage preferences. Links 

were hotly denied. However,, there is a noticeable differene* 

between the Rose Economics and the oontrol group response to 
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qaestion B2 (Table MAN item 3- The Control grOUP aPPears 

to rate that it is a mixed college much lower than the Rome 

Economics group. However, there is a significant drop in the 

third year Eme Economics group's rating t this may reflect 

societal trends which indicate a growing concern for girls to 

take up 'careers for life, 5 
rather than interim occupations 

1*tween school mad marriage. 

(ii) Sizes There is a notable reduotion in ooncern over 

the size of the institution. The first group Of HOMO Economists 

appear to bays rated the fact that the college was a relatively 

small one as being of considerable importance (Table B Ma (g))s 

later groups decreasingly thought so. This may be symptomatic 

of the Increasing number of Comprehensive schools from which 

students are being drawn. However, the control group response 

does suggest that the trend towards giant institutions is not 

one which will attract intending teachers. The implications 

here may be significant overall, thou& not relevant to this 

particular study. 

(iii) speoialist oollege 

The finding heret that the fact th&t it was not a speoialist 

EICIES, Economics college (as previously) portends wall for the 

profession in terse of counteracting the noted 'isolationism# of 

the subject and its practitioners. Against this however has to 

be weighed the ability of a IDepartment to function an a mini total 

institution' within the overall structare. Developing trends (i. e. 

double subjects) may force change. This corresponder,. vith the 

noted reluctance for r0fom from within the subject. 
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T able B III (. b. 2. 
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9 9 9 7 5 1 
3 23 13 2 
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Factors affecting choico of college 

(control group) 
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33 Itd- ASAESO 

The figares here suggest that vhen the B. Ed. van being 

instituted it vas a fairly major factor when selecting a college. 

The first group appear to have been rather more highly motivated 

(and indeed they are a group with high expectations) than later 

groupes this does not really reflect a decline In motivation but 

simply that it in not now a distinguishing feature of a college 

since most offer a B, Zd. degree. What is perhaps of more importance 

is the level of intention regarding a degree* In comparison vith 

General Course students Rome Economists mderrate themselves vbw 

considering their chances of acquiring a degrees vithdrawal reasons 

indicate this. (Table C XII). 
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q.. 3 Stud-ent 93mootation and realigation of staff-ptudent relationships 
and work levels 

QmOstion 3 was intended to provide a yardstick for Q-4. It 

sought to measure the pro-college expectations in relation to #reality' 

an it appeared by the and of the first years this would also provide 

a measure for the third year analysis of this point. It was bypothesised 

that discontent at this point would either erupt into reaction against 

prevailing practices or the power of the institution to determine its 

awnbers would be demonstrated In the intervening years. 

Relationships 

The responses indicate inoreasing nati-conformity (Table B IT) 

in that the third group accord formality in staff-student relationships 

a nuch lower rating than had either of the other groups. SiggLificantlyt 

the socand group contained a higher proportion of students froot private 

schooles this could account for their high oonforimity expectation level. 

This is again notable in the expected relationship style in the informial 

situation. When comparing the reactions of the control group it is 

possible to infer that relationships minst be changing in the school 

Rom Boonosics setting if the third group is in any vay indicative and 

not merely an aberration. This may, be the effects of the noted age- 

structure in the area of hme economics whore the younger staff are 

resobb influential positionef This mmy be an underlying factor 

contributing to the increasing tension noted in the college situation 

vhoro societal changes appear to have percolated through to & lesser 

degree: this is perhaps one instance of the 'insulation' previously 

noted in rols; tioft to the subject. 
7 

Cortalill 9 when OOMP&r I ed with the 

control group relationships with staff were significantly poorer 
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(Table BV (i) col. 49 item b). MuLch of the discontent however 

really stemmed frm prevailing rules and regulations concerning 

Residences student felt that these constituted an infringement of 

their personal freedom and adult status. k notable number added 

commute to the effect that they were treated less as adults than 

they had been at school. The effects of 'total institutionalisation' 

were very visible here and the realities of the generations very 

marked in terms of the expectations regarding the 'responsibility' 

factorg especially to parents. 

work levels 

The satisfactica level in relation to expectatiou and 

realisatiOn of work levels was notably higher in the Rome Economics 

groups this could be the result of too low a coling since it Was 

previously noted that dissatisfaction was largely a feature of potential 

IB. 2d. students* 920 level of expectation is slightly histh r saw 

Ems Boonomists than in the control group, and the level of expectation 

appears to be increasing. Spoataneons reaction, when discussing the 

changed nature of the B. M. vorkq indicated that they had Un no way 

been stretched' by their basic home economics course, having learned 

lonly that which they would have to teach in school'. Same students 

intimated that greater satisfaction sight have been gained in another 

institution which specialised (e. g. in Science,, Nutrition etc. ) although 

it was appreciated tkaýt fros the schoolat perspective the all-rounder 

is more in demand than ever before. This reflects the Mana, of a 

tpracticall subject where skills are an intrinsic part of the substantive 

matter. 
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In the control group hovever, there was even greater uncertainty 

regarding satisfaction vith vork levels. This could be construed in a 

umber of vayss either that too little is demand d of students orp an 

vould sees to be the casep the fraomted nature of the course is 

academically frustrating. These hypotheses must be equated vith comments 

during the B. Ed. year that students felt they could have coped vith 

greater intellectual demands during the Certificate course which vould 

thereby enable them to study to a deeper level on the degree course. 

These somewhat confused findings reflect the diversity of ability levels 

on entry to the Certificate course. 

Biscontent vas apparent in the reaction to the first year 

(Table BT 001 4)o That it was indeed the quality of the work being 

criticimed is obvious when it in noted that students felt that in amamt 

of work they had if anything been worked excessively hardt they were 

$constantly kept busy' with projects sto. (Tablo B VIa cols. la. 2a. ). 

It could well be that it is this factor which leads validating bodies 

to #not (being) very Impressed' 8 
vith Degree submissions made to them. 

The strang reactim vith regard to the anount of vork in other areas 

(Table B VII(-b) b col. 1.2. ) sugpets that R. N. students Vero very 

gubject-centred on entry to colleges this is in fact substantiated by 

the evidence* (Table A V). 

content-interest level 

It would appear that Rme Economists find a Veat*r degree of 

interest in their main subject than other subject-studentsO (Tabl* B VII(O) 

despite considerable fluctuations. Since this also appears to be the 
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case with other study areas they undertake (e. g. education) it 

could be interpreted as indi ing a potentially higher life-interest 

level. Hesitantly, this would sugpet that their potential is 

suppressed by the exigencies of their trainings they could be much 

'brighter'. The consequence of this is highly significant for the 

subjeot's image. 

Relationships 

Comparisons between Main subjeot and other areas for 'treatment' 

as adults are marked (Table B Vb). Por the control group the levels 

were about equal (57%). For the Rome Economists there was a significant 

improvement outside the main-subjeot area (Table 3 Ma ool. 2). This 

feeling of unequal treatment is mirrored in the felt permeation of the 

College's influence. 
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Q. 7 Institutional influenoe 

One of the characteristics of an institution is the degree 

to which it influences its members outside its immediate sphere of 

concern. Any group defines itself by means of 'boundariest, some 

of which are clearly distinguished (e. g. age, sex, ability etc. )l 

other boundaries are less distinct. One of these is its pervasiveness. 

The weighting indicated in the control group's response that the Rome 

Economics students were far more conscious of being 'shaped, by the 

institution with regard to their self-presentation both in and out 

of college (Table B 7111 a/b 1& 2). With regard to mods of dress 

in the school context the difference is very apparent (Table B VIII c. 1) 

where seventy per cent of the Home Economists felt very strongly 

influenced by college expectations whereas the control group was 

115. Perhaps the nature of the erubJect requires a *Protective' 

garment, but the luniformt concept appears to prevail. Students are 

restricted to specific styles and colours of overalls, a concept 

which uLrely denies that of #individuality#, which education ostensibly 

encourages. Changing attitudes towards the legitimacy of an institution 

to determine dress and behaviour is reflected in b&a (nb. cola. 4b/5b 

and 2e/3e, 4e/5e (18 IX (i))(i. e. Decrease in belief that college has 

the right). 

Another verY notioeable oontmet is that of oonformity demanded 

in methodology (item g). When oolumme 1&2 are oombined the figures 

are in the region of 70% for the Bons eoonomists and 45% for the 

oontrol group (Table B VIIIg). This seem to support the perpetuation 

of the old Domestic Subjeots axiom of having to make things tour way'. 
9 
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The very strong reaction to the question of conformity in 

relation to content - i. e. being able to follow own lines of interesto 

in interesting for the difference between the three year Rome Economics 

groups. The first group which felt much more constrained than the 

others may indicate a remarkably more independent group: their final 

success and development post-Certificate course (i. e. at B. Bd. ) would 

indicate a high potential. Alternatively of course the reducing 

figures could denote a change on the part of the institution. Only 

future developments will enable accurate evaluations to be made. 

To date the evidence would seemingly support the former notionp since 

resentment as such was not recorded by the control group as it was by 

the Rome Economists. This would correspond with types of reaction 

to specific leadership styles 
10 

and the fact that the $didactic' style 

of teaching is one of the (less desirable) features of the domestic 

subjects. 
11 

Students tend to recognise the legitimacy of the institution 

to determine certain aspeotev Rome Economists rather more so than the 

control group (Table B II (f. 2)altiough the anti-feeling is more apparent 

among Home Economists (Table B Ix a/b 4.5. ). 

A significant finding relates to the Ivays of thilaid" I item. 

There is an increasing awareness on the part of Home Economists that 

they are being tshapedt in this matter (Table B VIII(i. 1). Perhaps 

this is a sign of the increasing independence obtainin in the school 

situation overallq (itself reflective of changing social ideologies). 

This finding does support the notion that a Some Economics Department 

tends to have characteristics of a total institutiont 
12 for this 

particular "peot approximates that of the 'brainWSAbLiAg' process 

of attitude change -13 
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Q-9. 

There are some interesting findings in this table of items 

which ranged across a field of factors contributing to the general 

level of satisfaction/dineatisfaotion. Several interpretations can 

be put on the first three items. The invers relationship between 

satisfaction in the Main subject and Sociological Studies for example 

may indicate an increasing conformity on the part of students in the 

work area. By their very nature the two disciplines are in opposition: 

the former demands acceptanceg the latter investigation of common 

assumptions. The conservatism of Rome Economists has been noted 

elsewhere. 
14 (On the other hand other specific problem may have 

exacerbated the sitation in an institution affected by very rapid 

changes). Another explanation of the increasing satisfaction with 

the Na4n SubJect eourse oould lie in the faot that it has been 

restruotured. 

This may be one explanation of the marked increase in 

satisfaotion level in relation to the assessment system (Table B XII(e)). 

The third Year approximates much more to the oontrol group's assessment 
(Table B XII(e)). 

With regard to social life in the college there is a noticeable 

decline in the level of satisfaction,, the more so since in that time 

a Union building with student facilities and events has been established. 

This may either be a reflection of the amber of married women on the 

course (but not a really significant number to warrant such a difference) 

or of heightened expectations which have been unfulfilled. Since 

satisfaction levels concerned with external social life remains the 

same and approximates the control groupie, it can only be surmised 
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that, despite protestations to the contrary,, Home Economics students 

do come with certain expectations regarding social life. 

In the remaining items there is a considerable degree of 

difference in satisfaction levels (Table B XII jpkvlpm). This 

perhaps reflects the lack of autonomy accorded the Rome Economics 

students who are considerably more heavily time-tabled than other 

students. There is an element of the $self-fulfilling prophecy' 

in the lack of provisions for Rome Econamiosts. If the requisite 

facilities are not available this is tantamount to saying that this 

reflects the level of expectation in relation to their work. Given 

the ztLoh more restricted time available for studies outside their 

immediate Main subject the need for adequate resources is axiomatio., 

Horizons soon foreshortened if the means of attainiln the higher 

levels =a severely restricted. The same attitudes and problem 

obtain in other institutions. 15 

4 
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TABIS B XII (. b. ) Q. 9. 
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Q. 10 for Rome Eoonomists only 

This question was intended to act as a measure against the 

third year questionnaire which contained exactly the same items. 

What is notable is the general comparative trend between the 

groupat the first group is somewhat less conformist than the 

others while the second group, with more students from the 

private education system are the most conformist of the three 

groups (C when cola. 1&2 merged). 

The third group however also show signs of non-oonformity (e). 

Conclusiomwill be drawn in Questionnaire C. 
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Conclusion 

When the findings of q8- 7&8 are contrasted, the differences 

between the groups an to the feeling of being $shaped# by the institution 

are very real. Legitimation levels are however fairly equal although 

in some instances the How Economists are prepared to be more generous 

than the control group. Nevertheless, the differences between what 

students felt was aotually occurring and what should be are so marked 

that it may be wondered as to the means employed to avoid open conflict. 

The strength must surely lie in the sociological differentiation between 

power and authority. The key element is the ability to impose sanctions 

in order to obtain compliance. It could be argued that the system of 

continuous assessment in more provocative in this instance than 

standard eximinn ions, for a student becomes aware an passage of 

institutional displeasure and so in able to reorient behaviour. The 

very nature of the assessments is akin to Gofftan's notion of 

finstitutional ceremonies' 
16 in that they comprise 'institutional 

displays' directed to an internal audience 
17 

- other College staff. 

This is manifested in the custom of lunobeep buffets and di"n re to 

which members of staff outside the Rose Economics Department are invited. 

One of the major features of a total institution is that of 

deference. Goffman argues; deference it ... placed on a formal footing it. 18 

This is a notable feature of Home Economics departments at the 

staff-student level and the staff-staff level. Goffman also notes 

that one of the 'most interesting differences' among total institutions 

is the influence it retains over its ex-members. This notion is 

examined in the elcuming chapter and questionnairep although the degree 

of conformity has already been noted in this questionnaire. 
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Reforences : Qxiestionnaire 3 

1 Oppehhein, A. N. (1966) Spestionnaire Design and Attitude 
Measurement P-75 Heinneman 

2. Miscalculation as to the amount of information an individual is 
able to, accommodate at any one timeg particularly in a 'stress' 
situation-'4*Vently leads to asswqtions that students have been 
made aware of various factors idien in reality they have not'. Nhen important decisions rest uvon this knowledge it would seem that written information is required which is not only very explicit but also available in good time. 

3- Supporting evidence has arisen since this was written. It would 
appear that owing to the form of advertising for the following yearv 

prospective students have only recognised the ']Polytechnic type of Home Economics' (i. e. institutional) and do not associate this 
with teacher training. 

4. ID-E-S- (1975) Curricular 3Xfferences for Boys and 
Girls, Survey no. 21 p. 24 H. M. S. O. 

5. ibid. p. 23 

6. Uble B XI P-350 

7. supra ch. IT ref. 28 P-105 

Appendix A1 

90 BarveY,, J. (1971 The 'teaching of Home Booromion in 
Great BritAin. P-31 

100 BerMeK- & MmtY&n#S (1951) Ebmn RelationshiDo in the Curriculum 
Dryden Press 

11* TykeqM, (1968) 11bod and 1001*17 P- 144 

12o Iming Goffnan defined a total institution as too.. & social hybrid, 
part forzw2 organisation.... (ae) forcing houses for changing people 
j.. (with) a basic split between a large ManagOd grOUpooo. -and 11 supervising staff...., # (Asylum 9 p, 18 - 22 Penguin) 

13. v. Lifton, R. J. (1957) Thought reform'of intellectuals in 
M. jahoda and 4*rren (1966) 
Attitudes p. 196 ff 

14. supra. ch. X P. 248 

15. e. g. Sheffield City Polytechnic 

16. Goffman,, & (1961) ibid pe8 -9 

17. ibid P. 98 

18. ibid P. 108 
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Thl., L-d- Year and B. Ed. 

Lrv uLtIon of the Collaf,, e Course with ioulýýreforavpe to Hone Eoono mies 
Ic)l 

please indioate whether you had Homo Econcimios * qualifioations 'At 

bI afore ooming to College. This inoludes the title varintions) 
C. SIEI 

None 

Please indioate whioh 16vel YOU tcOk- o9aooa9 'Aclvcnood Main' 
fmaint 

J) Please rate the following aspeots of the Home Eponomics oourse: - 

a) overall onjo3mont 
b) Treatment of students as adults 

0) Use of up-to-date toohniques 

d) Use of up-t o-date equipment 

9) Up-to-<Iate oontent of subjeot mtter 

f)17uality of looturinC.; wi-bliin your 
Home Eoonomios speoi, -3 J ri 

fa Quality of lewturing in Other 
Home Hoonomios areas 

h) Being allowed to auvelop om interests 

i) Being allowed to experimont 
(not soienoe) 

J) Distribution of wor4- load 

k) Help siver, in: - (i) Visual aids - proparation 
varipty 
use cpf 

(ii) Syllabus plarning for usq 
in sohools 

(iii) General preparation for T. P. 

(iv) Teohniques of olass oontrol 

(y) Classroom oreanisation 

-. J 

, ver -iI -v --! 
sntiq- i-i valbu 

WULL I Good faotory 
, Poor 
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. 016aso rate the following aspects of the total oollr,,: ýo course. -- 

a) overall enjoyment 

b) Treatment of students as aclults 
(non-H. E. areas) 

V) Quality of lecturing 

d) Distribution of work-load 

e) Balanoe between oontinuous 
aasessment and oxnnination 

I Ver 
I Good- 

i Go od santis- Very Poor P 
- 

. 7hat is your opinion of the following statements in r lat ion to 
your Home Eoonomics oourse: - i Fon-e-, ly I,,, ý _, 

Noer- 

a) The H. E. oourse oontains riany 
irrol. evanoies to everyday life 

b) H. B. ' standarcls are often 
, impractiora in norm-a family 
life 

o) T: n sohools one should airi 
for the standards set by 
Oollege 

d) Little individuality was 
permitted 

The oolleSe oourse should 
enable students to teach the 
J. H. B. tAl Level oourse in II. P, 

H. R. students have a far heavier 
work-load than other oourse 
stuaents 

The H. E. 0ourse is un-neoessarily 
expensive 

h) L-sotwers are un=are of the 
everyday ways in whioh Hom 
Roonocias is utili3ed (o. S. I: Leals 
for old people are based on habit 
arA not as sue;, -ested in H,, E,, ) 

it, was essential to oonforn to 
Oolloge expeotatiom in order 
to pass the axnaination-9 " 

pwori&Ly R ' unoel, - I DiS- 
I 

Stronel y 
gme A rpron ý)jaagrp ni 
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44) a) In oolumn (a) plaw a tick or oross a0cording-to mhe-cher you believe +h*e -Itemis 
a#ould be inoluded within the domain of Home Boonomi0s. Tiak -= 'yes-$ 

Cross= 'no$ 

a b 0, 
nutrition 7- E _-, 

i, 17 F-1 - 
chila aevelopt. r-- 

no edlework 

food soienoe 

laundry work 

health ed. 

home soienoe 

home f blanoe 

hame managemt. 

b0 
owunmer ed. 

Sooial studies (family, housing) 

sex eduoation 

social problems 
(drugs.. drink,, eto) 

personal relationship 
oduoation 

orective embroidery 

jewellery 

any othor.......... 

I 
b) In oolurn (b) abOvO IndiOate those items at present undortaken in your 

new, sohool 

In oolumn (o) above in-dioate those items whioh you would like to introcluoe becauso 
they are not tau,, -; ht as yet in the sohool. 

Plaw a tiok or oross against the items below aooordinu,, to whethe r you feel oompetent 
to teaoh them now. 

i Ye. - ': No , 
nutrition 

dhild developt. 

n0ealeworle- 

food scienoe 

laundx-j work 

hoalth ed. 

horas soienoe 

home finanoe 

home manacemt. 

Box eduoation 

oonsumer ed, 

yes No mes vo 

sooial problem 
(druCs, dri-nk) 

Personal relation- 
ships oducatic 

Jewollery makdxxg 

areative embroidery , 
sooial studies 
(family., housing, 
eto. ) 

any other aspeot, o***. * a 
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Have you had (a) train: bi& (b) 2.: jeriencl5 of teaching tho-following. - 
b 

'mixed ability' olasses 

immigrants 

folow learners' 

remedial pupils 

E, S, N. pupils 

very tbright' pupils 

integratecl studies 

Plewe mark 
every item 
with , either 
a tiok &)s) 
or a oross (.. to) 
in both oolumns. 

(A) Rate In order of #portanoe the foUowing objew-tives, of Home Eoonomics as a ; ub3oot (oolumn A. ) 

AB 
To prepare pupils to be useful members 
of a family and sooiety 

To give basio treAning in oraft skills 
I 

To develop a problem-solving appro"h 
to ohanging oireumstanoes 

Tf) develop sound nutritional habits 

To further pupils, development 

To train pupils in home-4nakinG. 
ready for marriage 

To teaoh money management 

i--i 
LI 

(B) in 'oolumn B abovej, rate the order in whiob, you be31sve your oollege held these 
objoetives with referenoe to the students 

In -oolum C above rate the order in which you feel oapabl o develop g t-, e 
objectives in sohoo3, 

f in Be 

late in order of importanoe these asPGOts of Home Foonomi3a -Por pupiix in sohooi. 

monagement of time laundry work 

Eduoation in personal personal development 
relationshi: Ps of pupils 

parentoraft dressma'king 

c, coldng mcney management 
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IRILN i"Iri Indioate your level of agreement rith the following statements: - 
A6113e 

, Unoertaizý Di; -__ - 
ýtronvlx- 

a) Cooking is the most importan+, aspeot 
of Rome Eoonomios 

b) C'poking oan only be taught as a 
series of lesscrz 

0) Nutrition is best taught in ocn- 
juaotion with food preparation 

d) Nutrition is meanJngless if tauSht 
separately from food preparatiQn 

0) Cookbr7 is a Isooiall subjeot 

f) Needlework is a tsooi, -. It subjeot . 
Homo Eoonomios is considered -to be 
one ol" the least important subjeots 
by He, -Ateaohers 

h) H. H. teaohers are too isolated from 
the mainstream of everyday sohool 
life 

i) Home Roonoraios is essential for all 
. pupils 

Home EoonoL7, ics ooiLLd booome the oentra2 
featuve-of the sohool ouxTiculum 

X) The oontent of the H. E. oourse in 
sohools oould be absorbed into other 
ourrioulum areas without loss to tho 
pupils 

1) Students should be a1lowed to 
determine the oontent of their oourse. 

- 

__()_ I -__-'- - i--- 

- 

I 

____ 

1 

i 

-.; 

_____________________________________ ____________________ 
I 

______________ ___________ 

Put in order of importtanme. the following attributes of a Home Economion teaoher: - 
org=ising ubility 

Sense of humour 

Basio skills 

Pleasing appearanco 

Sense of vooaticn 

staaina 

Toleranoe 

Interest in people and ti'-Ar problems 

Adaptability 
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Yes -i No Examples 

a) Mathematios 
e. g. Home Finance 

b) English 

o) Arý/Crafts 

a) RýIigious/ 
Moral Ed. 

o) Sooial Studies 

f) Soienoe 

g) ROSYL courses 

h) VW other ......... 

11) If Home Economics was e3imina ed as a subject could you contribute to the wCWk 
of the following subjects? If so, please give exrnpl3s. 

If there was no Home Eoonomics in sohools what do you think the pupils would miss 
most froru an eduoational point of view? 

Ik3) 

a)Dia you register for the B. Ecl. 

Do you believe, your final assessments to be a ftLr indioation 
tho following: - 
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of your ability in 

Ye's No 

yes No-- 
0ourse in the first term of oollece? 

b)If the answer to the. above quGst. iOn is NO,, please ocaplate the rest of this nuestioll: - 

Please indioate -the reason(s) for not registering. 

(i) did not appreoiate the importanoe of registration 

(ii) did not want to oommit myself to four years of study 

(: Lii) did not think I stood a dhanee of getting a degree 

(jV) did not want tO take tne qualifying- e=: Ination (matric) 

(V) did not realiso that I oould. withdraw the registration 

(vi) did not realise that I could not opt in at a 3xter date 

H*H. praotioal assessment 

b) H. E. overall assessment 

0) Teaohing Praotioe 

i11 
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M" -=- .1 
TMUR REGISML-TION NEED ANSVER THIS WMDRE, 

(A) At Xhat polat d 

(i: b) 

(iv) 

ýa you withdraw? (Please tiok) 

during the first year? 

during the sooond year? 

before thixd year Finals? 

between Finals and the results? 

si: noe the results? 

ma"e -inclioate the reason for your witladrawal* 

TIIj 
k--i 

6. ) family reasons 

b) fed up with college life 

o) wanted to earn money 

d) did not think I would qualify 

e) did not'like the content of the B. Ed. course 

f) J"Ilness/aooident 

g) gettinG married 

h) do not wish to explain 

i) arW other reason 

would your third year results have qualified you to do B. Bd.? 

Do you now wish that yru had undertaksn B. Ed.? 

Please tiok 

PLrdlU nIS"M TO M' TH-'ýT F. VMff QtE STION IMS BEEN ANS,. i-ERED 
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Questionnaire 0 

Evaluation of the College Course with-particular 

reference to Rome Boonomios 

This questionnaire was given to third year students in the summer 

term. The first group was invited to complete it after the college 

course had been terminated. Subsequently it was found to be 

preferable, for administrative and other reasons,, to implement 

it before the finaJ examination. Since students are not officially 

allowed to know their final marks some of the questions were 

answered on the basis of illicit information or hypothesised 

results: this was therefore deemed to be invalid and so the 

questionnaire was relevant prior to the final examination, with 

the omission of certain questions. In the first year a group of 

Home Economists who had undertaken the B. Ed. course was also invited 

to complete the questionnaire in retrospect. This was in part to 

try to elicit any trends which might emerge and prove worthwhile 

following up in later surveys. It also was considered that they 

might exhibit traits of greater conformity although this would 

have to be balanced against the factor of compliance and the grounds 

on which it was given. This was not however a point of conce= in 

this study (i. e. whether B. Zd. students were more confident than 

others). 
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Type and seausnoe of questions 

A Pilot study had indioated that feelings were so intense about the 

oourse in general and the final examina ions in partioular 
1 

that it 

was deoided to re-time the questionnaire to take plaoe before the 

final exandnation. For this reason the type of questions and the 

sequenoe were designed to intersperse loooling off' items between 

the more attitudinally intense ones. Attitudinal questions were of 

the olosed type with no invitation to expand although in the event 

a number of respondents did so. Paotual questions were struotured 

on a different design in order to lidentify' them as different and 

to ensure the mental switohing-off from the more emotionally intense 

attitude questions. Question-sets were used throughout. 2 There was 

a build-up of intensity through questions IP3,9. 

Reliability and Validit: r 

This van seen in relation to, tbs entire mwvey. For example,, q-3 and 

B IOP although to ensure reliability the questions vere slightly 

rephrased. Internal reliability van oontained vithin q-7a and 4a 

(some items) and 8; q. 5 and 7o; q. 10h and 70 (C IT (b) and B6a. b. o. 

01j and B5 (a); 0 1 (h) and B7 (h). 

Anal"is 

Qp"'ioations Table 01 
, of/c. s. zz. IAI Zero Total 

Set 

H. E. 1 173/4 18 24 1 43 

11 174/5 14 29 2- 45 

111 175/6 lit 25 32 2- 59 

57 85 5- 147 
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Q. 1 Satisfaction with Home Boonomios Course 

This question-set intended to ascertain the overall level of 

satisfaotion/dissatisfaction of students at the actual point of 

entry to the profession. The findings would suggest a rather 

ambivalent or even dissatisfied group of recruits to the teaching 

profession. Alternatively it could provide the challenge and impetus 

to initiate many changes once in a position to do so. Unfortunately 

the findin are ooloured by the fact that the students felt rather 

inadequate professionally3 (Table CII k ii. iv. v) which of itself 

augure regression an noted4 once under stress in the first teaching 

post. 

Relationshii)o 

The trend noted at the end of the first year has increased 

(Table C II(b)) despite the fact that dissatisfaction over residence 

had not boon a contributory factor sines the first year an students 

had been (mostly) in non-college residence during the two subsequent 

years. The problem in that when regression occurs in the teaching 

situation the tesohor-pupil relationship is perhaps the most vulnerable 

element since this in the point of greatest stress. In the tregressiont 

syndrome the individual returns to the 'Personal culture' level at 

vhich he/she had been Bafe, 
5t 

if this is no=ally the style of 

tesobi by Vhioh they themselves were taughtt 'swoons$ being seen 

an their teacher's stylet then given that In most oases that will 

itself have been the Itrad[itionall, authoritarian style, then the 

sftdento having &180 experienced that in oollegep in likely to feel 
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safe only with that particular style. So the system is perpetuated. 

The fact that there is such a marked contrast between Main and other 

subject staff-student relationships is significant (Table C IIIc) 

of B Vb although the overall enjoyment of the course is much more 

evenly balanced. (Table C IIIc). 

Individualism (items h/i) 

One of the methods an institution uses to mould its immtes 

in by ensuring conformity to ritualep beliefs etc. Preventive 

routinisation 
6 

is a characteristic of this. By definition this 

virtually excludes experimentation. According to the findings of 

the survey experimenting with method and content was not a halln 

of the coureep 
7 (Table CII (h. i. ) although this approach has been 

observed in other similar institutions. Self-learning is said to 

be the only true learning and while the demands of time and resources 

cannot always encompass this approach in every situation if it is 

not encouraged in the teacher training context it will not be done 

in the school one. Herein lies the conflict between learning 

theories. Certainly if nutrition education is an indication as to 

effectiveness of teaching and learning the answer must lie with 

self-leezmingp for the didactic teaohing to date has been a 

remarkable failure in this area. 
8 

Genega satisfaction 

Being a 'practical' subject tbare was a tendency for work loads 

to be maldistributed espeoially if a oluster of aasoommuts ooourred. 

There was considerable concern that students could not achieve their 
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own expected standards under these circumstances: this is reoorded 

in (CIII a (d). The contrast between Main and other subject areas 

in noted in CIM where there appeared to be considerably greater 

overall satisfaction among the General Course (1a & 2a). 

Use of up-to-date eauiluent 

Overellp there appeared to be greater satisfaetion on this point 

than any other (CII(d)ý It is however a debatable point since in 

comparison with that of some other institutions the one under 

consideration had a lower level of equipment. Perhaps this is 

indicative of the complacency noted by Hutchinson when teachers were 

satisfield with their conditions although the visiting team found 

oonsiderable oanse for conoe=9 in the sohools. 

Use of S2rto-, date teobzxi(juse 

A eonsiderable nmber of students felt that mode= toobniques 

were not adequately incorporated. Follow-up discussions elicited 

the fact that married women in particular who were used to takin 

effective shortcuts were among the most critical. (Table CIIo). 

For exaMplev many used the American fall in onemethod' of oake 

malrin long before it vas included in the college syllabus. To a 

considerable degree this method eradicates the 'skill' component 

but, except in timms of greater stringenoyp it in useful in that it 

Aimini a the tine required to make a cakeý. 
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Uv-to-date content 

There vas overall satisfaction vith the content of the 

main study area. When contrasted with views on what constitutes 

the content of Rome Economics (Table C V) the level of satisfaction 

is not surprising. It is however a recipe for oonserva ism and 

suggests that the cycle of buns and tarts is not likely to alter 

in the near future. 

In view of these findings there appears to be a considerable 

degree of dissatisfaction (Table CII (Colo. 3& 4)) but this lies 

in a fairly speoific quarter (Table cii (o. d)) and does not suggest 

fature development. in the subjeot per so. 

Qualitz of leoturing 

The figuren here vould oertainly give oause for ooncern if 

taken at face value. They are however most probably suffering 

from the 'halo effsott of the noted poor human relationships. 

Nevertheless the findings may be unoomfortably true if the 

refleotions of students on the lack of demand within the oourse 

in taken into oonsideration. 

Teachinc Dre-parationt =ofessional amote 

Inammuoh as the institution is vooational the findings here 

are quite alarming (Table CII (ki-v). It has been noted that there 

is a lack of visualisation. of the subjeot in an overall eduoational 

oontext. It meow for instanoe that the notion that visual aids 

=9 not, merely for illustrative purposes but for eduoational ones 
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TABLE C II 

23 

1 
7 

27 
30 

23 
43 

41 
5 
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1 
3 
3 

13 
10 
2 

- 
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17 

33 
56 
4 
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, 
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2 

Table showing (summary of sets C1, C2 and C3) 
evaluation of main subject course 

e 
110 
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is frequently overlooked. Although lip-service may be paid to this 

factor the means of implementing it are ignored. For examplep the 

use of broken letter formation and the wrong letter case is never 

apparently referred to. 

In view of the conflicting claims of staff and students as to 

the aim of the course the lack of syllabus plannin is a serious 

omission (Table CII (kii)ý If the institution sees itself as forward 

looking one of the most effective areas for promoting this would 

surely be that of the syllabus construction vhere the underlying 

philosophy would be considered. Similarly, within this context 

the aims and objectives of the course would highlight the intended 

and actual directions of the subject. 

A major problem in this connection is that to datep the Rome 

F, conomics profession has comprised competent practitioners but not 

counterbalanced by Itheoretioianst as are most other subjects. 

Although of itself this can pose difficulties in synthesising theory 

practice nevertheless the possibility of fusing the two exists. 

This is much more problematic when the situation is biased in one 

direction only. It highlights the 'Paradox of education' wherein 

colleges are at the pivotal 
'point. 

Education has a dual function 

in that it is expected to preserve the beat from the past and yet 

to prepare for change. Thus the need to fuse competence in the given 

field with the newest knowledge. The ability to combine this within 

one oonumicator is desirable, but in the present structure in 

frequently impossible, not least because of the salazy structure 

in the profession itself. In the Home Economics sector howeverp 

*i. e. teaching professlon 
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this balance is obtainable neither within one individual not 

by the combination of practitioner and 'theorist', since the 

subject has not functioned at the higber levels of knowledge 

until very recently. Thus the teaching has been from behindp 

from past experience. The noted isolation of the subject and 

its practitioners exacerbates the situation. 
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Q. 2 

Total College Course 

From the evidence it would seem that there was greater 

satisfaction with the overall college course than with the midn 

subject course (Table CIIIa (a/e) CIIa). A major contrast 

exists in the area of human relationships (Table CIIIc). Many 

subjective ooments were made in this connection. 

AlthOu6t the level of satisfaction with the workload 

distribution was aeater than within the subject itself there 

is cause for concern in that the students feel that they are 

not able to achieve their maxim: m potential when work is so 

unevenly distributed. In this connection there does seem to 

be a lack of liaison between the constituent course areas. 

It could be that the above was reflected in the variations 

in the response to the balance between continuous assessment and 

examinations. (Table CIIIa (e)). Comnents were made to the effect 

that the inherent danger of a fbadt label being acquired in the 

initial stages of the course and thereby sticking was a serious 

one. Emminations were felt to be far more impartial. On the 

other band many feared the consequences of relying on examinations 

alone. 
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IVULE C Ma 

0 

Q. 

21 
1 

1 33 ý9 
M 

1 -69 2N 

.,,, 
ý47 371 

61 
42 

2 
113 1z, 

1 
2 

1 
11 

5 
13 

a 251 Z12 
37 

4 24 

66 
261 

,, 
ýý45 

16 ý 

4" - 
4 

3 12 
98 

16 

2 
11 

2 3 271 
1. , 

ý, 
1 3611 531 

,2 
58 

-- 

44 
11 

3 
1 

4 --- 14, 
21 3 

-36 1 19 
41 25 

. 61 ýýA 

42 
9 38 
25 A26 
4 

27 
5 5 

T 
10 

14 11 34 -'1 
"'-"24 1 

27 
35 

ýý42 11 26 
12 18 

31 
6 

9 

S'3mmP. xY of set CIP C2, C3 : totals- 
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Q. 3 Attitudes towards the Rome Economics Course 

The underlying intention of this question was to measure the 

satisfaction/dissatisfaetion levels in order to assess the potential 

level of conformity/nonconformity of new entrants to the profession. 

From this deduationscan be made as to attitude towards curriculum 

development. Some of the questions were value loaded: intentionally 

so, since values affect teachers# professional expertise (i. e. in 

relation to content and pedagogy) and one of the major points of 

controversy is the stated clash in Home Economics between the 

middle-class values of the teacher and the working-olass values of 

the vast majority of the pupils. This relationship is said to stand 

at a 7: 1 ratio (Kemble)'O and is probably relatively higher in the 

domestic subjects since the tendency to put lower - ability level 

pupils into the subject exacerbates the situation. - Historically 

the clash has been very detrimental. " 

P0110ving the initial analysis of responses (Table C 17a) the 

replies vere clustered and coded. The 'clustering' van in effect a 

pairing of Specific items which acted as checks against each other. 

The coding was intended to denote 'conformist' as a4pLinat non-conformist# 

entrants to the profession. 

By the inclusion of 'opposite' questions (e. g. && 0) the 

g9n9ral level of satigfeotion/dissatiefaotion should fall into coluIMUs 

1-5 respectively. This occurredo and when the oolumme were condensed 

into a three point scale the balance was as shown in (Talle 0 IVb). 
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The overriding finding (a/h code 7) indicate's the causal 

factor of Orebellion' during the course and why it is linked to 

t1e question of oonformity/nonconformity. Students feelt as they 

have frequently stated, that lecturers in the field are 'out of 

this worldit that they $live in ivory towers$ etc. 
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Q-3 

11xrelevanoies' of Rome Economics 

This point oommanded considerable, if not overwhelmin 

support. Many subjective comments about staff *living in ivory 

towerst (e. g. poaching maim=) were madev notably by the probationary 

teachers. (QxLeationnaire D). The greatest criticisms were directed 

at the area of Home Management. In this context it was felt that 

the studies denumded bore little relevance to the nozmal situation 

and rested on the pretext that time itself was immaterial. This 

therefore did not take into account the modern woman who would in 

all probability be holding down a paid occupation as well. 

Even greater support was forthcoming on the question of 

irrelevance of Home Economics standards to everyday life. Consequently 

there appeared to be a very heavy negative response about oa=ying 

these 'standards' into the schools. Howevert to judge by the comments 

of ex-students, these standards afforded a useful measure when 

actually in situ. But this of course may be a manifestation of the 

reversal syndrome and would be expected to form the prop when under 

stress. Hance the perpetuation of practices and the lack of real 

development. - 

The above would be in line with the feeling that little autonony 

was allowed. This has serious implioations in that in the aotual 

olassroom situation students have of neoessity to be even more in 

oommand. perhaps than most tesohers. on tsaohing praotioe, students 
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often experience the double-bind of having to conform to both 

college and school expectations and yet having to establish 

their own identity. Without experience of autonomy in a familiar 

situation it in unlikely that they will be able to achieve it in 

the unfamiliarp dichotomised classroom situation. These factors 

may account for the 'group dependency$ noted by Morgan. 12 Lack 

of decision takin inevitably implies the need for group support. 
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'At level Home Economics 

There is a rmarkable discrepancy here between the stated 

expectations of Tutors and the expectations of the students. It 

is believed by Tutors that the College course should not seek to 

equip students to teach the 'At level course specifically since 

very few pupils take it. The real emphasis they argue should be 

on the ability to teach to all levels of pupil ability and that 

the knowledge and skills which relate specifically to 'A$ level 

work should be a matter for In-Service education. 

The findings however do aocord with the noted subjeot- 

commitment of the students (Table A Vb). Howeverp if the course 

U meant to develop the wider perspectives and the rationale for 

thisp then it would appear to fail. Thus the educational philosophy 

of the subject is not developed. This it is argued is a major 

fault and one which causes the continued undermluation of the 

subject. In this instance however the oausal factor is the 

profession itself. 

Wo - oad 

The work-load is a frequent souroe of dissatisfaotion among 

the students. This in mainly on account of the distribution rather 

than the amount. Howeverv the quality likewise is critioised in 

retrospect by B-Ed. students who commented that they vere " ... 

kept very busy but not mentally stretched". This accords vith 

janet Harvey's findiqp and therefore in not peculiar to this 
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institution. It demonstrates the inherent danger of the Imindless 

trivial syndrome noted by the Women's Liberation movement in relation 

to housevork. 13 

Cost of course, 

Inasmuch as the cost of Home Economics in already self-endangeringg 

so the problem at this higher level van recognised in 1974/5 by the 

Gove=ment: Rome Economics students were awarded an extra grant of C35 

per ammm for equipment. There is however a feeling that some 

mm oeseary expenditure is incurred on account of the felt need to 

produce impressive items (notably in connection with food). (Table C IV(g)). 

Unrealitr of eveM&U use of Home Foonomios 

The findings refloot the mixed feelings on this matter. Students 

observed that Tatorst awareness was dependent upon individuals, some 

being very awareq others totally oblivious. However, the fact that 

little attention in seemingly paid to the effects of their teaching 

in the broad context (i. e. through the results of surveys) would 

indicate that there is a serious gap. Hutchinson notes the lack of 

evaluation of school courses: College courses are even less likely 

to be evaluated it is suggested. Neverthelesso the availability of 

information at the societal level would indicate the need for 

consideration of alternative teaching to ensure the effective use 

of Home Economic knowledge in the population at large. Particularly 

is this so at the level of nutrition. Current problems of obesity 

and undgrnutrition would be avoidable given effective education. 

yet difficulties encountered when this has been attempted we formidable. 
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Similarly, course evaluation and/or feedback from the working 

field of Hom Economics would illuminate the discrepancies between 

theory and practice, which students refer to. This has been 

substantiated by the findings and particularly the comments of 

probationary teachers in the follow-through survey. (QLiestionnaire D). 

The reality of the situation is that the credibility factor is 

low. The majority of Rome Economics lecturers are unmarried and 

therefore have little awareness of true family situations from a 

parental perspective. This is evidenced in comments from married 

women students (working wives ) who for example in one college 

protested that, to spend three hours washing a piece of lace in a 

glass Jar with a marble was hardly Oreality'. 14 Such incidents were 

multiplied eadlesely. 
15 Similarly course content is imbalanced. 

The stress on household maintenance appears to be of greater 

importance than hiumn relationships 
16 

and indeed is a point taken 

up by the Women's Liberation movement. 

This question afforded a source of testing the overall 

reliability and validity of the whole survey in that several 

component item were follow-through questions from the questionnaire 

given at the end of the first year (Qot. no C3e from B3o; C31 from B7; 

and generally from B30 & 4a). 
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Q-3 

Test of conformit: r/nonconformitv 

About 56% of students felt very strongly about the impracticalities 

of their course(s). Potentially this would be indicative of future 

curriculum development (Table C Wo (a/b)). Howeverv there was much 

lose assurance about whether in fact one should aim for the College 

Home Economics standards in school (Table C Wo (a/c)) 7-48%. This 

is of course hypothetical and problematic for trainee teachers: they 

recognise the need for ideals but as yet do not know at what point 

these should be levelled. The dilemma is heightened by the rejection 

of the course standards at the time. 

There was considerable awareness of the effect of institutional 

shaping. Compliance however was being granted in the college 

situation on the grounds of enlightened self-interest. When under 

stress in the initial teaohing post howeverzwhen the immediate 

reference group in the school department. 0then reversion to their 

own learning experiences and the methods then experienced is likely 

to occur. 

Certainly the degree of rejection overallp as shovn at A 

vould portend a fresh breath of air for the profession. However, 

vithout a background to act an a measure one can only hypothesise. 
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C IV cM Q- 3. 

a/b 

a/i 
b/c 

d/i 

12 

10 5 

6 

. 10 

7 

32 
5 

36 
13.5 

3 
20 26 

2 
34 29 26. 

Totals 

57 
6 A 

. 31 
64 Strong 
11 anti 
61 

(ii) 

1q. /lo 
a/o 
a/h 
2ý/i 
b/c 
d/i 

4 5 1 9 10 
2 

10 3 ý7 6 
4 5. 1 

1 
3 

. 40 7 
I 

Totals 

3 
46 
10 B 

1 
58 Con-%'Pradiotory- 

(iii) 

a/b 

a/c 

, --/h 

a/i 
b/c 

d/i 

1,6 17 21 '22 

12 

5 

8. 

3 
14 
6 

lo 

Totals 

12 

6 
5 

20 VOrl-forl-, ist 

7 
1.9 

(iv) 

a/b 

a/c 

a/h 

a/3 
b/o 
d/i 

20 24 25 
8. 

lo-- 
6 

3 
2 

Totals 

8 

I- Confused 
4 19/20 fair 
2 Z4/25 wbrong 

S*, xmar7 of codes *. see ra-Cee forkv, 
Catego-, ios not a-, -. aazlr-g above = no 
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Q-3 Code 

1/1 1 S. A. / S. A. (very anti) 

1/2 2 S. A. / A. (very anti) 

113 3 S. A. 1 Un. (uncertain) 

1/4 4 S. A. / Dis. (contra) 

115 5 S. A. / S. D. (contra) 

2/1 6 A. / S. A. (very anti) 

2/2 7 A. / A. (very anti) 

2/3 8 A. / Un. (uncertain) 

2/4 9 A. / Dig. (contra) 

2/5 10 A. / S. D. (contra) 

311 11 Uu. / S. A. (un(wrtain) 

3/2 12 Un. / A. (uncertain) 

313 13 On. / Un. (uncertain) 

3/4 14 Un. / Dis. (uncertain) 

315 15 Un. / S. D. (uncertain) 

4/1 16 Dis. /S. A. (oonfomist) 

4/2 17 
-F- 

Die. A. (conformiet) 

4/3 18 1)18 - /, un - (unolortaiz, ) 

4/4 19 Die. /Die. (oonftsed) 

V5 20 Die. /S. D. (oonfuned) 

abbreviationst- 

oontra. = contradictory 

die. = disagree 

un, = uncertain 

S. A. = strongly agree 

A. = agree 

S. D. = strongly disagree 

511 21 S. D. /S. A. (strongly 
conforsist) 

5/2 22 S. D. /A. (strongly 
oonfommist) 

513 23 B. D. /Un. (, unoortain) 

5/4 24 S. D. /Diu. (very oonfused) 

515 25 S. B. /S. D. (very oonfuAed) 
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Q-4 Beliefs regarding content of HOme Eoonomics as an axea of study 

This question set out to eXamine students' attitudes towards 

the scope of the subject in respect of potentiality for curriculum 

development. Evidence suggests that despite verbal identification 

with some new areasp little in fact is actually aohievedI7 

Notwithstanding the opinions expressed about 

the non-reality of course content in the college situationg the fear 

that the institution had in fact #shaped' the students to a very large 

degree is borne out in the findings of this question. Of itself it 

acted as a check against previous questions in terms of subject horixons. 

The findings are quite alarmin : conservatism appears to be 

an entrenched as ever. The first colmm (a) indicates the students# 

subject Philosophy in that it identifies the student's perceived 

breadth of the subject. It would seem as thoughp despite the 

protestations (Table C M(i)) students still envisage the subject 

as basically cookery etc. (Table C Va). Many for example would not 

include health (or sex) education, social studies,, personal relationships 

eto. Even when allowance is made for the exo1usion of Jewellery 

malrin (a somewhat esoteric occupation in this context) the figures 

are not hopeful. In addition, in this particular question there is 

the danger of the halo effect$ although the check on respondents 

(through the coding system) suggests that this was. not more than 

a minima-1 problem. 
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Current practices were examin d through the medium of the 

second column which was (verbally) specified as relating to the 

school in which either teaching practice bad been done (the thirdt 

final T. P. ) ap if applicable, the school to which the student had 

been appointed. Thus this question was based on existing curricula 
(Table 0 Vb). The picture is rather disturbing. There is a notable 

lack of social studies, health eduoationg personal relationship 

education etc. Thus it would appear that the perspectives of what 

constitutes Rome Economics have merged, even before the students have 

taken up-postep between existing and future notions. 

The point of the list as given is that, should the items listed 

be included virtually in toto, then almost by definition the approach 

would be different. In the third table (q. 4c) students were invited 

to specify items they would like to include which were not already 

incorporated into the progranme of the respective school as outlined 

above. Again there was a notable lack of curriculum development 

intention: avoidance of sex education was understandable (the eight 

who responded positively to this item included several married women) 

but the exclusion of social problems for exanple gives cause for 

concern in that it is indicative of the traditional approaches being 

anticipated when in the teaching situation. 

Limitation of horizons is indicated by the faot that only two 

respondents recorded that their schools undertook all but one of 

the activities (q. 4b) Table 0 Vb- 
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In view of the future ohallenge to the subjeot on the 

grounds of cost in particular and its very survival due to 

its outmoded philosophy, it would seem essential for new 

approaches and perspectives to be developed. This point is 

taken up in the final. chapter. 
18 
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Q. 5 Students' felt commetenee at point of entry to Profession 

This question sought to assess attitudes indirectly. It 

was hypothesised that 'felt competence' would indicate at least 

a willingness to develop the work in schools if the stated 

objectives of Rome Economics had been internalised. This was 

not so. In fact the findings emphasise the tendency to conservatism. 

For exampleg 'competence to teach' Social Studies is not reflected 

in the belief that it should be part of Rome Economics (Table 0 VIa. ). 

Howeverp in this respect at leastp the figures suggest an upward 

trend in the particular institution surveyed. By the same token, 

toompetence to teach' (Table C VIb) child development (51-36%) 

is somewhat alarmin and substantiates some of the fears expressed 

by Advisers. concerned vith the actual outomes in the sohools. 
19 

The figures relating to Health Education are also indicative of 

the conservative approach: competence is felt, but the rate of 

villingness to introduce it or even the belief as to its valid 

claim to inclusion in a Rme Economics programs in denied. 

Conflict between capability felt and willingness to incorporate 

certain items is very apparent. The man' ested conservatism could 

be the cause of the subject's demise. 
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Q. 6 Training versus experience at speoifie ability levels 

The intention of this question was to relate the claim to reality 

in courses with student and probationary teachers' concern over these 

points. The majority of pupils in Home Economics classes come from 

the lower ability levels and lower social strata (i. e. early leavers eto. ). 

It would therefore seem reasonable to expect courses to take this into 

account. That they do not is abundantly clear from response from 

teachers who have taken up posts and are in their first year (Questionmire D). 

It is also frequently referred to indirectly by students when they complain 

of tutors$ lack of appreciation of current societal oonditione (although 

exceptions are made). This question elioits some of the dichotomies of 

theory and practice: it also highlights the point that no course can hope 

to cover all eventualities. The hope is that attitudes will be developed 

which will encourage the adaptability of students : such hopes however 

do require some roots from which to grow. 

Of those who stated that they had had some training it was frequently 

indicated that this comprised only one or at beat two leoturesp apart 

from those who did a special C)ption in handicapped children. Therefore 

the figures are disturbing; many who taught Remedial classes had no 

ItrainingI9 especially when taken together with telow learners' whose 

problems are essentially different. Squallyq figures concerning immigrants 

show a lack of social awareness. Many of the probationaxy teachers 

commented on the fact that their post involved teaching imigrantes as 

the job market becomes more difficult this type of post is likely to be 

the ones most available. 

Item (g) off*= evidence of professional oonservatim on the part 

of schools. An integrated approach in the domestic studies has long been 

promoted; the college emphasises ito yet schools seemingly avoid it to a 

large degree. Thus the traditional toraft' approach prevails with 

protectionism high. 
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Q. 7 Peroeived obJectives of Eoonomios 

Considerable indeterminanoy exists regarding the identity 

of Home Boonomices 20 this is reflected in the problem over definin 

objectives which appear to differ considerably according to the body 

definin them 21. Those listed in this paxtioular question are taken 

from Janet Harveys research. They are in effect broad educational 

ones in the min,, with the exception of the more specific ones 

relating to 'sound nutritional habitstO 'craft skillet #money 

gement* and I ... training for home-making ... I. 

Differences between students' stated objectives and what they 

perceived those of the college to have been posit a credibility 

gap. Yet in the light of q. 4a. (Table C Va) it would appear that 

a similar gap exists between the objectives students believe themselves 

to hold and those it appears they will strive for. Thus the difference 

noted by Nell Keddie an to the teacher's staff and classroom behaviours 

seems to be present, at least in the case of many Home Roonomists,, 

before reaching the scene of action. This suggests that the power 

of the institution to detezzine, an individual is very strong. 

There vas an overwholailn acceptance 118 = (80.82%) (Table 0 VIIIa(i)) 

of the objective 'To prepare pupils to be useful =mbers of the family 

and society' as the most important objective. Yet only 24 = (16.43% 

(Table C VIIIa (Bi) believed the college to have held this as the mal" 

objective,, and a more 49 = (33-56%) felt capable of developing it in 

the school situation. Inability felt to this extent in torso of one's 
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philosophy will. surely lead to a dependence on known abilities: 

hence the regression. Students felt that the college held the 

acquisition of craft skills to be the major objective of Rome 

Economics (Table C VIIIa (B2) whilst they themselves envisaged 

them as much lose important (of. C VIIIa (Iii). Only 54-10% 

however felt capable of developing the craft skills in school 

(C (ii)) in their first post. 

Although students recognised the importance of a 'problem- 

solving approach' as an objeotiveq it appears that they viewed 

the college as not doing so. Perhaps this is inevitable if the 

staff have not themselves experienced these traumatic events. 

For exampleg the problem of adapting to the arrival of the first 

baby or to unemplo3uent is not within the reality of many Home 

Economics tutors. In these circumstances, empathy is much more 

difficultt though not impossible to achieve. 

A serious discrepancy arises in the case of nutrition. Although 

students feel relatively capable of developing it in school (Table C VIII 

(Civ)v as an objective of Home Economics they rate it very, low 

(Table 0 VIII (Aiv). 

Another educational 'Aim', although here specified as an 

'objective' is that of the furtherence of pupils' development. The 

low rating in each instance suggests a lack of awareness of work being 

done in this field and indeed, in follow-up 'interviews' this has 

proved to be the case. 
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It would seem then that the tendency to perpetuate old 

objectives survives as the result of the construction of courses 

and the methodology employed. The problem must however be 

seen in perspective. The question of professional 'immaturity, 

is Problematict notably so when the age-gap is also considered. 

A narrowing of the gap between teacher and taught in respect of 

senior pupils and newly qualified teachers is of major concern. 

It is therefore a matter for respect that in fact students do not 

overestimate their capacities. Subsequent in-depth discussions 

however suggest that little or no attempt is made to discuss this 

objective or the means of attidnin it. 
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Q. 8 Hme Zoonomics in sohools 

This question was a test of reliability in relation to the 

previous question (no-7). As noted, students had rated the 

development of pupils (Table C VIII A. v. ) fairly low in terms 

of EbMe Economics objectives. Yet they proceeded to rate it 

as the 'lost important aspect of Home Economics for pupils in 

school (Table C VIIIb (f)). Thist together with the objective 

of 'Education in personal relationships' which students rated 

as second most important, would in the real situation give rise 

to many difficulties if the problemi-solving approach was not 

used: yet this approach was largely disregarded by students 

(Table C VIII Aiii). Similarlyv it could be argued that unless 

students experience this type of approach in their own training 

they are unlikely to be able to utilise it effectively in schoolp 

just as it is acknowledged in the General Course that if students 

are to teach in Open-Plan school situations they must experience 

at first hand this style of learning if they are to appreciate 

the learning problems of children. 

All this leaves one vith the impression that the very 

'practical' nature of the course is at the expense of the 

development of an educational philosophy in the subject and 

explains the oonsequent lack of progress beyond the traditional 
22 

torafte approsoh. 
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Q. 8. Table C VIIIb 

a 

1 

20 23 25 28 17 14 9 8 

24 41 24 8 131 12 9 12 

5 11 1 20 1 19 24 24, 21 21 

21 18 25 
1 

26 26 25 3 - 

2 1 6 10 12 20 42 53 

71 26 12 5 71 8 8 4 

- 19. 
7 15 151 29 28 41 

14I 
le 

1 
34 

1 
31 291 15 

rl2 r6l 

Rank order 

lot pos. Combined pos. 
1/2 

43 

22 

56 

34 

78 

11 

7 

65 

Order of Objectives in H. Eos. 
as envisaged for school pupils. 
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Q. 9 Ideology and the domestio subjeots 

This question was intended to afford some measure of students' 

beliefs in relation to the domestic subjects with a view to 

potential curriculum development. When first and second positions 

were amalgamated the resultant order was as at (Table C IX (b)). 

The question was to be seen in conjunction (for analysis purposes) 

with q. 12 where few students were able to answer anythingg and those 

who did merely specified missing the 'practical' aspect. This 

suggests that a very inad quate, if anyv philosophy was developed 

through the course. This does not augur well for the subject in 

view of problems already noted about the age-structureq personal 

security and curriculum development. 23 

The term 'social' in relation to both cookery and needlework 

was that used by Dewey who defined social as being of importance 

to sooiety. 
24 This was explained in situ in order to avoid confusion 

as to terminology. 

A point of some considerable interest is that of student 

determination of course content. By the end of the course there 

was considerably stronger feeling regarding the legitimacy of pupil 

direction. They felt that students should at least be able to 

follow lines of specific, personal interest beyond the level at 

which they would be teaching in school. Item 1 afforded a check on 

01 h, which was itself a follow through from q. B7 h. (Table BX) 

(questionnaire B). 

Boveverl the faot that less than 40% agreed even on the most 

important feature (i. e. that Ebme Boonomics is essential for all 

pupils) is perhaps signifioant in terms of professional unity and 

philosophy. 
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Q. 10 Attributes of a Rome Economics teacher 

This question was completed with a degree of wry humour since 

it followed hard on the heels of the final teaching practice. It 

was therefore perhaps somewhat ooloured by personal experiences 

in certain instances. There would also again appear to be a 

degree of idealism, or lip-servioev being paid to the order in 

that first position was (Table CX h), interest in people and their 

problems. Yet the rejection of 'Social Problems' as an area in 

Rome Economics was definitive (Table CVa- (1)). 

A salutory comment on the stress laid on personal appearance 

is made in the relegation of that item to the lowest Point Of 

importance (Table OX (9th)). in this instance students appear to 

be aware of the effects of social ideology in that several comments 

were made about the presentation of self in the superficial sense 

(i. e. dress) an against the deeper professional one - appearance 

an against depth of personality. 
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11 & 12 

It, was obvious from the replies that students felt capable 

of contributing to other subjects. Howevert it must be noted 

that this was usually only at a somewhat superficial level (e. g. 

Englishp Mathematics eto. ) which could indicate a lack of awareness 

of the depth required by these subjects. For emmyle, the study of 

Welfare and Social Service issues van nowhere includedt as they 

might have been in 'Moral Education' or as a Counsellor in the 

Pastoral Care system. 

Only a minority of respondents replied to question 12. They 

mostly referred to the #loss-of something practioall or 'the joy 

of doing something vith your hand 1. All this suggests that the 

eduoational value of the subjeot has not been adequately inte=sOised 

nor a philosophy developed. This does not augur well for the subjeot's 

future development. 

Ia no way was the subject related to their ourriculum studies 

nor were the synergistic qualities of the subject mentioned. In 

contrast to thiev Polytechnic students on the Diploma in Rome Economics 

courset which in no way involves Education (as a study area) did refer 

strongly to this point (in an essay on the nature of Home Economics 

and its value to society). Similarly, College of Education students 

failed to ment4on the educational potential of their subject. From 

this it can only be assumed that the 'practical$ element overshadows 

all sloop thereby contributing to the statioism of the subject. 
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Q-13 Student regotion to assessment 

From the responses it would'seem that a fairly substantial 

number of students were convinced that their assessment was not 

a fair indicator of their ability. This will always be the case. 

Likewise there is a need to temper the fact the Ivina3l assessment 

is not supposed to be known by the student. Therefore the validity 

of the responses must remain in doubt. Nevertheless, the replies 

do suggest that the criteria on which they were assessed were at 

least questionable and particularly that hard-earned ==ks were 

lost for very trivial reasons (e. g. a cruab on the oloth). What 

in perhaps disturbing is that quite a few of the 'dissatisfied' 

students were those of oonsiderable ability when followed up 

through the ooding system. 

A number of very able students (i. e. those who attained the 

degree course) felt that the final assessment only measured those 

aspects which they would expect to teach in the sohoolst consequently 

they were not seen as indicative of the full capability of the student. 
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TABLE C XI Q. 13. 

146 

a 

b 

Yes 

23 10 15 48 

20 1 9 14 43 

24 29 

a 

b 

0 

No 

17 13 12 42 

20 17 20 57 

14 1 11 
_30 

55 0 

No response - 56 

Student reaction to fairness of assessment 

of the aboveg 24 answered all 'yes' 

23 it 11 tnol 
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TABLE C XII Q. 14 

Yes 

22 
1 

25 
1 

36 
1- 

83 

No 

21 19 
1 

23 63 

Remistration for B. Ed. 

i =7 lot year 18 
ii = 31 2nd year 3 

iii = 23 3rd year before 
finals 10 iv = 31 

Between finals 6 and result - 
vi q After result 1 

Reasons for 

Ristration 

CA a7 
b7 
a 18 
d6 
e4 
f 
9 
h 
13 
failed matrio. 1 

Timinm of 
Withdrawal 

Reasons for 

Withdremal 
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Conclusion 

The ineluctable conclusion to be drawn overall from the 

responses to this questionnaire is that despite protestations 

to the contrary and criticism of the course in terms of tutors' 

out-datedneset students tbemselves appear to be as conservative 

as ever at the point of entry to the profession. 

Subsequent to writing thisp an sx-College tutort oarrying 

out teaching practioe supervision made this very point to the 

assessment panel. 
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Questionnaire D Assessment of the effects of the training 
institution at the end of the probationaxy 
year : 

This questionnaire was sent to students who were oompleting 

their probationary teaching year. The intention was to assess the 

degree to which the training institution was felt and/or appeared 

to effect the teacher's own practices and/or beliefs in relation 

to Rome Economics. 

n/o questionnaires dispatched = 56 

n/o questionnaires replied = 32 

= 57-14% 

further replies vere received in response to a reminder 

but delays oving to obanges of address meant that many 

vere reoeived after the out-off date or vere lost entirely. 

Type and seguence of guestionnaires 

Since this was a mailed questionnaire there was no intended follow-up 

interview'. The design of the questionnaire was therefore as short 

as possible, in clearly defined sections and of the closed type, of 

question- A final question and oovering letter invited additional- 

comments and indeed Many students were exceptionally interested and 

forthoomin . 

Section A: factual questions relating to the first appointment 

leadin questions about possible promotion/move. 

Section B: factual questions relating specifically to the first 

post; help received from various sources; relationships 

with other staff. 
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These two seotions were concerned with assessing the degree of 

satisfaction with the first appointment. Many are tpooll appointments 

in the first instance: the danger of misplacement is therefore somewhat 

higher than a direct appointment. This may lead to alienation quite 

rapidly, especially if subsequent help is not available. The Bristol 

Survey 1 
on probationary teachers had dram quite an alarming picture 

of teachers in their probationary year, indicating that very little 

guidance or support was forthoomLing. 

Section Ci This section contained attitudinal questions and 

evaluative ones. The second question was a 'follow- 

through' from previous questionnaires (although this 

particular group had not completed the first questionnaire 

(A)v it being outside the time-span of their course and 

the research. ) The substance of these questions was 

(a) sources of influence 

(b) influence of the training institution 

section D: Professional concerns comprised the content of this 

seotiont choice of career and first year conditions, 

attitudes towards 13cme Economics eto. 

Sootion E: Personal faots : an open-ended question was inoluded at 

this point to allow for depth response vhieh oould not 

otherwise be obtained. 
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Analysis 

Section A. 

This section sought to establish conditions of the first 

appointment with a view to assessing the potential dissatisfaction 

through finding oneself in an incompatible situation. It is kaown 

that institutions tend to attract specific personality types 2 
but 

in the school situation the system of 'pool' appointments not 

infrequently results in misplacements due to the 'difficulties and 

idiosynoracies' of the system3. Some Local Education Authorities 

take considerable trouble to ensure the correct placing or probationary 

teachers: others lose 00.4 Even where a student taken up an appointment 

as the result of a direct applioationt the outcome cannot be assured 

since it may not have been possible to evaluate the situation correctly 

during the course of what is often a very short and unix, ormative 

interview. 
5 

Since those definin the parsmeters of the interview 

are much more experienced the subordinate willp unless great care is 

taken, feel unable to ask relevant questions or to assess the situation 

correctly. 

Although all Rome Economists train for the secondary age-range 

some take posts in middle schools where Rome Economics is of growing 

importance or B. S. N. schoole where it comprises a major part of the 

ourriculuz Likewise, normally an appointment is made at the scale 1 

position but appointments have been known at scale two and even to hold 
6 

temporary responsibility for a Department. Ambitious or unhappy 

students mayp by the same token seek a move at the end of the first 

year, hence questions 495,6. It was also considered that the size of 

the school my be an important factor for several reasons. Promotion 
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prospects may be enhanced in a small schoolq relationships may be 

easier in a large school. The work-load and type may differ also 

according to the school size and departmental staff n-pmbers (Table D I) 

- which of itself reflects the headteacher's ideology. 

Placement (i) 

In this survey it wa. 43 found that the majority of recruits had been 

appointed to Comprehensive schools (22) several to Secondary Modern (7) 

and two to Grammar schools. This is important with regard to the 

findings in previous questionnaires (and comments eto. in'this one) 

about the conflict of tutorst and school pupilst realities .6 One 

student took a post in an E. S. N. school and another took up a two-year 

research post at a polytechnic which was concerned with Rome Economics: 

this student has since taken up a post also in an E. S. N. school. 

Plaoement (ii) 

The vast majority of probationers were plaoed through the County 'pool' 

appointment system; all vere appointed at soale 1. 

Develo=Rent 

The intended mobility rate was 28.12% (9). Two wrote that the reason 

for moving was that Promotion prospects were completely blocked by sold 

teachers who had themselves no intention of moving'; others wrote of 

discontent with old-fashioned teaching which they were obliged to emulate. 

The maJority (71-87%) intended to remain at the same school for the next 

year. One who was moving had gained promotion to a scale two post and 

Ong remaining had also gained promotion. 
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Table 1) 1 

School H. E. Dept. Ratio 
Staff Staff 

20 1 1 z 20 
22 31 1 t 7 
30 3 (1 + 2xi) 1 s 10 
39 2 1 1 18-5 
39 3 1 t 13 
40 3 1 : 13-33 
45 3 1 9 15 
46 3 1 : 15-33 
50 5 1 : 10 
54 4 1 8 13* 
55 5+4 Nd1vk- I s 6 
55 3 1 8 18 
60 6 1 t 10 
6o 5 1 : 12 
60 5 1 : 12 
61 2* + pt. t. I : 25 
65 4+ 2pt. t. C. I : 13 
70 6 1 : 11.5 
75 3+3 Nd- I : 12-5 
76 6 1 : 12-5 
so 6 1 8 13-5 
80 5 1 : 16 
40 3 1 : 13-5 
60 4 1 : 15 
60 5 1 : 12 
65 4 1 t 16.25 
65 5 1 : 13 
85+ 7 1 : 12 
90 5 1 18 

108 7 1 15.20 
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Seotion B. 

This section sought to establish criteria of potential satisfaction/ 

dissatisfaetion as the result of relationships and help given. The 

noted isolation of Rome Economics has been commented on elsewhere: 

the intensification of this in a #strange 
J 

situation could portend 

unfavourable reaction and increase the stress of the probationary 

teacher and so escalate the process of regression. 

Size of school and size of Department offered some interest#g 

ratios: the smaller the school the relatively larger the department 

it appears. In large schools the ratio varied enormously. While 

there may be a number of contingent explanations for such variations 

it seems likely that the Readteaoher's philosophy is the major factor. 

RelationsMI)s (table D II) 

Given that the oirommstances surrounding this question would be diffioult 

to assess acourately and that therefore the interpretation of the findings 

oan at best be impressionistiol, the figure for isolation (12.5%) does 

seem somewhat high 8. (Table D IIb*) indicates the rate of interaction 

to be fairly promising, particularly when the professional aspect is 

considered (Table D Ilb 

Sup-port (table D III) 

The findings here certainly support the findings of the Bristol surveyý 

and give considerable cause for concern. There is a notable lack of 

support for now rebruitst especially from official sources. (Table D III(b. o. ). 

Help from Headtoachers was not neoessarily related to the size of the 
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Table D II Q-3. 

most some none 

leavers 
41 ý3 
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Weekly interaction rates 
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11 
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school: in Some small Schools little or no support was given while in 

some large ones the headteaoher was very involved. When additional 

comments were taken into account, it seems that the major source of 

help was from teachers outside the Home Economics department. 

(Table D III(f)). This may be a significant trend in that it shows 

that new teachers do not intend to be 'isolated'. 

A point worthy of notioe is that, of those who are staying for 

the second yearp there appears to have been mwh greater support from 

the Read of the Home Boonomics Department than is the oase with those 

leaving. (Table D III(d)). 

What is also of importance is the apparent lack of follow-through 

and support by the training institution. If a system of food-back van 

instituted the process of curriculum development would be more meaningful 

for them. A major component of the development cycle is evaluation, 

yet this seems to be a notable omission in the field of Home Boonomics. 10 

(Table D IT). It is this break which perhaps causes the gap between the 

two sections of the system (sohool/college). Although there may be quite 

substantial links between the L. E. A. advisers and colleges, the fact that 

there is apparently little connection between the adviser and the 

probationary teacher (Table D Me) means that the oommmioation chain 

is at best tenuous. 

It would seem feasible to suggest that a system of feedback could 

be devisedp while in-service courses (notably lacking in the Ebme Economics 

field) could be implemented as professional forms of support. 
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Table D IV 

Type of 

school 

NO. 

visited 

subjective 

evaluation 

no 

evaluation 

Primary 13 6 7 

Combined 

5- 12 

3 2 1 

Middle 

8- 12 

13 2 11 

9- 13 45 19 26 

10 - 13 6 2 4 

Secondazy 44 25 19 

Source x Schools Council z Research and Development 

Project - Elom Economics in the Middle Years. 

Newsletter no. 2 

Ootober 1976. p. 8. 

EVILIuatton of Rome lbonomics courses in schools. 
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Section 0. 

This question attempted to assess the degree of influence 

exerted by various sources on the probationary teacher. Since it 

was a 'self-admission' type of question the figures must be seen 

in this context. Thus when the respondent sees her town ideas' as 

being the major factor it is possible that interma3isation of college 

perspectives makes them appear to be her ideas. It would in fact 

take several years of following up to be able to measure with any 

degree of accuracy the real influence of the college course. 

The identification with the school is apparent (Table D V(b)) 

while 18-75% admit to being much influenced by the training institution,, 

and 78.12% to some degree. 

External examinations have had a considerable effect on the 

teaching situation (18-75% $much'; 50% 'some') (Table D V(d)). 

Additional comments elicited other influences as 'the children 

themselves' (three respondents) and L. E. A. courses (1). 

With regazd to evaluation of the college course in terms of 

utility in the real teaching situation must be seen in relation to 

the effect this would have on the new teacher's professional practices. 

The very strong reaction (Table D VI (b & o)) would suggest that the 

college did not have a great effect in the final analysis. The 

apparent paradox contained within items a&b is not really so. 

The questions were seen as Roppositest with the risk of 'overlap' 

interpretation that the breadth of the course was a good foundation 

while many 'irrelevancies' existed in specific oontextet (e. g. 'grilled 
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much 

b 

0 
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f 

9 

23 

15 

6 

6 

1 

Table DV 

some 

25 

9 

17 

16 

10 

15 

19 

21 

Factors influencing teaching as 
perceived by probationers. 

none 

1 

10 

15 

17 

12 

7 
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salmont). Howevert the analysis indicates that the intention of 

the question was not misinterpreted since the majority of the 

fifty per cent who felt it had been a good foundation were not 

among those who responded positively to the matter of irrelevancies. 

Interestingly enoughq the one respondent who Istrongly agreedt with 

the first statement was one of the four who supported the 'irrelevancies' 

item also most strongly. Thus it may be assumed that at lesst in 

this group none had felt the course to be a really good preparation. 

This suggests that either they will respond to other influences 

(hence the danger of regression) or they will become leaders of 

new developments. 

Although there is a danger of misinterpretation of reality 

as the result of a vociferous minority the findings of this question 

do suggest a very substantial proportion of students regard some 

of the standards required by the institution as funrealistict. 

(Table D VII (oi. ii. iii. & iv. )). When the grades are collated 

into +/- however it would seem that the power of the institution 

is about 60% to effect conformity (Table D VI(b)) even beyond its 

area of normal jurisdiction. 
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The whole question of perspectives is of major concern: 

an' ambiguous situation seems to exist in that Colleges believe 

themselves to promote, for example, an integrated approach. Students 

do not see it as this or they fail to remember it when in the 

teaching situation. As a rebultj, college tutors tend to blame 

the schools for being lbackward'. Certainly from observation 

it is a truism that schools dictate the students' teaching practice 

programme, giving them only the formal cookery and needlework lessons. 

This however is apparently because they feel that the student will 

be 'safest' with theset as well as believing that this is what 

the College wants for the students. Thus, despite explanatory 

letters from the College, the metaperspeotive and the meta-met4perspeotive 

are faulty. The problem is one of communication. Again, the question 

of 'feed back' comes to the fore. 
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Section D. 

Q. 1 

This question sought to contrast the attitudes of teachers 

at the completion point of their first year vith that of trainee- 

teachers at the end of their first year and after one teaching practice. 

There is an increase in the number of those feeling that they have 

chosen the right career and subject (Table A X). Fortunately this 

counteracts the $reluctant recruitst 
11 from the Universities and 

perhaps has some important implications regarding types of institutions 

in relation to careers although it must be remembered that Home Economics 

is not itself a source of recruitment from the Universities. 

Q. 

Findings relating to perceived change requirements in connection 

with H=e Economics are interesting in relation to others' opinions. 

A somewhat abortive initial attempt to assess practising teacherst 

attitudes to these three points (q. D2) led to the conclusion that 

either they were totally opposed to any changes# or they resented any 

suggestions that this might be helpful to the subject or they were 

totally apathetic. Of the small number of replies received strong 

feelings to retain the status quo were stated. Howevert by contrast 

the respondents to the 'Probationaz7 Teachers' questionnaire paint 

a different picture. Here there is considerable support for change 
(Table D VIIIc)- Polaxisation and the dichotomies within the subject 

are thus clearly established. 
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What is elicited from this finding is that change is not very 

likely to occur in practice however: this appears to be a veneer if 

the findings of (Table C IV) are any indication. Perhaps it is that 

once in the field the effects of the college course are not as strong 

and that the questionnaire given at the end of the third year merely 

indicates that conformity is situational. If this is so then the 

age-gap as already identified is perhaps the major cause of slow 

curriculum development in the subject. Deducible from this is the 

fact that colleges are themselves the stumbling block, for if really 

congruent practices were undertaken then students would not have the 

double bind of having to break free from what they regard as unrealistic 

practices and also to overcome the conservatism of the profession. 

A large proportion of respondents felt the need for methodological 

changes as well as content (Table D VIII (ci & oii)) which together 

with the 'uncertain' oomprise about 66%. 

Findings relating to choice of institution are significant 

in view of current changes takin place in the country. It seems 

that =Y move to institute a year between a teacher training course 

and school would reduce recruits by some 25% (Table D IX(a)). 

Similarly a substantial proportion would have chosen courses where 

they were not committed to teaching from the beginning (4796) (Table 

D IX(o)); and this was when employment prospects were non-problematic. 

Disenchantment over actual training in perhaps reflected in the response 

to D 3(b) (Table D IX(b)) where some forty-seven per cent of the 

respondents intimate that they would have chosen another institution, 

with hindsight. This accords with the reaction against the course 

already specified. 
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Although this of itself might augur change the trait of 

#adaptability$ 12 
noted in Home Economists does tend to cancel 

this out, for adaptability oan equally mean acceptability - of 

un ceptable conditions etc. 
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Sootion E. (table D X) 

In these questions the degree of satisfaction in non-work 

spheres was sought in order to balance the known tensions produced 

in the first year of teaching when the recruit is experiencing so 

many other activities also for the first time - such as actual 

responsibility for actionev personal survival etc. as well as 

developing personal relationships and even the responsibility of 

a marriage-13 

Responses indicate a factor noticed earlier - the tendency 

to home influence (Al influence of MIF). Question three shows 

that over forty per cent live with their parents. Since there is 

no known evidence on this it cannot be said whether this is a high 

or normal figure. However, in view of publicity concerning the 

psychological stress of probationaxy teachers which must have been 

derived from fairly substantial figureaq the figures for Rome 

Economists does appear to show a parent-dependency. When taken 

with the figure for those living with a husband and/or family 

(to incorporate widows etc. ) it does seem that the profession 

of Rome Economists is likely to suffer rather leas from anxiety 

than other sections of the teaching profession. 
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Conclusion 

From the evidence available it would seem that the reaction 

again t college courses does not result in curriculum development 

in the schools. This suggests that the college has considerable 

effect by default. It would appear that a philosophy in relation 

to education and in particular to the role of Rome Economics as a 

subject is insufficiently developed. In this respectq while the 

current trend towards the separation of ourriculump professional 

and personal studies is unfortunate in many wayso it may be the 

means by which emphasis is given to developing a philosophy : much 

will depend on the interpretation of 'professional studies'. If 

it merely constitutes 'tips for teaoherof then increased insight 

is not likely to occur. 

There appears to be a tendenoy for 'At level students to 

have a more conservative outlook than those who only took the 

subject at 101 level. This would indioate that for the future 

development of the subjeot', Home Boonomics as such should not 

neoessarily be a requirement although tAl levels should. This 

would be feasible if less emphasis was put on the praotioal 

element so that the problem of Iskillet per se would not arise. 

Individual improvement oould be aoquired as it is in other subjeotep 

suoh as musio - by private, personal praotice. Using modern 

technologioal aide and the system of mioro-teaohing 'faultst 

oould be reetified. 
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Chapter XII 

Conclusion 

0 the cultural pattern of the approached group ! 
s*to the stranger not a shelter but a field of 

adventure ... a problematic situation itself and 
one hard to master". 

H. Becker. 
'The Stranger' 

This study set out to identify the sociologioal factors 

involved in the career of the domestic subjects in the British 

school ourriculum,, with particular attention being directed to 

the relationship between them and the economic position of women. 

It was hypothesised that the domestic subjects have been the 

vehicle of static social ideologies regarding women and that 

this is reflected in their sooio-economic status. The reverse 

also obtains in that such an evaluation affects the standing of 

the domestic subjects. It was suggested that the negative attributes 

pertainin to each would lead to the demise of the subject per as. 

Part I examined the nature, function and effect of ideology 

in the overall curriculum and the domestic subjects in particular. 

It was found that they were the vehicle of sooio-historioal ideals 

regarding women, their social and economic value. Male perspectives 

dominated these concepts thereby entrapping the image of women and 

indeed of the subject. Needlework in particular was seen to have 

constituted a major medium of social oontrolp notably for the lower 

orders in terms of their future employnent and the concomitant 

behaviOurs of subservience and devotion. For the middle classes it 

provided a means of control in that it afforded a time-oonauxting 

leisure occupation which could be carried out in the isolation of 

their homes- 
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Historically, the ttraditionall domestic subjects were 

likewise shown to be an effective transmitter of social control 

in that they were specifically mono-role oriented. But these were 

also a source of social change, at least indirectly : attention to 

the type of labour being required of women (e. g. as labour producers) 

was focussed througlý the domestic subjects. The association of the 

substantive matter with poverty and low academic ability was shown 

to be a major cause of its rejection by many pupilsp professionals 

and parents alike. 

In this respect an assessment was made regarding the purpose 

and effect of examinations in this ou=iculum domain. Whilst the 

majority of subjects have been strongly moulded by the exigencies 

of the public examination system, the domestic subjects were not 

so constrained. Ostensibly this should have facilitated ou=ioulum 

development. At the frontiers of the profession it did. Recent 

evidence however, indicates that this is not very widespread, and 

that the tbun syndrome' still tends to dominate courses. Thus the 

knowledge area,, although it has expandedp has not led to an effective 

re-evaluation of the substantive matter: an increased load has merely 

resulted. 

Pedagogy was found to have a substantial influence in this 

respect. Classification and Framing were still very tight, leading 

to isolation in many cases. The pedagogical relationship was still 

largely authoritarian. This was found to be due in the main to the 

reversion syndrome of probationers and the age-structure of the 

teaching force which left a crucial gap when teachers might be 

philosophically and professionally secure enough to advance the 

curriculum. 
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Another major detriment of the subject was that it was 

socially divisive, notably at the level of public examinations. 

Ideologically it was intended to be socially integrative, but 

whereas in purely written examinations in which the class factor 

is not directly visible, in the domestic subjects appearance and 

quality of the examinable products is highly susceptible to the 

degree of affluence entailed. These were the findings of part 119 

as was the low evaluation of the subject in the estimation Of most 

Universities. 

Non-reoognition of the subJeOt for University entranoe was 

found to be due to two factors: the lack of knowledge regarding 

the 'A' level content and the attitude-lag inherent in society 

towards the subject because it identified with women and their work. 

It was suggested that in attempting to gain University recognition 

for the subject its practitioners were striving in the wrong 

direction when admission was sought to Science Faculties: the 

Social Sciences were deemed to be a more appropriate location. 

The distinction lies in the identity of the subject: this would 

seem to be more a case of hinnan relationships than scientific 

or management centredness. Since as a subject it is uncertain 

about its identity it faile to shake off the cookery-needlework 

image- 

Given a now orientation, it was suggested in part III that 

the domestic subjects could beoom the core of the currioulum for 

early yearn of the se(sondamy school or its equivalent span across 

the middle and secondary schools. It was argued that the traditional 
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curriculum has failed the vast majority of pupils and that the 

domestic subjects$ in their truly developed formo could afford 

a coherent yet multiple faceted study area. Being rooted in the 

everyday reality of pupils with a language link between the real 

and'unreaJ! worlds of knowledge of home and school, it offered 

elements not present in other subjects. It could develop the 

emotions and world view missing in most curricula. It was suggested 

that the progression from applied to pure academic knowledgep although 

the reverse of the normal patternp would be seen as more relevant by 

pupils and therefore more acceptable to them. This would possibly 

avoid the alienation experienced by so many pupils when the 'pure' 

preceeds the applied - if this latter is ever reached. 

Part IV comprised an empirical research. Although this in 

fact related only to one Collegev the findings substantiate the general 

ones found in the Harvey report (1971), therefore it seems safe to 

assume that they are not mono-specifio (see Appendix 5 re another 

institution). The findings in fact offer explanations (e. g. concerning 

objectives) of some of the statistical evidence offered in both the 

Harvey and the A. T. D. S. reports. Additionallyq the empirical research 

highlights and explains the phenomenon of reversion in the subject. 

It could well be argued that statistics of themselves often fail to 

stimulate the behavioural, changes required to effect intended outcomes. 

This is because frequently they axe not analysed in tezme of cause 

and effectp but only as a fact of existence. It was for this reason 

that an interpretive approach to the data was taken. The confusion 

and conservatism found in the subject was reflected in the findings 
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of the surveys. Objectives themselves were not clear. While students, 

objectives appeared to be forward looking, their analysis of what the 

content of the subject domain should be contradicted this. Change did 

not seem to be likely. 

In the profession at largep mass inertia appears to prevail 

with a few voices in the wilderness. Thereforet inevitablyp it seems 

that events will overtake the subject. Other disciplinest reoognising 

the potentiality of the subjeott will subsume relevant areas (e. g. Dress 

to 'Design') denuding the subject of all but the cookery element. 

Thus a radical re-evaluation of f=otionq courses and methodology 

together with a redirection in term of identity would appear to be 

the only possible solution. The inherent conservatism within the 

discipline however is seen as a major obstaolet this rests largely 

in the nature of the institutiong not the subject itself or the students. 

The core of the problem was defined as that of woman's image as portrayed 

through the subject. The housewife imagep with all it entails in term 

of behavioural charaoteristios,, was seen as perpetuating the cycle of 

female 'subservience', legitimising it through the framework of love, 

marriage and family. 

Yet potentially, the subject has perhaps the greatest claim to 

a centzS19 if not the core position in the curriculum. Rooted as it 

is within the reality of pupils, with an initial language which is 

familiar, it was seen an constituting the broadest avenue which would 

be acceptable to the majority of pupils and yet which would have a 

coherence and cohesiveness which would surpass other subjectat claim 

to this position. Its synergistic quality is its strength. This lies 
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in its ability to arouse multiple awarenesses and concerned though 

at the individual, group societal and world levels. That other subjects 

are capable of evoking such sentiments is not denied, but it is suggested 

that it would not be of such an immediate nature and would inevitably 

afford a monoperspective. It is the multi-oomposite nature of the Home 

Economics field which allows an appreciation of the many-strandedness 

of most problems and the ohain-effeots of many solutions. An awareness 

of multiple consequences resulting from any action taken affords the 

development of an effective type of #logical' thinking which is perhaps 

more relevant overall to society and the world than are some of the 

single-track thought processes. Specialisms can always be developed 

on the basis of solutions, whioht arising from a broad base are, in 

the long rung likely to account for more variables than the alternative 

approach would afford. 

-Lll this calls for a radical reassessment of the domestic 

subjects per as, for the education of individuals sufficiently imbued 

with a breadth of vision not yet manifested in the profession seemingly, 

given the exception of a few. Speed may be the major factor however, 

if the very qualities which axe pregnant in the domain are to be 

developed within the framework of the subject and not dispersed into 

other areas: the synergistic quality would not then prevail. If the 

criticism could be made by Harvey that the profession had failed to 

... create the paragon of Home Economics from the ashes of Domestic 

science" (1972) how much more could this be said today in the broader 

educational context. Because it lies within the experience of all 

-pupils it offers the Opportunity not only to make and take decisions 
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but to examine those of others as they affect the pupils (e. g. parentat 

decisions) : this ability to handle decisions is probably the most 

crucial requirement in adult society and experience is required 

during the developmental years. With earlier marriages and consequently 

earlierp highly consequential decisions having to be takeng this quality 

is of increasing importance if costly personal and societal mistakes 

are not to be made. 

In conclusion, it is sugpeted that the identity of the subject 

is sooio-psyehological. In partioularv an understanding of the nature 

of attitude formation and change and the problems entailed is endemic 

to the subject. This would offer an analysis of the relationship 

between the subject and women's economic status which could lead to 

a re-evaluation of the larger 'half' of society in terms of its 

contribution to the well-being of society. From this it can be 

appreciated the subject is potentially the ace subject, not the 

cinderella, of the currioulum. The essential ingredient however is 

a restructuring of consciousness both within and towards itself. 

This will only be achieved when it becomes appreciated by pupils, 

parentsq students, heafteachers and those involved in the training 

of Home Economics teachers that it can no longer constitute constant 

"cookery". Rome Economics, as Nisbet indicates is - 

... potentially one of the most widely eduoative 
experienoes the sohool oan offer. Its opportunities 
are limitless" 2 
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In order to achieve this there is a need to develop a clear 

philosophy regarding the role of Home Economics in everyday life 

and in the school curriculum. This would imply a radical reappraisal 

of course content and methodology with a notable move away from the 

concept of an edible and product to every school lesson. The need 

to see the subject as a major vehicle of education,, without it being 

merely prescriptive, entails a level of educational consciousness 

not hitherto Tnani sted to any real degree. A move away from the 

image of a sex-biased, vocational subject would seem to be a prime 

necessity : yet this is currently the catch 22 problem. For this 

reason a change of name could be an essential prerequisite. 

However, given that this would probably take longer to 

achieve than the deleterious effect of neglect of the importance 

of Home Economics warrants, it would seem that a more efficacious 

remedy is required. Essentially this is to be achieved at the 

grass roots : new teacherst if imbued with a sound philosophy could 

do much to convey a new image of the subject. Thus, it would seem 

that those involved at the pivotal pointp the oentres of education 

(eg. Colleges of Education) constitute the lynch pin of change. As 

already Shown however, it is precisely at this level that the 

inherent dangers of 'in-breeding' are most apparent. Change is 

necessarily slow, but time is rapidly running out for the subject, 

due to a range of factors. Not least among those however is that 

the potential of the subject at its essential basis of Immsm 

.3 
relationshiper is being recognised by others. The 'cookery' element 

is seen as peripheral; the fundamental issues it embraces are seen 
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as central to education in its broad sense. Should the subject 

become subsumed within other areas this could be very beneficial 

as far as women's economic status is concerned for the emphasis 

on womuLn 'a work would perhaps be eliminated, Tet the true value 

of the subject would be losts it offerm a synthesising channel for 

the myriad of factors which affect peoples' lives, 1Jr this very 

token it also acts as a multiple flashpoint for oognitiveg affective 

and motor competences. 

The problem of emphasis within the subjeot is that of 

the personal values of the communioators within a given social contexý, 

A greater awareness of educational issues would in all probability 

ensure at least a critical examination of such fundamental issues an 

the image of women and their work and to translate this at the 

practical level of teaching programmes. In the final analysis this 

would seen to indi e that an attitude of enquiry, not blind 

obedience and conforaity lies at the heart of change within the 

subject. 

References: 

1. larvey. j. op. oit. 

2. Rabet. R. S. (1968) ParDose in the Ourriculm 

University of Liondon 
3. Several references have been ruLde to this Jad this study. 
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Appendix A1 

University of London SENATE HOUSE 
MALE f STREET 

Telegrams UNIVERS! TY LONDON LONDON 
Telephone 01 -636 8000 WC1 E 7HU 

From the University Entrance Requirements Department Please address reply to 
Extension 278 Room 11 

Our ref UE/. Ll/WJD/LC 
Your ref 

2 July 1,075 

Dear Sir, 

I have received your questionnaire about Home Economics and I have 
attempted to answer part of it. You will see that after a while 1 hkive 
given up the ghost because it is increasingly difficult to give plain 
answers of "yes" or "no" to some of the questions you have raised in what 
ic a long and complicated story. 

I am assuming that your interest in Home Economics arises from the 
recent revision of the syllabuses in Domestic Science and the efforts made 
by It'he teachers of Home Economics at Advanced level in schools, to gain full 

recognition for the revised subject under the entrance conditions of 
universities. This has been a great campaign and you will see from the 
enclosed letter that this University has agreed to accept subjects of this 
kind on certain terms. However, the present struggle for recoipiition is 
not the start of the affair by a long chalk and for this reason T must give 
you considerable background about the teaching of Home Economics or derivative 
subjects in the University degree courses. Those who now campaign incessantly 
for the full recognition of Home Economics, are probably not fully aware of 
the efforts made in universities, such as the University of London, to introduce 
this subject into the faculty of Science. In 1-908 in King's College in the 
Strand, thpre was a section concerned with Household Science for Women. This 
Department of King's College became a separate College of the University in 
1928 when it was known as the King's College of Household and Social S-cience. 
In 1953 that College changed its name by Royal Charter to Queen Elizabeth 
College. The College has developed strong Departments in Biochemistry, Food 
Science and Hutrition, Biology, Chemistry, Microbiology, Physics and Physiology. 
The importance of this development is that for half a century the University bas 
been *Aachirg Household and Social Science as a degree in the faculty of Sciez. ce. 
The social setting of these studies has not been forgoTten although it certainly 
has not been predominant. You are certain to know ore of the retireU professors 
of that College who made a name in the Department of butrition; I refer to 
professor Yudkin. It is important to realise that all the Departmcntcý in t; iis 
Coil', ege have not only contributed immensely to the development oC int-vrest in th 

411 

subjects but have also as Scientists, insisted 4'Ustat their si)bject falls wit. hin 
the faculty of Science for which sciences are regarded as the neceesary school 
prepa;: ation. 

jo-, j at that Col Alege under the courze un 
* 
it system, the B. Sc. degree can 

be obtained ir various units concentratints upon Food Science, Nutrition ani 
Food and Management Studies. All studies which are available at first degreE 

"�" "�/ 2 
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level in the faculty of Science, can be carried further to higher degrees by 
suitably qualifiea graduates. It is therefo_-e nnt possible to say plainly that 
there is a degree in Home Economics In the UniverRity of London, which w%is your 
first question. There are several pioneering efforts in CJueen Elizabeth College 

Which have led to an inteiest in what is now called 'Home Economics' in other 
universities, in colleges of education and in polytechnics. In fact one could 
almost say that in certain quarters the present pressure from teachers of the 
subject in secondary schools is a sign of the stature that they think they have 
achieved, although they may feel that appropriate recognition is being denied. 

In answer to your second question I can make it quite clear that a graduate 
of another university in any kind of subject, is entitled to follow a Postgraduate 
Certificate in Education course at the Institute of Education or one of its 
affiliated Colleges. 

Difficulties arise whan we speak about the acceptability of the subject 
Home Economics at Advanced level. From the point of view of the University, 
the recent campaign has been successfully met aq vouched for in the accompanying 
letter and the subject Home Economics and other subjects such as Textiles and 
Dress, and Design and Technology which have nitherto been unrecognised, can be 
used in limited ways for entry to degree courses in this University. As the 
subject has obtained this recognition only recently, it will not be possible 
to say what effect in actual admissions this recognition has had until we have 
seen the intake for October 1975 in the full Schools of the University and in 
the Colleges of Education preparing students for our B. Ed. degrees or our other 
degrees available in the Colleges of Education. As far as discussions ara 
concerned between members of my staff and the representatives of Colleges of 
Education, it seems that they are pleased with the developments as far as they 
have gone and are likely to make considerable use of the new phase of recognition. 
That recognition applied to all Boards with the exception of Northern Ireland. As 
far as Northern Ireland are concerned, we shall recognise their syllabuses as soon 
as we know what their revised syllabuses are. 

The section concerned with the B. Ed. degrees and the contents of those 
degrees should more properly be addressed to the Deputy Secrt-Aary of the Institute 
of Educationy as I do not know the full details of the constituent parts of these 
degrees of the Institute of Education. Question 3 on that page, however, requires 
an answer from me and I can assure you that in line with the James Report which 
initiated these changes in Colleges of Education, the students must have zatisfi-d 
the univeesity entrance requirements at the start for these new courses. In the 
old four year B-Ed- Honours degree course which will still be continuing in some 
Colleges until the present students on the course fad3 away, it was possible for 
a student to be admitted to the Teacher's Certificate course of three years on 
que, lifications lower than those required for university entry. If the student 
showed academic promise during the course, the 1hird year of his studies would 
become differentl- arranged in concentration with a view to taking an adaitional 
year to complete the B-Ed. degree. In cases of this kind where a candidate had 
not fulfilled university entrance requirements at the start, the University 
exempt, ed the student from the general entry requiretuents by virtue of the three 
year Teacher's Certificate which made him a wofeeator-ally qualified person. 
This certificate (rarse was then, if passed at a high standard, regarded as 
part I of the degree course and the student -proceeded in a fourth year. to PRrt 11 
to qualify for the B. Ed- 

,*o/ 
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There has been no suggestion of introducing a Home Economics deeree in 
the Schools of the University because we already hcie had such degrees at 
Queen Elizabeth College for many years. ' There would certainly be objections 
in the faculty of Science to any suggestion if it were to arise, of a Home 
Ecoiiomics degree which was not in fact scientific. 

As far as I can understand the situation in colleges of education, those 
colleges which previously used to prepare teachers to specialize in the Teacher's 
Certificate in the teaching of Domestic Subjects will now be offering B. Sc. degrees 
in Home Economics. I do not know what attitude the teachers of the faculty of 
Science of the University have taken when they have discussed the introduction 
of degrees such as the B-Ed. or the Bachelor in Humanities, where Home Economics 
would be the main or component part. I do know, however, that members of the 
Boards of Studies in Nutrition, who obviously come from Queen Elizabeth College 

Studies have been very helpful in the main, and in History of Art and in Social ý 
in their comments and in their suggestions made at the two Collegesl Digby Stuart 
and College of All Saints where the subject will be taught. They have gone out 
of their way to help these colleges to raise the academic quality of the course 
of the Teacher's Certificate toapproach that of a degree level in three years 
and have been far from obstructive. 

In informal discussion with University Teachers I have heard many different 
expres5ions of opinion; some of it well informed and some ill informed. We are 
fortunate that in this University we have had long experience, through Queen 
Elizabeth College, at a high level in this field of work. In other colleges, 
however, you probably find that there-are misconceptions among the teachers 

about the nature of the course in Home Economics and very naturally fears that 
academic standards are likely to be lowered rather than heightened by the 
introduction of Home Economics into a degree course. This fear is always countered 
by the acknowledged fact that it is already part of a four year B. Ed. degree 
course and cannot therefore be much of a retrograde step if the subject becomes 
part of a three year course. 

The teachers of this subject at secondary school level have campaigned for 
academic respectability. I have heard some suggest that they have been campaigning 
not for their subject, but for themselves, to gain the proper respect and possible 
special responsibility allowances in the sixth form i. f the subject can be counted 
as a Scier. ce and a basis for taking further work in Science degrees. The main 
objection, however, is whether the syllabuses of these examinations at Advanced 
level are adjusted to give an academic content of scientific significance. There 
can be any amount of difference of opinion over this vievrpoint. I know that the 
tutors in Nutrition at Queen Elizabeth College were not impressed by these syllabuses 
and will gi7o preference in selecting students for ForA and Nutrition degrees to 
those who have passed the traditional Science subjects at Advanced level, chosen 
from Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry znd Biology. It may b-. said that to a certain 
extent, preEsure groups who try to push a subject too quickly may defeat their own 
purposes; a good wine. needs no advertisement. You do not need me to t6l! you that 
a Re7e! Royce or a Dý'nler is a good car. In the past I can remember the efforts 
made for the introductionof subjects such as Economics rid Geogr&phy into the 
curriculum of the sixth form and. eventually into the degree courses of universities. 
These are now accepted as part of the traditional pattern of degree courses. 

oooo/ 
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Twenty years from now Home Economics may be in the same happy position. Teachers. 
however, cannot expect everything to 6o their way very smoothly at once. 

Yours feithfully, 

W. J. DEY 
Secretary 

E. S. Thorne, Esq., 
Principal Lecturer in Sociology, 
Totley-Thornbridge College of Education, 
Totley, 
Sheffield, 
S17 4AB 

enes. 
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Schools Council and in the Educational Press is that universitties are distorting 
the syllabuses and curricula of secondary schools simply for the benefit of 
the few who come to university, and this myth is commonly believed, you mn 
well understand that the secretaries of the examining boards are in a difficult 
position. They are not subject to pressures from universities to introduce 
new syllabuses and new forms of examination to suit university purposes; these 
pressu-res, come in the main from bodies outside universities, such as the Schools 
Council, the National Foundation for Educational Research and the like. The 
computer industry has probably had more effect on G. C. E. Mathematical syllabuses 
than any universities have had, even if one takes into account the so-called 
Schools Mathematics Project. There is also a finangial asqv'CA, to this huaiiLaaa, 
G. C. E. Bodies must pay their way and when they introduce a new syllabus, they wish 
to know that there will be takers in the schools. When, therefore, a few 
enthusiasts in schools demand a particular syllabus should be reformed, they 
may not carry out the request because the cost would be outrageous for a few. 

are more and more anxious to build up a strong liaison 
with the schools that take their examinations and want to extend their-ngeadIL 
and show very little interest in whether the new syllabuses introduced at 
Advanced level in particular, are acceptable to unjvgrgIJJes. They will raise 
the matter with university bodies abont_Ktgqj0ition when the matter becomes 
urgent in an individual case. One board in particular, Oxford, regularly 
consults me and tells me of changes and asks whether the University will accept 
the subject or not, e. g. the newly introducad Physics with Mathematics. Other 
boards disregard the universities and introduce new syllabuses for their 
customers. 

I do not know when you asked the London Board about changes in the 
syllabus in Home Econdmics. I am certain that if you'vrote to the Subject 
officer, Miss Ibbotson, at 66 Gower Street, you will get a reply as she is 
deeply interested in promoting the recognition of Home Economics. if you 
wrote to her when entries for the G. C. E. examination were at their height, 
is between May let and now, I can well understand that she forgot to answer 
you. 

Yours faithfully, 

L 

9"j 
W. J. DEY 
Secretary 

Mrs. E. S. Thorne, 
Principal Lecturer in Sociology, 
Totley-Thornbridge College of Education, 
Totley, 
Sheffield, 
317 4AB 
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A--- jklipundix A. 

Cu=ioulum Deployment of Teaoheris 

subject 

needlework & 
domestic subje. 

physical edetn. 
technology & 
handicrafts 

metalwork 
technical 

drawing 

woodwork 

rural studies 

all sciences inel. 
mathematics 

biol: botany: 
zoology 

chemistry 

general science 

mathematics 
physics 

geography 

commerce 

economics 

all languages 
& literature 

english, 
history 

religious inst. 

art & light crafts 

music 

teaching teaching on Avg. % 

named other other time in 
number subject subjects duties main subj. 

1,107 72.8 12.0 15.2 78-5 
1,434 44-4 35.8 19.8 58-5 

1,402 61.7 22.1 16.2 76.1 

19352 18.7 65-5 15.8 52.6 

1041 13-5 70.7 15-8 28.2 
1,192 32-4 52.0 15.6 61.1 

280 24-5 58.7 16.8 61.8 

4,285 57.8 19.7 22-5 66-4 

lp299 23.6 55-8 20.6 48.6 
871 26.3 49.8 23-9 53-4 

49285 8.9 68.6 22-5 33.2 
2,190 45.6 31.7 22.7 58.6 

1,139 22.9 52.6 24-5 51.2 

it898 29.9 48-8 21-3 49.0 
319 5-9 68-3 25-8 28.1 
255 11.3 6o. 8 27.9 34.7 

4003 49-4 26.2 24.4 59-5 
2,796 39.3 36.6 24.1 51-9 
2,257 25.2 50-5 24-3 45-7 

500 37.1 43-4 19-5 46.8 
19351 47-5 35.5 17.0 70.1 

780 34.8 21.7 56. o 56.0 

source : Statistics in Education t special series PP-48-96 
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UNIVERS! TY OF LONDON 

School Examinations Department 
66-72 GOWER STREET - WC1 E 6EE 

Telephom 01 -636 8000 - Telegfams Ulsec London 

Raf: GC, /, LIMI/SM 26 November 1975 

Mrs. E. S. Thorne, 
"Conifers, " 
Dervent Drive, 
BASLOW, 
Near Bakewell, 
Derbyshire DE4 LT. 

Dear Mrs. Thorne, 

Thank you for your letter of inquiry about London University's UC. I,! 
syllabuses in Home Zconomics Subjects, in connection with your research 

2 July, but study in this field. I have seen Mr. Day's letter to you of " 
I think it is probably better if. I reply independently of it in my 
capacity as GCE Home Econoruics Advisory Panel iecretary, and the administrative 
officer responsible for GC-k; Home Economics subjects, in the School 
Examinations Department of the University. (The Subject Advisory Panels, 

which include both representatives of the University and practising teachers, 

are subsidiary bodies of the GCE Examinations Committee. The Examinations 
Committee, and the University Entrance Requirements Committee (of which Mr. Dey 
is Secretary), are both subsidiary Committees of London University's University 
Entrance and School Examinations Council). 

Your letter uses the sentence "London is clianging its Home Economics 
-1k 

syllabus in order to make it more academically acceptable to Universities". 
I think this sentence somewhat distartz the situation, and will therefore 

explain matters from the point of view of the . 3ubject Ndvisory Panel, which 
is responsible for drawing up WE syllabuses for the z'xaminations Committee's 

approval. 

In recent years (London chEuiged its own A level Home Oconomics 6ubject 
syllabuses in this respect in 1969) the content of Home riconomics subjects 
has been radically changed by advances in technology, changes in the pattemof 
living, and an expanded view of what is relevant to Home Economics study in the 
context of contemporary society. All these aspects, scientific, technological, 
and social, now impinge unavoidably on the home and the family, which caimot be 
managed or understood without informed and intelligent study of them. It is t1his 
shift in the nature of the Home Zcoioxics field itself which has led GCE Boards 
to revise their syllabuses. It ic, I think, mistaken either to su, jpose that 
the revision was "to make them more academically acceptable, " or that in this 
field a division is to be made on traditional line3 between "academic" and 
"non-academic" subjects. There is an increasing number of subjects (and I 
know tnat my GOS collea; ue concerned with Design and Technology would agroe in 
thisoN which lie at intermediate points along Cie continuum from pure knowledGe, 
t%rough technology, tj application and pructice. In these subjects, lulowledge 
of all thece aspects, pure, applied, and practical is indispensable, and t. le 
exercise of them in the subject fiel-A constitutes a rigorous and demanding 
discipline. This subject content and discipline arise not from artificial 

C, -, 
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pressures but frovi the contemporary situation und. in consequence the 

contemporary nature of the subject itself. 

Advanced level sylIabu,,; es are, for many C,,. -Idi 4aLes, a preliminary to 

higher education, anci syllabuses at this leval are drl-ýn wiLh both these 

candidates and candid. ites not going on to further sLudy in mind. Thv Home 

Economics Advisory Panel have consistently taken the view that the modern 
Home 1.111conomics subjects syllabuses are of suitable weight and cofLtf7! nt to 

be fully reco-nised on the same, terms as other A levels, for purposes of entry 
to higher education. In doing so, they are conscious of the unfortunate fact 

that where a subject is not recognised, or only partIally recognised, for 

this purpose, its status in schools is depressed and its claim on resources 

weakened in relatior. toother subjects. 

Mr. Dey will, I thi. nk, have let you know the current position -is re,:; ards 
London University's gencral entrunce requirements, n=, ely tnat one Home Economics 

subject may be counted as one of three A levels under Scheme 13, but not as one 

of two A levels under ýcheme A except for deg-rees in the Faculty of Education. 

The Advisory Panel. hope that this will prove a limited interim period on t., e 

way to complete recognition. 

London University is, of course, only one of the universities concerned with 
the question of recognition of Home conomics subjects for university entry 

purposes. 

I hope this letter will help to clarify the position. The point is, 
I think, that changes in syllabuses have arisen not basically from outside 
pressures, but from the changing nature Of the subjects themselves in contempo- 
rary society. At the same time, the situation of the syllabuses in relation 
to higher education, and to the conditions for entry to it, is very iffiport: dit. 
The Advisory Panel hope that full recognition for these byllabuses under 
London University's general entrance requirements will be reached as soon U: 3 
is possible. 

The Advisory Panel is currently planning revised syllabuses, subject to 

Schools Council and z; xaminations Committee aZreement, copies enclosed. * 

Yours sincerely, 

P. M. 
-IBBOMN 

(Miss) 

0, toý, tj 8-%, 'CL4 
1 

n trvLk ý 
t-&9"jGa 

, cý-t-4t 4 1�-ý 
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TABLE Ok 1)it, IA))IA8 ISWED AND IIEE'tl CHARGED BY RUCOUNIS91) A 
0 Cookery. 3 Toaa# 
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I 

It It 0 couroo, profe-rred. Tito 

Name of VvLooL 

Bath sch. -Iol ct flookery 
DomeAtio SOence. 

Birmfughmu. Training 
6ebool for Teachen of 
Cookery and Laundry 
Work. 

Briotel, 'Municipal Train- 
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SaicliC4,4 
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noco. vui-, M I Courae. 

Cookery. 
Lanudry 

AVork. 
Rouge- 
wifery. 

Cookery. 
Laundry 
Work. 

Cookery. 
TAIII11dry 

Work. 
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Combined 
Diploma. 
Cookery. 
J<tlllulty, 
Work. 
11011140. 
wifury. 

Cookery. 

Laundry 
Work. 
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wifory. Combined 

Diploma. 

CArdid. gunth Maki 
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ing School of Cookory 
anti tho Domestic 
Arm 
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thire School of Domes. 
tIO. &; jenee. 

Leeds, Yorkdhire Train. 
ing School of Cookery. 

Laiceet-ir, "Iluidulpal 
Training College for 
Domm ic Subjects 
(Late North Midland 
: ielaool of Cookery). 

Liverpool; Triquing 
School of Cookery. 

lonulari-liatIersea, The 
Polytech-ate. 

Cookery. 
Laumlry.. 

Work. 
11smse- 

wifery. 
Cookery. 
Lauitdry 

Work. 
1101vo. 
wiftery. 

Cookery. 
Latindry 

Work. 
110tuse- 
witery. 

Cookery. 
Tanuttry 

Work. 
11(litt-11. 
wifery. ' 

('41111 Ili sted 

Work. 
to 10 0 

length of 
- 
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Ch%rgod. 
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4. Terms. ni fib can- Diplomr is not. taki 

4 Term, 
A 0. d. 
it; Is 0 For the first 4 torW. 3, 6 

110CLSOU WILD 0110 Or 
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. 
11 15 0 enturon probation and 

imt tv, o terms Latin. Training ODI or Work. 
* 

leave If they are not 
dry Work and House- Tewheris of Doraeldo House- 

if 
I Term 7 11 0 suitablo persons for 

wifery are taken e . on. w ery. training teachers. 
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University of London SENATE HOUSE 
MALET STREET 

Telegrams UNIVERSITY LONDON LONDON 

Telephone 01 -636 8000 WC1 E 7HU 

Extension 66 - 72 Gower Street 

Our ref 
Your ref 

Dear Principal/Head of Centre/Registrar, 

London WClE 6EE 

June 1975 

University of London General Entrance Requirement Regulations: Current 
Situation of General Certificate of Education Advanced level subjectsin 
the field of Design and Technology, Home Economics and Textiles and Dress. 

In the past two years, changes have been made in the recognition, under 
University of London general entrance requirements, Of the G. C. E. Advanced 
level subjects Design and Technology, Home Economics and Textiles and Dress. 

This letter explains the present position. 

One out of these three subjects is accepted at Advanced level for London 
University general entrance requirement purposes under Scheme A or Scheme B, 
for entrance to B. Ed., or B. Hum., degrees, but under Scheme B only for all 
other degrees (University of London Regulations relating to University 
Entrance Requirements, Section B). Scheme A requires passes in five G. C. E. 

subjects of which at least two must be at Advanced level; Scheme B requires 
passes in four G. C. E. subjects of which at least three must be at Advanced 
level. 

For certain degree courses specific subjects are specified as essential before 

a place on the course may be offered. Individual colleges should be consultedl 
with regard to the subjects needed to satisfy the course requirements. 

The following Advanced level subjects conducted by other G. C. E. Boards have 
been accepted as comparable-to the London subjects and acceptable on the 

same terms (Bulletin on University Entrance Requirements, March 1975). 

HOME ECONOMICS 

Subject Board 

Domestic Science AEB 

Home Economics Cambridge 

Domestic Science (The Home, Family and Society) JMB 

Home Economics Oxford 

Home Economics Welsh 
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TEXTILES AND DRESS 

Subject Board 

Dress AEB 

Needlework and Dressmaking Cambridge 

Domestic Science (Needlework and Dressmaking) JMB 

Home Economics (Dress and Fabrics) oxford 

Home Economics Welsh 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY 

Subiect Board 

Elements of Engineering Design Cambridge 

A282 Applied Science and Technology Oxford 

A180 Design, Craft and Practice Oxford 

Craftwork Metal AEB 

Craftwork Wood AEB 

It has also been agreed to accept passes obtained at Advanced level in the 
old syllabuses of Woodwork and Metalwork of all G. C. E. Boards including 
London on the same terms as Design and Technology. 

The full recognition already granted to the subjects A83 Design (Oxford), 
A82 Engineering (Oxford) and Engineering Science (JMB and AEB) will 
continue, as explained in the Regulations. 

Yours faithfully, 

W. Dey 
Secretary, University Entrance Requirements Department 

A. R. E 
Secretary, School Examinations Department 
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Dear fts. Thorne, 

I am afraid Nutrition is C1 ovo and the whole set 

10-16. College library? They do not deal with social factors 

and their influence is minims, 3 at present. The Nutrition 

pamphlet (and all the others) were reviewed in Houseoraft. 

Ky problems are not social at all: they are due to ignorance 

and inflexibility in high places. My only chance is to find 

the few teachers and advisers who are capable of growth. Some 

of them are terrific. 

Irene Finch 
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Mon. 

Bear Mrs. Tho=e, 

Many thanks for your letter. I am afraid I still do not 

t1hink it is the people at fault but their ignorance. In the sense 

that what we must do is correct their ignorance on this small issue 

(not their basic personality or values). Their inflexibility comes 

from their ignorance. And I think Miss Johnston's (Eliz. Gaskell) 

recipe and "skills" oriented teacher is partly unintelligent but 

-ainly ignorant. Headmistresses who try to make A-level easier 

for their weaker girls by attacking Mrs Fisher's scheme (Cambridge) 

do not realise that with proper science teaching in the 6th Form 

their girls could mostly do it. The science was mis-timed as well 

as mis-taught. Miss Rayment does noto (I suspect) really understand 

what my kind of science could do in the way of easing the burdent 

and sees all too dearly the upheaval that is necessary to get it. 

I thin she misjudges both what teachers are willing to undertake 

(or could absorb "through their pores,, if we could rewrite the textbooks) 

and the slowness of advance in the Colleges, where they are bedevilled 

by the separate origin and education of "science" and "cookery" etc. 

but nowp have other problems also. 

So it is no good looking at her social causation i ve must try 

to find the evidence that will convince her, though in moments of 

despair ve will all rail (especially so). 
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It would perhaps be interesting if you got the views of 

Mr. Hutchinson of PC Calderv since he now moves into a position 

of real power. I imagine you have contacted Janet Harvey. 

My problem is always how muoh time to spend on working out 

the material and how muoh time getting through to these people. 

But now that I have found some people who understand I put most 

effort into trying to help them. 

As an exsmple, I think- I too am anti child development courses 

in HE- I think they should be given as an emergency measure in 

almost all schools, but by teachers whom we train properly. In big 

schools it should be a specialist H/E teacher but they can also have 

in their team an H/E teacher specialising in Cookeryt another in 

Home Management eto. In small schools it is too much to ask of one 

teacher. What the advisers say is riglatt most teachers need a basic 

re-education in cookery, nutrition, eto. and merely to widen the 

subject is fatal. It is essential for their self-inuage if nothing 

elsep that H/E teachers become more specialist. 

I am not sure yet about lst week in September but I hope I 

may be free. 

Best wishes, 

Irene Finoh 

P. S. On re-rem4in this I am sure you vere right. There vas an 
incredible authoritarian generationt vith lingering relios 
still. But I do not come up against this really : only 
hear tales of what used to be. Much has changed in the last 
2 years, eg heads of Colleges. 
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NEEDLEWORK AND THE COM 

CIRCULAR TO H. M. IxSPECTORS. 

The Lords of the Committee of the Privy Council have issued the following circular to R. M. Irspectors 
[Circular 28a. ] 

"Education Department, 
5th April, 1889. 

"Sir, -My Lord. % find that in the children's needlework, which 
as been examined by. the Directress of Needlework at this Depart- 

e 
ment, therewere inany instancesof the materialshaving bSeW2ared 
and fi: ý'e-c gigritwted to the c'ilklren. ei T'Ue- table 
are -carcises, in the Instructions to Her Majesty's Ins ctors, dis- 
tinctly prescribes that, except in and below Standard 

V!, 
no fixing 

or preparation of pieces is allowable, arad you should imprtss this 
rule upon the teachers. The children must themselves fold hems, draw 
threads for stitching. make bands, place tapes, fix buttons in 
position, cut button-holes. cut holes before patching, place patches, 
trace patterns, &c. It is the desire of my Lords that the needle. 
work instruction in public elerrentary schools should. be of a 
ractical nature, and suitable to the wants of the children in after- r,, 

; it is therefore essential that children should know how to set 
about a given exercise in order to produce a certain result-their 
aptitude in fixing a patch the right side and way of the material is 
equal in importanct: to the neatness and regularity of the slitches. The correct fixing and preparation of the test specimens (by the 
children) must betaken irto account in assessing the value of the 
aced! ework of a school ; and, in cases where assistance is given in 
such fixing or preparation, the teachers shouli be warned that any 
repetition of it at future examinations will be regarded as equally 
unfair with assistance in other parts of the examination. -I am, sir. 
your obedient servant, P. Cumix. 

TO 
M. Inspector Of Schooils. 11 
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434 APPENDIX 

BTANDARD 11 

APPENDIX 

SCHEDULE III. (B) 

NEEDLEWORK 
sac AxAo APPFxDix L or RErjaxD IssTitrcrioNs 

X-BýTho inaterials wA the stitches of the exercises performed 

before Me Inspector, or in the garments shown to hiný4 should not 

be so fine as to strain the eyesiglit of the children, and the 

presentation of needlework of too fine a character will be considered 

a defect. 

Gý AND nWANTS'DEPARTIEVANM 

BELOW STANDARD I 

1. NewIle dr-A Position drilL 

2. Strips (18 inches by 2 inches) in shnPle hemIning with 

eoloured cotton, in the following order, viz.: -(I) black, (2) red, 

(8) blue. 
3. Knitting-pin driu. 
4. A sUip knitted (12 inches by 8 Inches) in cotton or wool, or 

jour small squares 8 inches by 8 inchm 

gTANDARD L 

1. Hulming, seaming (top:. sewing), foUing. A anall un- 

tgrimnlea gamke4t or other useW article showing the" stitches. 
2. rgnittingý-T*O jummes, PW14 *4. a strip Or a con3forl". 

FP 

1. The work of the previous standard with greater ekill. A 
mall untrimmed garment or other useful article. 

. 
2. Knitting. -Two neadles, plain and purled. e, q. cutTe or any 

simple knitted article, rests, strips for petticoats, &0. - 

STANDARD 111. 

I. The wmii of the mEmidards, fttite, 11ing on coarse 
material, pleatiltg, und mewing (in skin. rrg. A Nilkiple, lintrimmetl 
g1trulelit, f!.! /. it pillufort., ful aproll, a IXAMCOVA. 

2. Uerrhig-lione 4titch oii mingle-thread canvas or on cheese. 
Cloth. 

31. Darning (simple on singlo-thread canvas or on cheow- 

4. KiiiWng. -Four needles, plaiii and purleJ, j.. q. cuffr, %yoUs of 
so rks, &C, 

STANDARD M 

1. The work of the provious stftndards, an. 4 gathering and 
settiner-in. An untrianned garment, e. g. a chemise, child's 
ovemll, &c. 

2. Darning. -Plain (as for thin placen), on stocking-web 
inaterial. 

S. Knitting. -Four neodles. A simple knitted garmenL 
4. Patching on coarse flannel (herring-bone stitch). 
5. Cutting out, in paper. A child's chemiFie or plain pinafore, 

(two sizes) to be cut out by some simplo scale of Proportion. 

STANDARD V. 

1. The work of the previous standards. Button-holhig and 
sowing ou buttoas. Putting on tape loops and stnngthening. tApes. 
A simple garment to be out ont by the maker. 

2. Knitting. -F our needles. A simple knitted gannent. 
B. . Plain-diuming-a hole in stocking-web material. 
4. 'Cutting out, in paper and in material, a 91MMOUt suitable for making up In Standard III. 

APPENDIX. 430 

STANDARD V1. 
L The work of the previous standards and tuck-runninR. Any 

,, pment (showinC- the stitches of this and previous Btandards) to be 
eal out by the maker. 

IL Patching in calico and print. 
8. Cutting out,, in paper and in material, a garmenk soitabte tor 

Making up in Btsaldartl IV, 

STANDAID VIL 
1. The work of the provions standards, and ens"t-w4king- 

Gannont cut out by &lie inakor. Darning on coarse litiou 
. 
(diagovial out) and on woollen 

nuAerial Owilgo-tear). 
& Cutting ont, in imper, is reduced and enlarged PMUOM Ot 6116 

Suzuent belootod for the year's woik (paragraph 1). 

NOTE, 8 
In schools where needlework- is taken under Art. 10le Qi) of the 

Code for 180, the following requirements of. this schedule *hall be 

omittea: Stoindned IV. (5), cutting out in palm, he. "P 
Standiwd V. (1), to be out out by We roaker., 
Standard V. (4), land in watorial. ' 
Standard V1. (8), and in matorial-I 
Standard VIL (8), cutting out in paper, U &4h' 

COURSE OF JMnLjWORX FOR INALL UZOOLS 

PIMT STAýz SZOOND STAOM 
Hemming, seaming (top-xewing), Gatherinij %nd button-hollng. 

I felling, aod pleating. Darning on stlookings or woollen Garments showing these glitches. material and )mtowng in "lleo. Ka=i with two noodles. print, and fimnel. 
A garment ! or every twý Knitting with four r sedlaL 

scholars, or a rmso), &blg number Garments suited to this ata^ 
Of U664lework exerelses, and a and a soak, stocMup, or simoo Wtted article, suited to this gigge, 'knitted Vument lo be submitted to be submisteit to the japector. to the inspector. Zlementggy 

autting-out in the highest alas 

pro 
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APPENPIX. ' 

INSTRUCTIONS 'TO' H. M. INSPIWTORS AS TO MUMMATION IN 
NXIMMORK. 

(Schedule 111, z8ga. ). 
t. Forty-five minutes (exclusive'of the tirne*occupied in giving 

out and collection of the work) should,. as a ruie, be given to this. 
examination. 

2. A table of exercises, to be worked in this time is annexed. ' 
The mate" required for each is shown. The e. rerciscs, if cong- fiWed so-far as tofurnjýrh a j6rqftr test, will saWy the require. 
MexAr of the examhPiation. 

3- It is desirable that ab a rule, and when the numbers in the 
standards are sufficiently la, ge, the whole of the exercises should be You should t4refore divide the. scholars in each 

.) as there c sta= examined into as many groups (A, B, C, &- 
are exercises to be performed, and assign, one exercise to the 
children of each group. Thus, for example, Standard IW would be divided into four groups, and each -of the four exercises would be worked in one of the groups. 

4.6uitable needles, cotton, thimbles and scissors, if not given 
out beforehand, should be in readiness for distribution with -the 
other materials, so that time may not be lost at the examination. Each girl should fasten eecurely together the different specimens, if 
the exercise include more than one. 

S. It Is iwportant that too fine needlework should be avoided. 
No exact rule as to Cue size or number of stitches (on a given space) 
can be laid do-wa; buz the approximate standard to be kept in view, in hemming, seaming and stitching, may be taken to be as follows 

Infants and St. r. ndard I., about 6 to 10 stitches to ihe 
inch. Hemming. Standard 11. and up, ýards, about 8 to IS stitches to 
the inch. 

Stamiug andj Standards I. to VIL, about is to s4 stiftches to the 
stitching. Inch. 

(According to material. ) 
6. It Is essential, however, that children should be taught reedle- 

work according to this approxiiiiate standard without countin4 
threads a habit which Is mo pernicious 19 the pyginght), and 
that their'Zowledge oir-it-sliouTa-5 attained simply by training the 
band to work with the eye. 

A? T 
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EDUCOATIONAL BLUE-BOOK FOR 11801, 

Report for the Year i8gi I by the Hon. Mrs.. Colborrie, Directress 
of Needlm-kvrk.. 

March 7th, 1892. 
My LORDS, 

I HAVE the honour to submit my annuaL report on the needle. 
work of the students in training collieges, of acting teaehers, of pupil. 
teachers, and of a large number of school children.. 

The opening during the past year of non-residential colleges has 
increased the number of candidates exam ined individually in the art of 
teaching needlework. -, 9 students were presented at the certificate 
examialtion from theday collegesestablished in Birmingham, Cardiff, 

instruction Newcastle, and Nottingham. in each case the need! ework 
is under the direction of a fully qualified teacher; Oie students follow 
the same course as that of their colleagues in residential colleges, 
and th, 2 results of their studies are tested by the same examinations. 
The addition of this number of trained teachers will prove of great 
value to schools, for there still mm many which need the help 
of mistresses thoroughly proficient in the best methods of teaching 
needlework. 

Great improvement has, however, taken place in the 4uality of the 
ir. 3truction given by untrained tear-hers; but the children's needle- 
work still shows occasionally that there has in the past been a 
certain lack of systematic teaching. Progress has, therefore, been 
slower and the journey through the needlework schedule has been 
rougher than if a trained hand had been with the children to smooth 
the way and to help thern over difficulties. 

During the year i8gi the work Of 3,091 schools has beien examined by my assistants and myself. Of this number 65 were classified as 
11 moderate " (42 failing to earn any grant) 111he awarding or with- holding of the grant in the other 2ý3 cases was left to the decision 
of Uer Majesty's Inspector, who was requested to tall e into con. 
sideradon the general character of the needlework done by the 
children during the school year. Eighty-five schools received the 
summar 

,f mark ̀ excellent, " and the remainder were clastAfied. as 
good ' or if fair. " 
1he above-mentioned schools are scattered all over the country, 

and they include voluntary and board schools; it ha. % therefore, been possible to form a general opinion of the average standard of efficiency to which tbt: schools of the country have reached. This 
standard is a far more satisfactory one than it was a few years ago. There is. however, one great chanire in the needlework instruction which I should like to see made , it is this. a decrease in 
the time spent in the production of tiny stitches, and in increase 
;a the attention paid to the usdul and more prosaic w, )rk of 

ýtitting out well-shapcd garments, and of learning- how to maka 
tHem up. loo often is tnerfý just cause for the reproach 

ea 
ýr-M: o-u2-&-Era: zaiArL %isut no ave just lett scfiooi that althour 
they can maKe ea 

Rr "' 
ectriens -, or every stitch and 

exercise in the nevalewom syllatTýF, thevarequite incapaule of'cufflnu 
outaudiuakim. r st i5 ple fir! D ell L, 1 ir ta; em se1% es or their erl Plovers. 

,,, I ;;; _b, To remeay MIS weaknoss I ': 11 at the el er -irls - 
allowed to provide themselves with material which they migh! (under 
the teachcr's supervision) cut into any garments re uired in their 
homes ; the putting together and tackiag of the various parts of the 
garments should alsc be done by thern (under proper guidance). but 
theactual making up (for which there would not be time during- school 
hours) thouia be dor2 at home by t c: aid (if necessary) of a sewing 
machine. 171-is arrangement ouqht not to ; nterfere with the regulii 
work required by the needlework syllabus, but niight -; )ccupv the 
time which is uow szent in- beauti, ring the sample exercises andthe 

kifesty'. i Inspector at 1MF, E3 uesilneu to 53 snown to, Free-via- 
inst two 

he 
At the pr-. ený moment nced. work has to bold its own aiý 

latter 1 some-hat formidable rivals, cookery and latindry work. 
occupations have for most girls) -rmter attractions than the use of 
a needle; it thereire behoves ou'r' teachers to exert themselves to 
make the needlework lesson as interesting as possible. and thus 
ensure the continued success of a s*ect which forms so essential 
gi.! wanch of a girl's education. 

-i beg leave to submit to my Lords the special reports on each 
C4)IlCgC- 

I have the honour to be, &c. 
RHODA E. COLBOWNZ. 

To the Right Honourable - The Lords of the Committee of Couixil on Education- 
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Senior School Certificate Phsýin-atim 
1913 

Ojentor gcývvl eertificate Oxamtitatfanv, 

DoxisTro Scmxcz. 

(rhree hours. ) 

1. Explain, with experimental illustrations: 
(a) The Rusting of Iron. 
(b) The Tarnishing of Silver. 
(c) The Formation of Verdigris. 
2. What do you understand by- the term Solubility 

of a substance I How would you fincl the. solubility in 
water of (a) NitTe, (b) Ammonia 1. 

E ain the action of (a) Yeast, (b) Baking, powder xpl. 
in baking. What couditions. are most suitable for the 
use of these substances? Giýve your reasons. 

4. What are the chief properties of Caustic Soda and 
of Waqhincr Soda I How may each be converted into 

c' the other I 

5. Whitt is a Clinical Thermometer What are the 
chief points to be ainied at in such a thermometer, anti 
how can they best be attained ? Give the ine-an tem- 
peratare of the blood in degrees Fahrenheit and in degrees 
Centigrade. 

6. You are given a leirer balance which has one arin 
lougger than the other; describe and explaill (i. ) how 
you could accurately corapare the weights of different', 
bodies wit], one another, (ii. ) how you could find 

-the 
true weight of these bodies. 

7. '&ptaizx the action of the bell-tap and syphou, 
finshing-box of an ordinary wntor-e! 3Wt. 

S. De3cribo' 6xporiments to, illustrate 
.. the formation 

of clouds and rain. 

,a 
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Senior School Certificate s Coutse contan-t 

1913 

72 JOTNT MALTRICUIA11ON DO, %� 0. 

NIOR SC*IfOOL CERTIPICATE EXAMINATION. 

14. I)vmcstic Science. (0110 paper of two hour$. ) 
The balance and its use. 
Deusity. Comparison of Densities of different sub- 

stancei (e. g., milk, alcohol, oil, copper, wood). 
Hydrometers. Lactometers. 
Heat. Effeet of Heat on Solids, Liquids, and Gases 

Expansion. Melting point of ice and wax. 
Boiling point of water, milk, oil, alcohol. 

Thermometers. Comparison of different scale 
* 
S. 

Maximum and miniinuin thermometers. Clinical 
thermometers. 

The atmosphere. Pressure. 
The Barometer. How to construct and read one.. 

- 
Syýlion. Syringe. Pump. - Composition of the Atmosphere. Simple experiments 
to show preparation and properties of Oxygýn 
'Xitrogen, Carbon Dioxide. 

Need for Ventilation. Methods of ventilating a 
small room and a large hall. Different kinds of 
ventilators. 

Methods of licating rooms; hot wate: supply. 
Water vapour in the air. Forms in which it may be 

condensed. Clouds and Rain. 
Naturalwaters. Hard and snitwater, ' heir behaviour 

towards soap. Methods ofsoftening (a) tem- 
porarily, (b) permanently bard water. 

Solution and evaporation. CrystaPisation. Solu- 
bility of different, substances in hot and c9ld 
water, also in other solvents. 

Flame. Stnicture of candle flame and a Bunsen 
flame. 

Acids, Allcalies,. and Bases. Removal of st&W. 
Salt, Soda, Washing Soda. 
-Composition and action of baking powder. 
Ferments. Action of ferments in bread-making and 

beer-making. 
Souring of inilk. 

Acetic acid and vinegar. Yeast, niould. 
150ap aud -. oap making. TIard soap. Soft soap. Use 

(A soap. .- 
simple tests ;., ad pro- Starch; Sligar; Albumen'. 

perues. 
Disinfectants. 

0 
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Appendix IB 9 

Housecret Mmdnation Time-Table 
1913 

82 JOIN: MATRICULATION ft IRD. 

WITIT's-r- rraft ift a" 
65,1anfillatidit, 

JULY, 13 . 

nUE-TABLE. 

DATE. SUWzM'. 

110' SDAYS i0_30-12 i-S-30 

Jnno 80&h Arithmetic Elemoutary General Sýieiice 

TvXGDAV. 10-30-12 2-4 
July 1st Engl; sh Composition History 

WZDXZSV^Y, 2-8-30 
July 2nd Cookery Housewifery 

THURSPAY, 10 12 q* 4 
July 3rd French German 

FRIDAY, 

ýuly 4th 'cat N Rework Biology 

IttkIMAY. 10-12 "-80 
July Tth Geography IAunAry 

I* notifled ja doe eourm flie 1.1-aie Piirl lptaeol as 
vvilich tucy fwa to --otend for tha 
and We winertic Siiqec; x. 

10 
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B 10 

Housecraft 'cov"e oantent 1913' 

ib 

uO 11 . SIXUArr CL UTIF; CALTZ El XAMINATLON. * 

L English Composition. (One paper of one and a half* 
hours. ) 

Exerciaes, including an Essay, outlives of Essays, 
corre 0 cti n of isentences, meaning of %, orýa, 
etc., will be -set with the object of testing 
the po, %Ner of pupi!. s to write. clear and gram. 
z -icas' Eng! ish. nat. 

2, History.. (One paper of two -licurs. ) One of the following periods 
(i. ) From the ear-lies'. times to '1215, (1) 1066-- 

1485, (iii. ) 1485-1688, (iv. ) 1603-1745, 
1089-1815, (vi. ) 1815-1901.1 

3. Geography. (One paper of two hours. ) 
Outlines of 11hysical Geography, particularly leading 

facts abont cliniate and rainfall ; various types 
of land-relief, coaqt line and river features; lake 

Geoga It Isles and of ons of tile 
, 
fhyý of the Britis 

1ýmpiro, Europe. America. owing: British X 
Asia. 

4. A'riatnaic, with practical applications to M011860ld 
and business affair& , 

(One paper of onq and 
a half bour3. ) 

Principles and processes of Arithmetic applied to 
whole nnnibers,. simple vulgar fractions and 
decinial fractions. 

The Metric System' 
Percentages. Averages. 

tHouselidld weights and measures. 
Simple bookkeeping. 
Simple practical problems in square and cubic 

measure. 0 
Tnvestrnent. Stocks and Sharp. Banking Ac- 

counts. Insurance. 

5. Frcitch or German. (One paper of two hours. ) 
Elementary granimar, including irregular vbrbs in 

common Use. 
Translation of easy passages into English. 
Translation of easy English sentences. 
Free composition. 

6. Rkmeatary GC110ral &i*nce, (One paper of Olle &ud a 
half hours. ) 

'Mensuration. 
Specific gravity. 

ý49 
Air pressure, 
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Aýdiýx B 10 

Housecraft o(mtent 1913 

0 te 01 

fill. 
INNI'MMION ANI) NX41111NATRIN 4)V '*mtool. m. 77 

Ellementary1feat. Effeýtsoflieat; thermoýeters; 
transmiSsion ; simple measurements. 

ElenientaryCheinistry. SinipLcheinicalprocesaes; 
Combustion and Oxidation; Chemistry of air, 
water, neutralisatiort ; simple chemical facts 
about commou things, such as chalk, sods, 
vinegar, soap, starch, sugar, alcohol, etc. 

7. Oookery. (One paper of one and a liall hours aud a 
practical exam inn tion. ) 

Action of heat on foodstuffs: dry beat, moist best. 
Raising agents. 

-Foods: inilk, starch, eggs, -fish, meat, v; getables, 
and fruits. 

Usthod of extracting constituents of meat, bones. 
etc. 

Economy of cooking. 
Simple dishes illustrating the above. 

18 (In each case a p4er of one and a lialf hours aid 
a practical examination. ) 

(a) Housewilery 
1. The housewife. Her ideals, responsibilities, 

and duties. 

2. The theory of cleaning-materialls. 

The cleaning of rcoav% andl articles in ah0L, s'), 
e. g., stoves, lamps, etc., cooking utens4 
metals, plated &.,, %d silver goods, carpets, etc.,, 
etc. Drains, ainks, and dustbias. 

4. Household 
* 
mAuagcnieui: 

ýa) How to arran ', o the work of a house. 
00 (b) Management of servants, wages, atc. 

(c) Protection from dust., ý 
(4). Division of income. 

(e) Household accounts: current, prices of 
common articles of food, olothing. and 
household goods. 

M Zaundry. 
Preparation of u tensils -and apparatus, eta. Wash- 

*I and Enishing of hojuschold linen, woollens, n 
wflite and coloured cotton garments. and lace. 
Removal of stains. Cleaning and renovating 
articles of clothing. 
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Housecraft'comve oontent 1913' 

j 'Vecdk riýork and Drawing 
I. Repairing houselinen-aud garments. 
2. Construction of (larments: taking measure. 

Monts, cutting out, making. 
S. Making a shirt blouse, & plain lined skirt. 
4. Drawing work in drafting pattirns. mad in'desip 

associated with 1,2, and 3 above. 
(d) Bknzentary- Biohlgy. 

The forms and junctons of roots, stems, and loavm 
Structure and function of a typical Bower. 

Vegetative reproduction. 
The elementary facts of the nuitrition Of green - 

plants. 
Action of bacteria as shown by cultures. 
Life-history of flowering plant, moliles, yeast plantý 

Amcab&, Blue-bottle Fly, 0, 'Othes-Notbp &IId 
Pro. -. 

The general plan of the vertebrate body as demon- 
strable in a fish, and of the Mammalian type 
As demonstrable in the rabbit and man. 

The character and properties of muscle, fat, nerve, 
bone, cartilage, telldon, stud blood, and of the 
diSe3tiVG juices. 

Elementary facts concerning tile processes of 
nutritiOn, excretion, and respiration, An 
eleinentary ides of the worl- of tile riervous 
8YOteln; and an elenentary kuoivIeJgo of the 
Inechanism of the eye and car. 

6veralt' candidates are expected to show such "I knowledge of the subject-matter of the Syllabus 
be acluired bý naked-eye observation and the uso 
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Ai5pendix B 13c 

UNIVERSITIES OF MANCHESTER LIVERPOOL 
LEEDS SH. EFPIELD AND BIRMINGHAM. 

Joint Matriculation Board 

General'Certificate of Educ4don 

HOUSECRAn. PAPER III 
ADVANCED 

WEDNESDAY 9 JULY 1958,9.30-12.0 

nwfr. ur questions .4 fo 

1. Discuss with ieference to family life the advan- 
tages and disadvantages of a vegetarian dict. 

Plan nienus for, Saturday and Sunday for a family of 
father, mother and two young children. The members 
of the family are all vegetarians. Indicate valuable 
sources of protein, in each meal. 

2. Describe the structure of a solid fuel kitchen' 
range and draw a clear labelled diagram to illustrate 
the method. by which the oven and the water for 
domestic purposes are heated. 

GiVe foui rýles for baking'a jbint of beef for the 
guidance of a housewife who has not before used a 
fire-heated OyC; nI 

163 ADV. TM over 

Rumination paper 1958 : Rousearaft Paper IIT (Nincellaneous) 



a. Qive newica ctrc:, -tions, witia reasons, ior me 
washing and finishing of each of the foAllowing: 

(a) a shantung or tussore silk blouse, 
(6) a spotted inuslin ecru lice curtaia; 
(C) a white linen pocket handkerchief with an 

embroidered Anitial in the corner; 
(d) a pair of woollen hockey'_stockings with 

striped coloured tops; 
(e) a greasy kitchen oven-cloth. 

4. Plan a day's timetable during which a housewife 
is to prepare Christmas i4re. State in the plan what 
specinI dislics are to be made. Make out a shopping 
list of ingredicnts required with retail priccs : ind 
indicate what help will be available to the housewife 
during the day. 

S. Describe and illustrate by qrawing clear 
diagrams the circulation or, the blood in the -human body. 

Explain the method of dealing with cacL of the - 
following in the home: 

(a) a sudden nose bleeding; 
(b) a dccp cut in the thumb when opening a tin 

of meat-, 
(C). a badly grazed knee caused by Ming in the 

garden; 
(d) a Vlack eye, the result of a knock. 

163 ADV. - 

R=mim ion paper 1958 3 limearaft. Paper III (Nigoellaimeoue) 



3 
Surgcst with reasons for your choice four pieces 

of labour-saving eq-aipmentfor a young married couple 
setting up house. Both husband and Nvife are employed 
outside the home. 

Describe the construdion of one of the pieces of 
the apparatus which you suggest and give four important 
jrules for its economical, use. 

I Discuss the most desirable fcatures in the choice 
of a re3idcnce for a family of four (father, mother, son 
and daughter, both children being of school age). 
indicate, in your answer the occupation of the father. 

S. Briefly state the advantages of planning in A, 
lie. 

spending of personal income. 
Imagine yourself in your first post away from home, 

with a salary of E430 per annum. SuZZest &. e 
apportionment of your income, having duo regard to 
your physhW, mental and aesthetic needs. 

V"'"-Ilfttion PaPer 1958 : Housecrat t Paper IIT (MiscellamOo'") 
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UNIVERSITIES OF MANCHEsTrm UVERPOOL 
LEEDS SHEFFIELD AND BIRNIIINGHAM 

Joint Matriculation Board 

General Certificate of Education 

NEEDLEWORK AND DRESSMAKING 
PAPML 11 
ADVANCED 

MoNDAY 2 JuLy 1962,9.30-11-30 

Negligently presented or slovenly work will be penalizede 

Answer five questions including at least t%YO IrOln each 
section. 

SeanoN A. APPLim) PlAYSICS. 

Ansvýer at least two but not more than three questions 
fi-oln this section. 

Al. Dcscribe (a) an experimetit to illustrate that 
air exerts prcssure, (b) an experiment to illustrate that 
the pressure in water varies with the depth. 

With the -aid of diagrams explain (i) the action of a 
syphon to empty water from. a tank, and (H) the position 
of the water storage cistern in a house. 

A2. State the scientific principles ii I ivolved in the* 
m9de ofaction of each of the following: 

(aý a cabinet for drying clothes, 
(b) a room thermometer containing alcohol* 

(C) a boiler behind the kitchen fire for the hot 

water supply, 
(d) ýa pair of scissors.. 

143 ADV. ' 7, tZ 
Turn over 

143 ADV- 
T"Wv. 

Ilzamimtion papers 1962 : 'A' level We"I&WOrk and 3k988m8ki3W P&P= T, 
jLpplied lbysica and Chemistr7 T. M. B. 
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2 
A3. Draw a simple diagram of a circuit including a 

4-5 volt dry battery, a switch and a torch bulb. Des- 
cribe the structure of the battery. 

If the electromotive force of the battery is 4-5'volts 
and the resistance of the circuit is 15 ohms, what current 
would flow through the lamp? What would be the 
effect on the I ight if aI-5 volt dry cell were used instead 
of the battery? 

Explain the aecessity for using applianCeS in the 
home on the correct voltage. 

143 ADV. 
-13 ADV. 

A4. What colours make up the spectrum? Explain 
the difference in appearance of the colour of fabrics 
examined under (a) a north light, (b) electric filament 
lamp, (c) fluorescent 1. ghting, (cý) a sodium lamp. 

In what ways may -artificial lighting be treated to give 
the same colour values as natural light? 

A5. What are the main factors to consider in the 
artificial lighting of a- living room? State the advan- 
tages and disadvantages or the di[Tcrcilt types of filament 
electric lamps which are obtainable at the present time. 

If th: unit of electricity costsone penny, how mitch 
wo-i'd it ccst, correct to the nearest penny, for one week 
of lighting, supposing one 150 watt lamp, one 100 watt 
lamp and three 40 watt lamps are used for five hours a 
day 7 

'i 

"0 

" 
.. ". '1 

" 
""". """ 1'" 

- -a. 

s 

baninsticu PaPers 1962 : 'At level Needlework and 1*919=akinV P&per 
APPlied Pbysics and Chemistry J. M. B. 
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.3 
SEMON 13. APPLIED CHEMSTRY. 

4itswer at least two but not inore than three questions 
from this section. 

Give equations wherever possible. 
J36. Dra-w diagrams to illustrate the structare of 

(a) linen fibres, ' (b) nylon filamcnts, W cellulose tri- 
acctate filaments. What are the main physical proper- 
tics of fabrics made from each of these fibres? 

State, giving reasons, which of these fabrics you 
. ýVould choose for a summer dress. 

137. Describe and explain the results of washing a 
6voollcii fabric with each of the following: (a) block 
0: ) 1P -ap washing (b) washing soda solution, (c) so 

er, (d) liquid synthetic detcrgent, (e) soap 'flakes. 

,, cicct the detergent you consider most suitable for the 
jul-pose and explain its cleansing action. 

1138. To what extent is hard water a problem to the 
tsewife? Describe and explain Orce methods which 
5, be used to deal with tlic problern in a district wliere 
water is hard. 

B9. Why is it necessary for a natural fibre to 
ridergo processing before it is a yarti suitable for 
reaving? 

Describe the processes through wl-dch either (a) 
Dtton or (b) wool passes from the raw state to become 
yarn ready for weaving. (If wool is chosen, give the 

rocess for either woollen. or worsted yam. ) 

BIO. Write a short account of four of the following: 
(a) mercerizing cotton, 
(b) permanent pleating, 
(C) screen printing, 
(d). cross dycing, 
(e) crease-resistance finishing, 

flame-resistance finishing. 
AJDV. 

N=Rinsticn PmPeom 1962 3 'A' level Needlework and DreauakinV 2"er 
Applied Mysics and Chemistry J. M. B. 
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Appendix B 15 

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

General Certificate of Education Examination 

JUNE 1975 ADVANCED LEVEL 

Home Econoniics. I 

Three hours 

Ayisiver FIVE qiiestions, THREE or FOUR from Section A nod 
the rest from ONE other section. All questions carry equal marks.. 
Candidates'are reminded of the neceysity for good English and 
orderly presentation in their answers. 

Section A 

I. - How and why, has housework changed in the last 50 years, 
and how has this altered the life-style and opportunities or 
women? 

2. Plan -and sketch two different layouts for the food preparation 
and family cating areas in a house. Dctail the specific advan- 
tages and disadvantages of cach scheme. 

3. What factors will need to be taken into account by: 
(a) a childless couple, with a high income 
(b) -a couple with threc-year-old twins, and an average 

income, 
when choosing household linen and furnishing fabrics? 
Suggest examples of fabrics suitable for tho requirements or 
the different households, rchIling your answer to the proper- 
ties of the fibres and fabrics involved. 

4. Writc an c%say on I lome Laundering.. 

OTM year Mu. 

13. . Write. no essay on 'Population COntfOl in the United Kiagdon, 
Today. ' 

(i) Texturizcd vegetable protein. 

%, itv, iwajuK ItutrICHIS SUPPIICCi by the 
meal and the cost per head. MI marks) 

tion or* IQ62 i tA',, Ievel Home Ilbonomion 
Papers III, ITI 



On what bask, shoulcl. families (Imidt tLeir priorities for 
allocating available income? Dcrine the income and iiving 
circumstances of a particular family with two children, and 
draw tip an outline budget for them, giving reasons for your 
inain decisions. 

6. High noise levels are now recognized as contribu., ling to 
stress. I low would you aim to ensure low 110isc levels: 
(a) when choosing a home 
(b) within the home? 

7. 'Let the buyer bcNyarcl' How far is this advice still necessary k 
for the consumer today, and to what extent is there now 
adequate consumer protection? t 

Section B 

S. Comment on the cultural facilities available in either a named 
rtiral area or a namcd urban area. Suggest and justify the 
provision of three rurther facilitics, which you would consider 
important for the area. 

9. The open-plan three-storey town house is now. common in 
contemporary urban housing developments. Why do )oil I 
consider this is so? Compare and ý*ntrast the use or iivi, ig 
spacer in such a house with that of'a pre-war semi-detachcd 
house. 

10. Discuss modern trends in the d,, sign of bathrooms nnd their 
fittings. Relate layout and design to modown lifi: -5tyles. 

Section C 

11. 'Education should continue from the cradle to the grave. ' 
Describe and comment on the avenues open at present to 
people outside the 5-16 year old range. 

12. Comment on the state and local authority provided services 
and aid that are available to a young woman from the begin- 
ning of her second pregnancy to the time when tho child is 
one year old. 

13. ' Write an may on Topulation Control in the United Kiagdom 
Today. ' 

(i) Texturi7zd vegctable protein. 

llidjUr 1JULrICIIIS SUPPIICQ Dy tile meal and the cost per head. marks) 

FZ02'222=aliýllapers 1962 : 'At evel Home Iloonamios 



UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

General Certificate of Education Eiamination 

JUNE 1975 ADVANCED LEVEL 

Home Economics 2 

Three hours 

Answer FIVE. questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
Candidates are reminded of the necessity for good English and 
orderly presentation in their answers. 

1. What do you understand by the term 'a balanced diet'? 

What are the main factors affecting food choice? Identify 
groups of the population who may have difficulty in obtaining 

-a 
balanced diet and explain why. 

2. Suggest some ways in which a working mother, using modern 
aids to home managcment, could produce a dinner for her 
family within 45 minutes or her arrival home: 

(a) Using some commercial convenience foods. 

(b) Using no commercial convenience foods. 

Produce a menu and time plan for one example from (a) and 
one from (b). Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
these two schemes. 

3. Discuss the practical anenutritional significance of: 
(a) Coffee whiteners. 
M 'Instant' desserts. 
(C) Sugar substitutes. 
(d) Margarincs with a high polyunsaturated fat content. 
(C) Tcx1uri7cd vegetable protein. 

tucLLv ump IL14JUL auvients supplica by tile 
meal and the cost per head. (&I, marks) 

Pokb2t, tiOnvapers 1962 : W, , level Hme Iloonanics 
Pavers I. TT-TTT 

"1 



5. Suggest ways in which the housewife can promote and safe- 
guard the hcalth of her family by the careful selection, 
preparation and storage of food. 

6. Discuss the statement 'There is no substitute for milk'. 

7. Trace the pathway of digestion and absorption of a light ineal 
of mushroom omelet, watercress and fresh orange juice. 

8. Supply a wise dietary plan for a middle-aged woman who is 
10Y. overweight and whose doctor has advised her to slim. 
What advice would you give regarding aids to slimming 
which are available on the retail market? 

1110JUL Liummus Supplica Dy tile meal and the cost per head. (W marks) 

1962 'At level Bme Igoonmi()s F RL"rm ionviii 

4. Explain the physical ane chemical changes which take place 
vhc. ti an oxtail is cooked in a pressure cooker. Which groups 
of the population would find a pressure cooker particularly 
useful7 Explain why. 



UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

General Certificate of Education E xamination 

jUNE 1975 ADVANCED LEVEL 

Home Econon-des 3 

Practical Test 

Three hours 

77ds paper may be cut so that each candidate may be given her 
appropriate question. 

-VI LLII. uwasion. ina icate the major nutrients supplied by tile meal and the cost per head. marks) 

, level Bome Iloanomicis 
F&Pers 19II, ITI 



Devise and perform an experiment to compare the structure 
and volume of single sponge cakes prepared by: 
(a) the all-in-one method 
(b) the conventional creaming method 
(Use a single egg mixture for each of the two cakes. ) 
Comment on your results. (15 marks) 

Prepare a selection of savoury and sweet dishes which could 
be served at evening meals by a working housewifc. Pay 
particulir attention to the final flavour of each dish. Analysc 
bricfly the tinic, required for preparing and cooking each dish 
and in cacti case indicate the main nutritional content and 
cost, (85 marks) 

2. Devise and perform an experiment to compare the structure 
and volume of single sponge cakes prepared by. 
(a) the all in-one method 
(b) the conventional creaming method 
(Use a single egg ; n, xture for each of the two cakes. ) 
Comment on your results. (15 marks) 

Meat, fish,, cheese and eggs are expensive items in the food 
budget. Prepare a selection or dislics showing how the use of 

rl vegetables and cercal products can extend the protein of 
nicat, fish, cheese and eggs. Indicate the major nutritional 
content and cost of cacti dish. (85 marks) 

3. Dcvise and perform an experiment to compare the structure 
and volume of single sponge cakes prepared by: 
(a) the all-in-one method 
(b) the conventional creaming method 
(Use a single egg mixture for each of the two cakes. ) 
Comment on your results. (15 marks). 

An adult male relative, who is a lacto-ovo vegetarian, is 
invited to Sunday lunch. Prepare a meal for four, suit, -, ble 
for the occasion. Indicate the major nutrients supplied by the 
meal and the cost per head. (R marks) 

3-p, "0411-Amation papers 1962 : 'A'. 19vel BMO llOOnOmic$ 
rapers 10,17, oITI 
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Api: )endix B 16 

FiRures showirw tOl level Rome Economics 

1951 

1960 

1970 

entries/passes of boys and cirls 

Entered Passed 

Boys 39 33 
Girls 14,373 89100 
Total 14,412 8,133 

Boys 
Girls 
Total 

101 
28,447 
289548 

46 
l6t922 
16,968 

Boys 
Girle 
Total 

561 
399073 
39,634 

205 
24037 
24t542 

9' 

84.6 
56.4 
56.4 

45.5 
59-48 
59-43 

. 36-54 
62.28 
61.92 

Sources Compiled from Statistics in Education Year Book(s) 

n. b. Needlework has not been included since originally meparate 
figures were not given. Therefore 'Cookery' and 'Other D. S. 1 
have been added. The entry figures for needlework average 
12 for boys, 21,000 for girls with an approximate 4,1rds pass rate. 

'A' level Girls only 

Entries Passes 

1968 3,419 29352 68-79 
1971 4,686 3j261 65-59 

Source: Statistics in Education. 1971. Vol. 2 pp-76 et seq. 

Table showing C. S. E. and G. C. E. 101 level 1965-1970 

entries for Domestic Subleots 

j2601 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

BOYS 89 223 365 522 822 10111 
Girls 59340 120801 18,573 22,122 24,424 27018 
Total 109034 229342 32059 409560 509227 55,, 764 

Souroot Statistios in Eduoation. 1970. Vol. 2 p. 80 
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Appendix B 17 

Table showing the names used by the examinirw bodies for 

examins; tions in Home Economics 

201 level G. C. E. 

University or Examininiz Bo 

Associated Examinin Board 

Joint Matriculation Board 

Oxford Local Examination Board 

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examining Board 

Southern Universities Joint Board 

University of Cambridge 

University of London 

Welsh Joint Education Committee 

'As level GoC. E. 

Associated Examining Board 

Name of Examination 

Nutrition and Cookery 

Domestic Science - Food 

Domestic Science - Cookery 

Domestic Science 

Domestic Subjects - Cookery 

Cookery 

Food and Nutrition 

Cookery 

Domestic Science 

Cambridge University Local Ebamdnations Syndicate Home Economics 

Joint Matriculation Board Domestic Science 

Oxford Delegacy of Local Pmmina ions Home Economics 
(Food and Nutrition) 

University of London Home Economics 

Welsh Joint Education Committee Domestic Subjects 

COSOEO 

3)omestic Studies; Domestic Scienoe; Housecraftp Homecrafto Cooking and 
Enterta, ining; Cook and Hostess; Home Boonomios. 

Souroe: Home &onomics in Great Britsin 1971 : J. Harvey. 
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Am)endix B 18 

Distribution of marks : 101 level Cookery 

London Theory 100 50 - finished result 
15 - choice of menu 

]Practical 100 5- order 
5 t4m4n 

25 method of working 

Cambridge Marks divided equally between three papers 

A. E. B. Theory 50% 50% 
]Practical 50% 

Oxford Theory 100 marks 
Practioal 100 -arks 

J. M. B. Theory 80% 

Practical 20% 40 - preparation 
60 - practical 

Bias of Boards 

A. E. B. Creative Design and pattern makin 

Cambridge Wide field : supporting orafts (glovemaking etc. ) 

London Soience (but not as deep as thought, by teaohers) 

Oxford Wider aspeots (with Genera. 1 Paper) 'Good average 
householder knowledge) 

Sou%-oe : 'At level examinations : Housecraft t Vol. 43. 
I no. 1 p. 21 
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Appendix B 19 

Analysis of an examination paper 

Current discontent with external examinations suggests a gulf between 
the realities of examiners and pupils. In order to assess the veracity 
of the complaints a recent examination paper (J. M. B. 1974) is analysed 
below. 

Food Theory tOt level. (1974) 

The syllabus, to be realistic and relevant to everyday life should 
reflect the needs and realities of the pupils. Some of those needs 
in modern society are to be able to understand the advertising put 
out by manufacturers with regard to their food products and to be able 
to make valid comparisons on which to base decisions. 

Yet the syllabus under consideration could well have been written for 
twenty years ago (with the exception of the reference to 'food freezert 
perhaps) for the same areas of study are included and the same approach 
used. One of the major aspects of modern living is the use of convenience 
foods and the Utilisation of time. These are points which the candidates 
nay well be facing themselves within a month or two after the examinations. 
Yet the questions do not appear to reflect these points adequately. 

Nutrition and meal planning tgst,. (1972) 

Question A invited the examinee to 

"Tmagine you 8Xe the mother of a family consisting of 
YOursGlfp Your husband, an adolescent son still at 
school and a teenage'daughter who has just started 
work. You have to be away for one week. 

Plan a stock of food which might be placed, ready 
prepared, in the food-freezer to form the basis of 
five simple evening meals for your daughter to prepare 
for herselft your husband and your son. Justify your 
choicep stating, for each meall what would be added 
to complete the meal. State how the dishes would be 
paaked. 11 1 

It is suggested that a rephrased version as follows 
would be more meaningful: - 

"You, a teenager, have been made responsible for looking 
after your father and teenage brother (who is still at 
school) for a week, while your mother is away. Plan a 
set of five meals and state the foods which could be 
stored in the deep-freezer which you would use to form 
the basis of each meal. Justify your choice on 
nutritional arounds. " 

1 of. item b. p. 12 
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Put this way, it is suggested that the question lies within the reality 
of many of the pupils. It also is less ambiguous as to the grounds on 
which the ohoice of food is to be made: as it stood in the original 
version the question of pure preference could have been invoked by a 
divergent thinker. 

A further point for consideration is the setting of the question in 
relation to a tfood-freezert. This is reminiscent of the middle-clasev 
value-loadedo questions objected to by many, for few families or schools 
possess such an item of equipment: therefore the question is based on a 
theoretioalapproach only and gives a considerable advantage to the 
pupil whose reality includes a. food-freezer. (n. b. the American terminology). 

A question involving the use of the freezer compaxtment of a domestic 
refrigeratorp plus a combination of 'convenience foods' in packets and 
tine might have been more realistic. Finallyt if a knowledge of how to 
pack food in a deepfreeze is required why not make a direct sepaxate 
question on this point? 

Another popular aspect with teachers is that of meter reading. It is 
perhaps indicative of teachers persisting with old methodsp albeit within 
a slightly modernised framework, that this work always seems to involve 2 
actual calculations of the cost of electricity. 2 Yet it can be safely 
asserted that only a very small minority of people ever actually calculate 
the cost of their fuel by reading their meter. Fax more relevant, in the 
light of the syllabusq would be a comparison of various types of payments; 
prepaid, monthly/quarterly etc. and a oomparison of vaxious fuels such as 
electricity versus coal for hot water. 

One may also criticise the inclusion of two questions (out of nine) on 
non-food aspects when the paper is clearly labelled Tood. 3 The scope 
of food studies is so wide that it seems feasible to suppose that there 
is a sufficient range of topics for inclusion in such a paper. 

Amain, the question of cleanliness in the supply and handling of food - 
a major issue in mass society - is not touched upon in the paper. This 
may be regarded perhaps with some concern since a comparable paper at 
M. E. asks: - 

"How oan a housewife maintain a high standard of hygiene 
when (i) shopping for food (ii) preparing food. 

2 1974 (Food) item d. qat. 6. 

3 viz. qstne. 2&6 
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Nutritional bapects are lar ly confined in the G. C. E. paper to two 
questionev one on eggs (q. 4rand one on diet deficiency (q. 2). The 
one on eggs appears to be very limited in that two major areas could 
be said to largely duplicate each other (b. & o. ). The section which 
invites the examines to - 

Ilooment on the relative value of brown and white eggs" 

seems exceptionally trivial and indeed as misleading as asking pupils 
to spot wrong spellings -a practioe decried years ago. The balance 
of ma a then seems incongruous since the answer to the egg-value, in 
terms of everyday living, can be awmed up as 'no difference' t this 
despite the instruction to state the composition of eggs as well. 

Certainly the overall effect of the paper is one of a tendency towards 
trivialisation. There is little evidence of what passed for 'Objectives' 
in the A. T. D. S. 1970 Report. In this particular 'Ot level paper it may 
be said that there is no link at all with the considerations mentioned 
in the Report which should govern the structure of the work and hence the 
examinations in Home Economics viz: - 

the changing role of women in society 

(ii) a mother's inoome oontribution 

(iii) the tendenoy to early marriage 

In the light of the foregoing analysis and criticisms it would seem that 
the complaints levelled by teachers concerning the composition of 
examination questions is justified. 
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Universities of Manchester Liverpool Leeds Sheffield and Birmingham 

Joint Matriculation Board 

General Certificate of Education 

--Domestic Science Ordinary 
Syllabus A (Food) Theory 

Monday 3 June 1974 9-30-12 

Careless work and untidy work will be penalised. 

The mark allocations for the questions (and sections of questions) are given In 
lie right-hand margin of the question papcr. 

cookery. Name four different ums, giving one example in 
each cam 

--_ 

G. C. R. to' level Dwelitic SciOnOe 
1974 SKIabas A (Food) TheOT7 
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Answer five questions. 

(a) What do you understand by the terms (i) malnutrition, 4 
and (ii) starvation (undernutrition)? 
(b) What is a kilo-caloric? Why is it important when planning 6 special diets? 
(c) What points would you consider when giving diet advice 
and planning meals for overweight teenagers? Illustrate the 
points you have made by planning a menu for them for two 
days. 20 

(a) What is meant by (i) conduction, (ii) convection, and, 
(iii) radiation of heat? ýq . 

(1--. 
1 

(b) Why is a constant supply of hot water essential in the 
kitchen? 6 

(q) Describe with the aid of a diagram one method of supplying 10 a smill modem house with hot water. 
(d) (i) What is meant by " lagging "a hot water cylinder? 
(ii) Name trwo materials suitable for lagging. Give reasons for 
their suitability. 8 

3 (a) (i) Name the chemical elements of which fat is composed. 
(ii) Give four functions of fit in the diet. 
(b) Commcnt on the relative merits of using (i) oils and fats for 
deep frying, and (ii) butter and margarine. 
(c) Why should fatty foods be (i) Men with carbohydrate food, 
and (ii) restricted in invalid and convalescent diets? 
(d) Give an account of the digestion and absorption of fat in 
the body. 

4 (a) (i) State the composition of eggs. 
(ii) Comment on the relative value of brown eggs and white eggs. 
(b) Why are eggs important in the planning of meals for 
young children? 
Suggest three Ways of serving eggs to children, giving reasons 
for your choice. 
(c) The properties of eggs allow for a variety of uses in 
cookery. Name four different uses, giving one example in 
each case. 

7 

10 

5 

8 

12 

1.8 

G-C-"E- '0' level Dmestic Science 
1974 Sýrllabus A (pood) Theory 



Write a short account on each of the following topics: 
(i) ascorbic acid, 
(ii) the importance of pulses and nuts in a vegetarian diet, 
(iii) the value of a deep freezer in the modern home, 
(iv) the varieties and uses of pasta in cookery. 

9 
7 
7 
7 

-7 6 (a) What type of cooker would you choose for a small modern 
kitchen? 
Describe briefly five features of this cooker that you consider 
essential. 10 
(b) Make a simple kitchen plan to show the position of the 
cooker in relation to doors, windows, sink unit, working surfaC6 
and refrigerator. 
Give reasons for the positions chosen. -9 
(c) List five precautions you would take to ensure safety when 
working in the kitchen. 5 
(d) Calculate the cost of electricity used from the following 
information on the quarterly account: 

Previous meter reading 12 082 units (kwh). 
Present meter reading 12 932 units (kwh). 

The first 50 units cost 3-60p per unit and the remainder 
cost 0-85p per unit. (All working must be shown. ) 6 

7 (a) What are the causes of decay in fruit and vegetables? 8 
(b) What are the principles underlying the preservation or fruit 
and vegetables? State how these principles can be applied. 8 
(c) (i) What proportion of sugar to fruit is used when making 
plum jam? I 
(ii) Outline the method for making, potting and scaling plum 
jam. 8 
(d) Outline the method of preparation and deep freezing 
either runner beans or Brussels sprouts. 5 

__ 1 
G-C-F- '0' level Domestic Science 
1974 5ýrllabus A (pbod) 7heory 



.- 

Show that you know the purpose of each item and the 
difference between each item in tho following pairs. (You may 
use diagrams where appropriate. ) 
(a) seasoning and garnishing, 
(b) vanilla essence and vanilla flavouringo 
(C) compressed and dried yeast, 
(d) sugar and saccharin, 
(e) a filament and an element (electric), 
(f) a cook's knife and a palette knife, 
(g) a two-tier steamer and a double saucepan. 

9 (a) Discuss the relative merits and disadvantages of purchasing 
foodstuirs in each of the following places: (i) a supermarket, 
(ii) the family shop, (iii) a stall in the open market. 
(b) What special points should be considered when buying 
(i) lettuce, (ii) potatoes, (iii) flour for breadmaking. 
Vv) celery, W flowers for table decoration? 

is 

is 

G. C. F. '0' level Dmestic Science 
1974 SýIlabus A (Pbod) Theory 
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Appendix B 21 

T&ble showing age-struo-h=e of domestio subjeots teaohing force 

under 
25 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 

328.1 266.1 122.6 102.3 149.8 1 147.9 

50-54 55-59 60-64 65+ age not 
stated 

all 
teaoheris 

196.5_ 128.3 67.0 19.9 
1 

7.0 
1 

153. 

Souroe : Statisties in FAuoation 1969 
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Appent'i B 22 

Design Centres 

Design Centres are a new attempt at facilitating 
curriculum integration. One of the first to be built 
was that at the Henry Faushawe School, Dronfieldq 
Derbyshire. The theory underlying such a grouping of 
facilities (of. diagram) was that interaction and 
exchange of ideas and physical integration would be 
more easily accomplished. 

However, they are meeting with a degree of opposition. 
This is paxtly due to the fact that certain other links 
which teachers may wish to make are inhibited (e. g. Art 
with History) whilet others feel that they are having 
links forced upon them. Teachers of Domestic Subjects 
are considerably concerned over the possible annihilation 
of their subject within the concept of Artq although some 
felt that there was a possible contribution to be made by 
their Department to 'Design'. In the particular example 
quoted herep the actual design is severely oritJoised : 
the door of the 'staff room' is incorrectly sited and it 
is impossible to maintain the vigilance which is necessary 
in a practical lesson in terms of safety. Some centres 
are also badly designed in that noise is an almost 
insuperable problem (e. g. sawing, hammering are carried 
on near to and during lectures/lessons which involve 
talking). 

(Views and opinions referred to above were 
expressed at the A. G. M. of the A. T. D. S. 
at the Radbrook Institute; 25-10-1975) 
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aiL I x-1 II NEW SCILNCE hND CRAF'r DUILDING 

The plan is based on linked subject departments. 
Interspersed between them are seminar, 
tutorial, commons and study space, and areas 
which cannot normally be afforded when 
departments are housed separately. These 

spaces will be shared. Their variety will 
allow teachers freedom to extend the curriculum 
and develop teaching methods. The way in 

which they are related will encourage them to 

cooperate in the development of inter- 
disciplinary studies, project and group work. 

The fairly deep planning which has resulted 
from this approach means that large spaces in 
the centre of the building are lit from roof 
lights, but most areas receive'light from side 
windows as well and many areas have views of 
the outside through two or even three different 

window walls. There should, therefore, be no 
feeling of being 'shut in'. Certain of the 
small internal spaces - for example, the lecture 
theatre - will be artificially ventilated. 

Science. At the centre of the science group 
is a large general laboratory. Most of the 
services are located around the perimeter 
leaving the floor area free for a variety of 
experime.,,, -. ation and equipment arrangements. 
Leading off are areas for biology, physics and 
chemistry - each with an area for advanced 
level work. Separate rooms are provided for 

small groups to work on micro-biology and 
radioactive substances. 
The 40-seat lecture theatre will be used by all 
departments and one of the seminar rooms is 

shared with engineering. 
The home economics facilities for the school 
and further education have been planned 
together. Spaces for hairdressing, cookery 
and entertaining are linked to a comfortably 
fuynished general discussion area. 
The woodwork, metalwork and craft rooms are 
linked by an area for project work. There are 
benches for brazing and soldering, and a forge 

and casting area. Theoretical studies can be 

carried out in the visual aids room, the 
cornmcnis area, the seminar room or the 
lecture theatre. 
The needlework roorn adjoins the craft area and 
a bay for textile printing arid dycing. 
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